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ABSTRACT 

Spatio-Temporal Characterization of Ligand-Receptor Interactions in Haematopoietic 

Stem Cell Rolling during Homing 

By 

Bader Ahmed Al Alwan 

 

Researches on Hematopoietic Stem Cell (HSC) have been expanding that leads to an 

increase in our understanding of HSC normal behaviors and abnormal alterations. One of 

the most important issues in the research on HSCs is to understand the mechanism of the 

homing process of these cells to settle in their niche in the bone marrow and establish 

the production of various blood cell types after bone marrow transplantation. The cells 

first must come in contact with the endothelial cells. This contact is known as adhesion 

and occurs through a multi-step paradigm ending with transmigration to the bone 

marrow niche. The initial step of the homing, tethering and rolling of HSC, is mediated by 

P- and E-Selectins present on endothelial cell surface through their interactions with the 

ligands expressed on the surface of HSC. Thus, understanding the adhesion process and 

its contribution for efficient HSCs homing will have great impact on HSC therapy. The 

selectin – ligands interaction has been intensively studied using in vivo and in vitro 

approaches. However, the molecular mechanism involved by HSCs at single molecule 

level is poorly understood. Here in this study, a novel experimental method to unravel the 
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molecular mechanisms of the Selectin-ligands interactions in vitro at the single molecule 

level is developed by combining microfluidics, epi-fluorescence microscopy and live cells. 

In this work, the new single-molecule imaging technique enabled us to directly visualize 

the nanoscale spatiotemporal dynamics of the membrane protein-ligand interactions 

under conditions of shear stress acting on the cells at the molecular level in real time. 

Using this method, we revealed that selectin ligands on membrane-tethers and slings 

show unique spatiotemporal dynamics that is distinct from those on the cell body. We 

demonstrated that the membrane tethers are formed from single microvilli on the cells, 

which provides a mechanism to spatially localize selectin ligands, PSGL-1 and CD44 on the 

tethers and slings. We also demonstrated that the selectin ligands show fast diffusional 

motion along the tethers and slings compared with that on the cell body due to the 

detachment of cell membranes from actin cytoskeleton during the formation of the 

tethers. Our results suggest that the spatial confinement of the selectin ligands together 

with the fast scanning of a large area by the selectin ligands increase the efficiency of 

selectin-ligands interaction during the rolling, resulting in slow and stable rolling of the 

cell on selectin. Our findings contribute significantly to molecular level understanding of 

the initial step of HSCs. This single-molecule imaging technique that we developed in this 

study will find wide applications in the molecular-level studies on cell-cell interactions 

including cancer cell metastasis. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction to Hematopoietic Stem Cell Homing 

 

1.1 Hematopoietic Stem Cell 

The importance of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) arises as it is the only choice for 

treating many inherited and acquired blood disorders such as sickle cell anemia (SCA), β-

thalassemia, multiple myeloma, anaemia of bone marrow failure, and Hodgkin’s and non-

Hodgkin’s lymphoma (Mendelson, A. et al. 2014). The use of HSCs in treating such 

conditions is known as “Bone Marrow Transplantation” (BMT) in which the HSCs travel to 

find their way to the bone marrow (BM) in a process known as “Homing” after being 

introduced in the patient’s circulation. During this process, HSCs extravasate through the 

endothelial cells from peripheral blood to the BM and start repopulating it by producing 

all types of hematopoietic cells. The homing involves complicated multistep paradigm to 

be completed starting from tethering and rolling, firm adhesion, and transmigration. 

During each step, different molecules are engaged to contribute to the successful homing. 

Understanding these mechanisms is a major key in developing new strategies for the 

transplantation and overcome some of the current difficulties in the field of HSCs therapy.  

HSC is a multipotent stem cell that is capable of self-renewal and has a potential to 

generate all lineages of blood cells including myeloid cells (granulocytes and monocytes), 

lymphoid cells, erythrocytes (Red Blood Cells), and platelets upon exposure to certain 
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cytokines (Lim, W. F. et al. 2013).  HSC has a great value in the research and clinical fields 

as it is known as a source of a limited pool of immature progenitors that reside in the BM 

and has a plasticity property that enables it to differentiate into other cell types such as 

adipocytes, endothelial cells, myocardiocytes, pancreatic cells, liver cells, and 

myofibroblasts (Chotinantakul, K. et al. 2012).  In addition, HSC regulates the homeostasis 

both in the steady state and in response to injury (Celso, C. L. et al. 2011). At the top of 

the HSCs hierarchy is the long-term HSC (LT-HSC) that is a reservoir for a continuous blood 

cells supply, from which short-term HSCs (ST-HSC) and progenitor cells are derived (Figure 

1.1). These progenitor cells are known as Multipotent Progenitors (MPPs) that have the 

capacity to differentiate further to give lineage-restricted progenitors such as common 

lymphoid and common myeloid progenitors. Different lineage-committed progenitors 

arise from these MPPs to generate all blood cell types (Rossi, L. et al. 2012).  

The Embryonic Stem Cell (ESC) is the precursor from which HSC is developed. ESCs are 

pluripotent stem cells found in the inner cell mass of the blastocyst stage of animal 

embryo which give rise to all three germ layers; endoderm, mesoderm, and ectoderm 

(Lim, W. F. et al. 2013).  During embryogenesis, HSCs arise from mesoderm germ layer 

that are classified into two waves; primitive hematopoiesis in the yolk sac and aorta-

gonad-mesonephros (AGM). Placenta is another suggested site for HSC generation (Lim, 

W. F. et al. 2013) (Chotinantakul, K. et al. 2012). Prior to HSC generation, hemangioblast 

is formed which is a common embryonic endothelial and hematopoietic precursor (Lim, 

W. F. et al. 2013) (Choi, K. et al. 1998). The first appearance of hematopoietic progeny in 

vitro in placenta is in E9.0 stage of mouse embryo (Mikkola, H. et al. 2005). 
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However, HSCs from yolk sac do not express long term repopulation in mouse embryo 

while HSCs derived from AGM region have LT-HSCs reconstitution activity, which suggests 

that AGM region is the first place of HSCs detection, and hence there are two different 

types of HSCs; ST-HSCs and LT-HSCs (Chotinantakul, K. et al. 2012) (Medvinsky, A. et al. 

1996). LT-HSCs are known as CD34-, Lin-, c-kit+, and Sca-1+ while ST-HSCs are CD34+, Lin-, 

c-kit+, and Sca-1+ (Mendelson, A. et al. 2014). At E10 embryonic life, HSCs are found only 

at the anterior AGM and at E11 the dorsal aortic engraftment in a recipient mouse 

produced a complete repopulation of the recipient’s BM, which suggest an expansion of 

Figure 1.1: HSCs hierarchy, HSCs are at the top of the hierarchy. The mature blood cells are 
produced through a series of progressive proliferation and differentiation steps. During this 
progress, the proliferation potential decreases, and the most mature blood cells found at 
greater numbers. These mature cells have an increase rate of turn over, while the most 
primitive cells reside in the bone marrow are long-lived. 
(http://english.shanghaipasteur.cas.cn/rh/ru/Hematopoietic/201003/t20100324_52147.htm
l).  
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HSCs production as found in vitelline and umbilical arteries starting from E10.5 and 

urogenital ridges at E12 (de Bruijn, M. et al. 2000).  

In vitro culture of mouse embryo revealed that the emergence of HSCs occurs at anterior 

(ventral) AGM at the age of E10 where the number of somites pairs 32 -34 and large 

numbers of HSCs emerged from liver at the age of E12 (Medvinsky, A. et al. 1996). 

Recently with the advancement of live cell imaging techniques in vivo, it has been 

confirmed that HSC emergence and transition from haemogenic endothelium to HSC start 

from the lumen of the aorta of ventral endothelial cells in the AGM region at embryonic 

day 10.5 (E10.5) (Boisset, J. et al. 2010). In a separate study, the dorsal aorta has been 

confirmed to harbor the first HSCs appearance in both domains, ventral and dorsal sides. 

The ventral domain of the dorsal aorta has the capacity to maintain and expand the 

number of HSCs (Taoudi and Medvinsky et al. 2007). 

In humans, soon after gastrulation, the hemangioblastic mesodermal cells appear in 

extraembryonic area where they differentiate into peripheral cells that are flattened to 

form endothelium and the inner cells that form HSCs. Hematopoiesis occurs at 18.5 days 

(Carnegie stage 8) in yolk sac, and at 21 days the first HSC appears in the cardiac lumen 

and at 23 days the first HSC appears in hepatic rudiment (Figure 1.2) (Tavian, M. et al.; 

1999). At Carnegie stage (CS) of 15-17, human HSCs appear to be predominantly produced 

in the ventral domain of the dorsal aorta as detected by the presence of surface markers 

CD45, CD34, c-kit and Sca-1 (Ivanovs, A. et al; 2014). 
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Later, HSCs transmigrate to spleen and then to the BM, which is the site of hematopoiesis 

during the adult life through the endothelial cells. Certain cytokines and adhesion 

D 

F E 

G H 

Figure 1.2: Yolk sac blood islands.  
(A) Transverse section in a 3-somite human embryo (21 days) at the truncal level. In the 
embryo proper, the anti-CD34 antibody stains the endothelium in the paired dorsal aortae 
(da), ventrolateral to the neural tube (nt). In the extraembryonic yolk sac (ys), CD34 is 
expressed in hemangioblastic mesodermal tissues at various levels of differentiation, 
illustrated at a higher magnification (B, C). (B) A solid hemangioblastic cluster of cells 
expressing CD34.  (C) A less compact structure with a developing lumen still contains clumps 
of CD34+ cells (blood islands) associated with the arising endothelium. (D) Hematopoietic cells 
in the hepatic rudiment; a cross section through a 12-somite embryo (23 days) at the thoracic 
level. Anti-CD34 stains the endothelium of the paired dorsal aortae of capillaries around the 
neural tube and the endocardium lining the heart cavity (h). (E) A Cross section at the cardiac 
level through a 3-somite embryo (21 days). Some erythroid cells expressing glycophorin A are 
detected inside the heart (h). (F, G) Transverse sections through a 5-somite embryo stained 
for Gly-A and CD45, respectively. (F) Hematopoietic CD45+ cells inside the heart and dorsal 
aorta (arrowhead). (G) Some erythroid cells are present inside the dorsal aorta (da) lumen in 
a postcardiac section. (H) Some Gly A+ erythroid cells are present in the hepatic rudiment. 
Scale bars: (A) 200 µm, (B-D,H) 25 µm, (E-G) 100 µm. bi; blood island. 
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molecules control this transmigration. There are different transcription factors that direct 

or regulate HSCs generation, either intrinsically or extrinsically. Intrinsically, there are 

three regulators or transcription factors including (1) Stem Cell Leukemia (Scl) that 

recognizes a specific DNA sequences called Ebox motifs which is required for the 

generation of hemangioblasts in the mesoderm, (2) Gata2, a member of Gata family that 

recognizes A/TGATAA/G DNA sequences and have two zinc fingers which is required for 

proliferation and survival of HSCs, and (3) Runx1 which binds directly to DNA sequence 

TGT/CGGT that is involved in the generation of hematopoietic cells from the haemogenic 

endothelial cells. The extrinsic pathways involved in the regulation of HSCs generation 

include hedgehog and FGF pathways acting by controlling proliferation, cell survival, 

migration and differentiation of the cells. Bone morphogenic protein (BMP) is important 

for HSCs growth in AGM. Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF), which is known as 

angiogenic factor required for HSCs generation, and maintaining, and notch signaling 

pathway (Kaimakis, P. et al. 2013). 

 

1.2 Hematopoietic Stem Cells Homing 

Homing process is defined as the extravasation or transmigration of HSC from the blood 

circulation into its natural environment in the red bone marrow known as bone marrow 

niche, where all the supporting cells and growth factors that maintain its normal functions 

are present. This homing process is mediated by several surface adhesion molecules 

(Frenette, P. S. et al. 1998). The term “homing receptors” is originally back to the first 
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studies done by Gowans in 1950s where he studied the lymphocytes recirculation from 

blood circulation to lymph nodes then to thoracic ducts and then back to the circulation 

(Gowans, J. L. et al. 1957). He postulated that these events are nonrandom processes and 

involve binding of lymphocytes to post-capillary endothelial structures in lymph nodes 

and Payer’s patches. These interactions were first identified by Stamper and Woodruff in 

1976 using in vitro adherence assay under hydrodynamic stresses of blood flow (Stamper 

and Woodruff et al. 1976). The homing process of HSCs involves multistep paradigm that 

represents a cascade of events starting from tethering and rolling of HSCs after 

recognition of receptors by the ligands (Figure 1.3), which is followed by an activation of 

integrin adhesiveness and endothelial transmigration (Sackstein, R. et al. 2004).  

The migration of leukocytes into tissues is involved in many physiological and pathological 

conditions such as development, immune response, and cancer metastasis (Pasqualato, 

A. et al. 2013). To fully understand the behaviors of HSC after transplantation, the 

mechanism of homing process has to be fully characterized, as it is a crucial step towards 

successful stem cell therapy. In the following paragraphs, these steps are described in 

brief.   

 

1.2.1 Tethering and Rolling: 

The interaction between circulating cells with the endothelium of the target tissue is 

initiated by receptors on the endothelial cells that are capable of engaging the respective 

ligands under hydrodynamic flow stress that ranges between 1-4 dyne cm-2, thus 
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overcoming the shear force generated by the blood flow. This attachment is followed by 

rolling of HSCs at velocities lower than the prevailing fluid where the cells are given 

enough time to be exposed to certain cytokines. The homing receptors are defined as 

molecules that have the required chemical composition to achieve fast on-off binding 

kinetics with the respective counter parts under fluid shear forces.  

 

There are different molecules that comprise the homing receptors, such as the three 

members of Selectins family; E-, P-, and L-Selectin, and a tiny subset of integrin 

 

Figure 1.3: A Schematic model of HSC homing, which shows the central roles of endothelial E-
selectin and chemokine SDF-1 in mediating the transmigration and seeding of HSC within 
tissue microenvironment(s). 
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superfamily, specifically α¬4β7, Very Late Antigen-4 (VLA-4) and Lymphocyte Function-

associated Antigen-1 (LFA-1) (Sackstein, R. et al. 2004). 

P- and E-Selectins but not L-Selectin play a critical role in the BM homing of HSCs by 

regulating tethering and rolling of HSCs along the endothelial cells of the blood vessels 

under shear force conditions. To induce the tethering and rolling, HSCs must have the 

ligand, α1-3 fucosylated forming glycan determinants such as sialyl Lewis x. Ligands 

expressing these determinants (e.g. PSGL-1, CD43 and CD44) all interact with E-Selectins 

(Sahin, A. et al. 2012). Glycoform of CD44 is expressed on the surface of primitive CD34+ 

cells but not on the mature ones (Dimitroff, C. J. et al. 2001). Two endothelial proteins, 

namely LOX-1 and VAP-1 have also been proven to be the mediators of tethering and 

rolling steps (Sackstein, R. et al. 2005). The Selectin-ligand interaction will be discussed in 

more details below. 

 

1.2.2 Firm Adhesion: 

The firm adhesion follows the tethering and rolling of the HSCs, which is primarily 

mediated by integrins that play an important role in regulating HSCs homing. Integrins are 

a large family containing receptors that are involved in binding of extracellular matrix 

components, soluble extracellular ligands, and other membrane-bound molecules. They 

are found as heterodimeric forms of one α and one β subunits. There are 24 known 

heterodimeric integrins composed of combinations between the 8 β subunits and the 18 

α subunits (Prowse, A. et al.; 2011). Among these integrins, α4β1 or VLA-4 and αLβ2 or 
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LFA-1 play a very important role in the adhesion of HSCs and progenitor cells to 

endothelial cells (Sahin, A. et al.; 2012). α4β1 and αLβ2 present on HSCs bind to VCAM-1 

(Vascular Cell Adhesion Molecule-1) and fibronectin, and a co-receptor for ICAM-1 

(Intracellular Adhesion Molecule-1) on endothelial cells respectively (Vermeulen, M. et 

al.; 1998). After rolling, αLβ2 (LFA-1) integrin is activated and bind to ICAM-1 to slow the 

rolling process. Although the cytoplasmic domain of PSGL-1 is not important for the cell 

rolling, it activates β2 integrins to initiate the slow rolling motion on ICAM-1 (Miner, J. et 

al.; 2008). α6 integrin subunits have been proven to play a critical role in the homing 

process of HSCs that are mobilized to BM from fetal liver source only, while α4 subunits 

mediate the homing process of HSCs to BM from both fetal liver and multilineage 

repopulating HSCs (Qian, H. et al.; 2007). 

 

1.2.3 Endothelial Transmigration: 

The slow rolling motion and firm adhesion of HSCs play a critical role in allowing the cells 

to be exposed to chemoattractants that direct HSCs migration to BM. Stromal Cell Derived 

Factor 1 (SDF-1) also known as CXC chemokine ligand 12 (CXCL12) is a chemokine 

produced by osteoblasts in the BM. Chemokines are a large family of chemoattractive 

cytokines that are structurally related and act through hepta helical receptors coupled to 

heterotrimeric GTP-binding proteins. SDF-1 was first identified in stromal cell lines from 

BM that has a primary physiologic receptor CXCR4 expressed on the surface of HSCs. It 

has been proven to be an essential factor for HSCs colonization to BM as it works as a 
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chemoattractant for not only HSCs but also for the hematopoietic progenitor cells. SDF-1 

is also found to be a myeloid stimulating factor in general and for B-cell in particular (Ara, 

T. et al.; 2003) (Zou, Y-R. et al.; 1998) (Aiuti, A. et al; 1997).  These wide effects of SDF-1 

might be due to the six different isoforms that have been identified in SDF-1 (Sahin, A. et 

al.; 2012). SDF-1 was also found to influence the ESCs survival and chemoattraction since 

the ESCs express CXCR4 (Guo, Y. et al.; 2005).  SDF-1 and CXCR4 expressions are controlled 

by hypoxia inducible factor-1 (HIF-1) that is secreted in regions where oxygen is very low. 

Since BM is partially hypoxic, the stromal cells and others including immature and mature 

hematopoietic cells present in the BM express this pair. Other organs can also produce 

SDF-1 under similar conditions of hypoxia such as liver, heart and brain (Lapidot, T. et al; 

2005).     

SDF-1 shows an induction activity on α4β1 and αLβ2 integrins to interact with their 

receptors, VCAM-1, and ICAM-1 respectively. The N-terminal domain of SDF-1 is 

responsible for binding and activation of the receptor, while C-terminal domain is 

responsible for the stabilization of the interaction. CXCR4 is expressed due to a 

stimulation by SCF and Interlukin-6 (IL6) or hepatocyte growth factor within 24 – 48 hours 

that lead to the increased susceptibility to SDF-1 (Lapidot, T. et al; 2005).  After binding to 

its receptor CXCR4, SDF-1 recruits CD164 to the receptor and a downstream signaling 

cascade is activated. SDF-1 activates different proteins including PI3K and the GTPases 

Rac, Rho and Cdc42. Furthermore, the activation of the receptor also results in USP17 and 

CD9 upregulation at the transcriptional level. USP17 is involved in the translocation of 

Rac, Rho and Cdc42 to G-Proteins which results in the activation of these GTPases. The 
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activation of CXCR4 receptor leads to cellular cytoskeletal rearrangements within the cells 

(Sahin, A. et al.; 2012). Moreover, SDF-1 mediates the release of Ca2+ from its stores which 

activates a small GTPase Rho, an important mediator for SDF-1 in HSCs migration (Sahin, 

A. et al.; 2012) (Aiuti, A. et al; 1997). Surprisingly, the mobilized HSCs from BM to the 

peripheral blood after the injection of G-CSF have a lower chemotactic response to SDF-

1 (Aiuti, A. et al; 1997). This might be due to the fact that G-CSF cleaves SDF-1 to facilitate 

its dissociation from CXCR4 and hence mobilization of HSC from the BM (Mendelson, A. 

et al. 2014).   

Homing process is collectively rapid that is measured in hours less than 2 days in total 

from the onset of receptor-ligand interaction to finding their niche in the bone marrow. 

Different cell subpopulations show varying degrees of homing properties, for example 

Cord Blood (CB) HSC/HPC CD34+/CD38+ that lacks the LT-HSCs properties have low homing 

capabilities while CB CD34+/CD38- showed successful homing. Furthermore, Lin -/CD34-

/CD38- HSCs progenitors have very low engraftment as they express very low levels of 

CXCR4 (Lapidot, T. et al; 2005).  

 

1.3 Hematopoietic Stem Cell Niche 

The Hematopoietic Stem Cell Niche was first described by Schofield in 1978 and was 

defined as “an entity in which the stem cell’s maturation is prevented and the properties 

of ‘stemness’ are preserved” (Krause, D. et al.; 2013). He realized that the spleen couldn’t 

support HSCs in the same way as the BM (Celso, C. L. et al; 2011). Once HSCs reached their 
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niche in the BM, they started to establish interactions with cellular and extracellular 

fractions that are important for their survival, proliferation, and differentiation (Hidalgo, 

A. et al; 2008). The HSC niche is the site for the synthesis of different hematopoietic cells 

that are generated on daily basis and circulating with the blood. In addition, the BM 

stroma consists of various types of cells, such as osteoblasts, sinusoidal endothelial cells, 

sympathetic neurons, mesenchymal and stromal cells, stem cells, and the extracellular 

matrix that are essential for the production and deposition of extracellular matrix, 

cytokines, and growth factors (Figure 1.4).  

 

The HSC niche controls the number, self-renewal, proliferation, differentiation and 

quiescence states of HSCs. The HSCs are positioned in a nonrandom way in the BM niche, 

Figure 1.4: A schematic illustration that shows the location of the bone marrow niche inside 
the bone and the cells that constitute it (Grassel, S. et al., 2007) 
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which is controlled by different factors. For instance, the more mature HSPCs are located 

away from the bone and endosteum while the immature cells tend to be located near the 

endosteum where they are maintained. On the other hand, mesenchymal stem cells are 

secreting factors like CXCL12, Stem cell factor (SCF), interlukin-7 (IL-7), osteopontin (OPN) 

and angiopoietin-1 (Ang-1) that were found in close association with HSCs in the vicinity 

of endosteum. Furthermore, HSCs are maintained by numerous cells in the niche, non-

myelinating Schwan cells that cover the nerve cells secret molecules, which activate the 

latent transforming factor β, a negative regulator of HSCs.  

Also extracellular matrix of fibronectin, hyaluronan, type I and IV collagen, laminin, 

heparin sulfate, cytokine-binding glycosaminoglycan and chondrion sulfate provide 

soluble factors that influence cell growth, differentiation, motility and viability via 

interaction with integrins and other adhesion molecules. Moreover, macrophages, 

perivascular cells play important roles in maintaining HSCs through the secretion of 

certain stem cell factors. HSCs themselves can modulate the niche through the production 

of bone morphogenic proteins (BMP) 2 and 6, which direct the mesenchymal stem cells 

towards the osteoblastic lineage (Krause, D. et al.; 2013). SDF-1 is secreted by various cell 

types in the BM; osteoblasts and perivascular cells throughout the BM that directs the 

localization of HSCs to the niche. SCF, c-KIT, thrombopoietin (TPO), Myeloproliferative 

leukemia virus oncogene (MPL), Ang-1, and tyrosine kinase all have pivotal roles in 

regulating HSCs interactions to osteoblasts, more specifically, HSCs maintenance and in 

vivo quiescence (Celso, C. L. et al; 2011) (Magnon, C. et al; 2008). Ca2+ gradient affects the 

localization and functions of HSCs as it directs HSCs to peri-endosteal regions because 
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HSCs have Ca2+ receptors (Celso, C. L. et al; 2011) (Magnon, C. et al; 2008). Also, the 

oxygen pressure affects HSCs localization, as HSCs prefer hypoxic areas in the BM (Celso, 

C. L. et al; 2011). Parathyroid hormone (PTH) has been reported to increase the expression 

of CXCL12 by osteoblasts, thus increase the retaining of HSCs near the osteoblasts 

(Magnon, C. et al; 2008). 

The response of HSCs to metabolic cues and circadian rhythms is regulated by the location 

of HSCs in a close contact with the various cells. Additionally, the temperature, shear 

forces, and chemical signals that are formed by the niche affect the responses of HSCs to 

the external environment. HSCs niche constitutes a target for regenerative medicine 

rather than HSCs themselves (Wagers, A. j. et al; 2012).  Prostaglandin E-2 (PGE2), which 

is the most abundant eicosanoid, and involved in many physiological applications such as 

inducing labor, is known to regulate HSCs proliferation as it has been proven to accelerate 

cell cycle after pulse exposure. Also, it enhances the engraftment and homing of HSCs via 

the enhancement of CXCR4 expression on them. Furthermore, PGE2 inhibits the 

apoptosis of HSCs through altering the Survivin level by increasing its expression. Survivin 

is a member of IAP family that inhibits the activation of caspase-3, leading to inhibition of 

apoptosis (Hoggatt, J. et al; 2009). SCF induces the secretion of matrix metalloproteinases 

2 and 9 (MMP-2 & MMP-9), which promote the homing of HPSCs to their niche in the 

bone marrow (Shirvaikar, N. et al; 2012). CD34+ Cells HSCs derived from cord blood show 

a reduction in cell rolling mediated by selectin in comparison to HSCs obtained from adult 

BM or peripheral blood. This reduction is caused by neonatal deficiency of 

fucosyltransferase activity in HSCs. By converting CD44 into bona fida ligand for E-selectin 
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via In vitro fucosylation of mesenchymal progenitor CD44 had elevated homing ability to 

BM. CD44 found on the surface of HSPCs do not bind E-selectins unless fucosylated 

properly (Maria De Grandis et al., 2016).  

 

1.4 Hematopoietic Stem Cell Ligands 

One of the most important steps in the homing process is the tethering, which involves 

interaction between ligands on HSC surface and receptors expressed on the surface of 

endothelial cells. Several studies have been carried out to characterize the ligands and 

receptors involved in this initial step. E-Selectin has been identified as the receptor 

expressed on the surface of endothelial cells that interacts with several ligands on the 

surface of HSCs. Several ligands have been confirmed to mediate the initial step of homing 

process such as PSGL-1, CD44, E-selectin Ligand-1 (ESL-1) and others. For this reason, it is 

very important to know the structure and functions of these ligands. Also the binding sites 

of E-Selectin on most ligands must be clearly illustrated. In this section, we are going to 

focus only on two ligands that are heavily involved in the homing process; PSGL-1 and 

CD44 and some important features of these unique ligands are provided.   

 

1.4.1 P-Selectin Glycoprotein Ligand-1 (PSGL-1) 

PSGL-1 is one of the confirmed ligands that are expressed on the surface of most 

hematopoietic cells including immature and mature blood cells and interact with selectins 
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to initiate the tethering and rolling step of homing process. PSGL-1, also known as CD162, 

is a disulfide-bonded, homodimeric mucin (240-250 kDa) found on the surface of 

hematopoietic cells. A human type glycoprotein PSGL-1 contains numerous O-glycans and 

up to three N-glycans and three tyrosine sulphate residues (Tyr-SO-3) in each monomer 

(Figure 1.5). PSGL-1 is expressed on the tip of microvilli of hematopoietic cells as it has 

been confirmed by the formation of slings that result from the interaction between PSGL-

1 and its receptor (Sundd, P. et al; 2012).  

Figure 1.5:  A schematic illustration of the homodimeric disulfide-bonded PSGL-1 in the 
membrane. It has a cleaved propeptide 19-41 residues as confirmed to be present in most 
leukocytes (Fugang Li et al; 1996). The model put forward is based on a possible disulfide bond 
formation through Cys320. The putative sites of N- and O-glycans and tyrosine sulfation are 
indicated, as well as potential trypsin cleavage sites in the extracellular domain. PL1 indicates 
the proposed binding site of P-Selectins, so the blocking antibodies bind to this site. PL2 
indicates the positions where non-blocking antibodies are bound. (Epperson, T. K. et al; 2000).  
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It has been reported that KG-1a cells produce both monomer and dimer forms of PSGL-1 

which have molecular weights of 140 kDa and 220 kDa respectively (Charles J. Dimitroff 

et al; 2001) is considered as the principal counter-receptor or ligand for the all three 

vascular endothelial selectins; E-, P- and L-Selectins. Specific post-translational 

modifications to the core PSGL-1 protein backbone occur to gain necessarily ligand 

activity against each type of selectins. For example, in order to actively bind to E-Selectin, 

PSGL-1 must undergo a critical sialic acid and fucose modifications to produce sialyl Lewis 

x-like region (Sackstein, R. et al; 2004).  

The single extracellular Cys-residues of PSGL-1 that are responsible for the intermolecular 

disulfide bonding of the homodimer molecule is located either at 310 or 320 amino acid 

residues, depending on the number of decameric repeats. The mature PSGL-1 with NH2 

terminus starting at position 42 is formed through the cleavage of the signal peptide and 

the propeptide (Figure 1.5) (Epperson, T. K. et al; 2000).  

It has been suggested that the first 148 amino acids of PSGL-1 are sufficient to support 

the initial binding and subsequent rolling of HSCs on tumor necrosis factor- α (TNF-α) 

activated endothelial cells as this part contains at least two binding sites for E-Selectins, 

one is located within the first 19 amino acids and the second or more site(s) located at 

COOH-terminal between amino acid 19 and 148 (Goetz, D. J. et al; 1997) (Xia, L. et al; 

2004). The interaction of PSGL-1 on HSCs with E-Selectin constitutes the first step in the 

homing process. The efficient transmigration of HSCs to their niche in the BM also depend 

markedly on E-Selectin interactions. In addition, the ligand-receptor interaction triggers 
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intracellular signals that promote the activation of β2 integrin LFA-1 to initiate slow 

rolling. Although previous studies have suggested that ESL-1 is the predominant ligand 

that controls the homing of immature and progenitor hematopoietic cells, there is a shift 

between ESL-1 and PSGL-1 (Sreeramkumar, V. et al. 2013).  

The ligands recognized by E-selectin must be fucosylated and sialylated. The ligands that 

are recognized by endothelial receptors are heavily modified by both sialyl-Lewis-x (SLex) 

and sialyl-Lewis-a (SLea) (Kannagi, R. et al; 2004) (Magnani, J. L. et al; 2004). SLex is 

unrelated to the Lewis blood group antigens as they have different structures, 

(IV3NeuAcIII3FucnLc4, sialylated lacto-N-fucopentose III) while SLea is related. SLex was 

first found in ganglioside fraction of human kidney. Together with SLea, they have been 

considered as tumor markers (Magnani, J. L. et al; 2004). E-Selectin binding to PSGL-1 is 

mediated by lectin domain and Ca2+ interacting with the SLex determinant expressed on 

core 2-O-glycans, not necessarily to be sulfated (Sundd, P. et al; 2011) (Bullard, D. C. et al; 

2007).  

For PSGL-1 to be actively bound to E-Selectin, a critical sialic acid and fucose modifications 

on PSGL-1 must be performed to produce sialyl Lewis x-like region (Figure 1.6 A). This 

epitope can be detected by rat IgM monoclonal antibodies (HECA452) that are directed 

against sialyl Lewis x-like region known as cutaneous lymphocyte antigen (CLA).  
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Biochemical studies of PSGL-1 have elucidated that the CLA epitope is located on PSGL-1 

and more recent results have shown that only CLA (+) PSGL-1 can bind to E-Selectin but 

not CLA (-), which bind to P-Selectin in addition to CLA (+) PSGL-1. Another specialized 

sialofucosylated glycoform of CD44 ligand known as hematopoietic cell E-/L-Selectin 

ligands (HCELL) functions as the most potent ligand for both selectins expressed by any 

haematopoietic cells (Sackstein, R. et al; 2004). Rolling of the cells using PSGL-1 on E-

Selectins results in activation of αLβ2 (LFA-1) integrin that slows down the rolling velocity 

and forms firm adhesion on ICAM-1. Although it was demonstrated earlier that the 

cytoplasmic domain of PSGL-1 is not important for cell rolling but essential for β2 integrin 

activation, the knocked-in mice for PSGL-1 cytoplasmic domain deletion resulted in an 

increase in plasma concentration of PSGL-1 compared with the wild type. Moreover, the 

A B 

Figure 1.6: A) A stereo view of SLex (purple) bound to human E-Selectin Lectin domain (green) 
focusing on the Fucose interaction; the selectin-bound calcium ion is ligated by 3- and 4- 
hydroxyl groups of the fucose residue within SLex (Somers, W. S. et al., 2000)  B) Red: DiI-
stained neutrophils isolated from the bone marrow of wild-type mice and Green: neutrophils 
in whole blood of Lyz2-EGFP mice rolling at 6–10 dyne cm-2 frequently formed long processes 
in the downstream direction. (Sundd P. et al; 2012) 
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rolling cells expressed extension and retraction of the tethers which clearly demonstrate 

that the tethers extension and retraction do not require linkage of the cytoplasmic 

domain, but it is required for triggering syk-dependent β2 integrin activation that slows 

the cells rolling on ICAM-1. Furthermore, the deletion of cytoplasmic domain of PSGL-1 

does not alter its localization on the tips of the microvilli, which suggest an indirect 

interaction of PSGL-1 to the cytoskeleton, maybe through lipid rafts (Miner, J. et al.; 2008). 

PSGL-1 is expressed on the tip of microvilli of leukocytes that forms tether anchorage 

point during tethering and rolling process that elongated as a result to the interaction 

between PSGL-1 and its receptor (Sundd, P. et al; 2012) (Figure 1.6 B). Many living cells 

show similar protrusions in response to a low to moderate pulling force (F) that is applied 

locally to the plasma membrane. If F is larger than a threshold force Fth, a non-zero pulling 

force at which the separation of the cytoskeleton from the cell membrane cannot occur, 

and persists for enough time, the tethers are formed (Sundd, P. et al; 2011) during rolling 

and flip over in front of the rolling cells as “Slings”. It is suggested that the microvilli 

harboring PSGL-1 appear like patches on the slings during rolling. The spacing of PSGL-1 

patches on the slings is approximately 1.6 ± 0.2 µm that is comparable to the distances 

between adjacent microvilli (1-16 µm). When the bond of PSGL-1 patch breaks at the 

tether anchor point, it results in catastrophic failure as there is no chance that the bonds 

re-forms. PSGL-1 ligands are organized in patches on the slings and peel in a step-wise 

manner during movement. When a patch of PSGL-1 bound, the sling is pulled by the 

rolling cell due to the action of blood hydrodynamic flow until the next patch become 
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loaded (Sundd, P. et al; 2012). Our observations regarding PSGL-1 distribution along 

tethers and slings are different and will be discussed in the chapter 3. 

 

1.4.2 CD44 

Cluster of Designation 44 is a cell surface protein which binds different extracellular 

matrix receptors such as cytokines and growth factors. CD44 is encoded by one gene and 

has more than 20 isoforms. This variety is due to alternative splicing of mRNA and 

posttranslational modifications. For example, CD44 standard (CD44s) is found on most 

mammalian cells, involved in hyluronan (HA) uptake and degradation, wound healing, 

angiogenesis, tissue formation, and signaling receptor.  While CD44 variants (CD44v) 

show upregulation in neoplasia and are involved in the metastasis and aggression of 

tumors (Huimin Cao et al; 2016).  

1.4.2.1 CD44 Structure 

The CD44 is a large family of a single-chain transmembrane glycoproteins of cell adhesion 

molecules (CAMs) class with a multifunctional properties. All members are encoded by a 

single gene that have 19 exons. The extracellular part is encoded by exons from 1 to 16, 

with exons 1-5 expressed in all isoforms. Exons 6-15 are variant exons (v1-v10) as they are 

involved in different combinations in the standard CD44 (CD44s) isoform or excluded by 

alternative splicing. Then, the hydrophobic transmembrane domain is encoded by exon 

17 while exons 18 and 19 encode the intracellular part of CD44. These 3 groups of exons 
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are common in all isoforms and the heterogeneity of the family is increased due to 

multiple posttranslational modifications (reviewed by I. Morath, 2016). The CD44 epitope 

was observed by using a monoclonal antibody against human white blood cells and the 

following experiments revealed that it is belong to a polymorphic group of proteins of 80 

– 200 kDa in size present on the vertebrate cell surface. The amino terminal of CD44 

composed of a stretch of 90 amino acids (from residues 32 – 123) that show homology 

with the cartilage link protein and proteoglycan core protein. This domain enables CD44 

to bind to glycosaminoglycans which depends on posttranslational modifications that are 

dependent on cell type and growth conditions. The plasma membrane domain is a short 

(46 amino acids) in CD44s stem structure that contains putative proteolytic cleavage sites. 

This stem structure is getting enlarged due to alternative splicing of variant exons for 

example in cancer cells. The transmembrane and cytoplasmic domain consists of 23 

amino acid residues that are hydrophobic and a cysteine residue (Figure 1.7).  

 

Figure 1.7: CD44 structure: A CD44s compared to CD44v that shows amino terminal domain, 
Stem region, transmembrane and cytoplasmic domain (Helmut Ponta; 2003).  
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The transmembrane domain might be responsible for the CD44 association with lipid 

rafts. The cytoplasmic domain and the intracellular associated proteins are essential for 

its subcellular localization. These associated proteins like ankyrin are mediating CD44 

binding to spectrin protein of cytoskeleton. Members of BAND 3.1 superfamily ezrin, 

radixin and moesin (ERM) proteins interact with a basic amino acid motif in the 

cytoplasmic tail of CD44 which is located in between transmembrane domain and ankyrin 

binding site. This ERM and band 4.1 proteins crosslink the actin cytoskeleton to the CD44 

(reviewed by Helmut Ponta; 2003). 

1.4.2.2 CD44 Functions 

It binds mainly to HA that is an important component of HSC niche involved in its 

lodgment to the endosteal region as well as proliferation and differentiation (Huimin Cao 

et al; 2016). It also binds to OPN that is together with HA are abundant in BM 

microenvironment. Furthermore, the mesenchymal stem cell of human BM produce high 

levels of HA synthases and thus secreting copious amount of HA. This suggest the 

contribution role of HA in the homing of HSCs to the BM.  HA also has an important role 

in the maintaining quiescence of HSCs that requires their retention in the osteogenic 

compartment (reviewed by I. Morath, 2016). CD44 is involved in organ development, in 

multiple immune functions, cancer metastasis and haematopoiesis.  In addition, it has 

been found to be more abundant in leukemic cells and involved in bacterial interactions 

to the host cells (reviewed by Helmut Ponta; 2003). Expression of glycoform of CD44 on 

HSCs promotes E-selectin mediated rolling during the homing process over a wider range 
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of shear stress compared to PSGL-1 alone. The ligands that are reacting to E-selectin have 

HECA-452 reactivity property, and KG-1a cells western blotting shows HECA-452 reactive 

membrane proteins at 100, 120, and 190 kDa that represent isoforms of CD44 thus KG-1a 

CD44 express HECA-452 reactivity and possess E-selectin ligand activity. CHO cells 

transfected with P-selectins rolled on KG-1a cells PSGL-1 but not KG-1a CD44, while CD44 

engagement with E-selectin  resist high shear stress which clearly indicate that CD44 is E-

selectin ligand but not a ligand for P-selectin. The 100 kDa CD44 found to be the major 

protein that actively binds to E-selectin during the homing process of HSCs to the BM and 

must express HECA-452 reactivity property (Charles J. Dimitroff et al; 2001).  

CD44 is critical in the homing of HSCs as CD44-/- has shown reduced homing ability by 

more than 24% and almost near 70% when CD44-/- HSCs have been engrafted into CD44-

/- recipient. CD44 expression is reduced as HSCs matures when compared to progenitor 

cells. Also, HSCs near endosteal region have higher expression of CD44 compared to the 

ones in the central BM regions although central regions have higher numbers of HSCs 

(Huimin Cao et al; 2016).   

 

1.5 E-selectin: 

E-Selectin, a 107-115 kDa protein, is the major endothelial receptor that is involved in the 

homing process of HSCs to the BM via interaction with its counter receptors on HSC, PSGL-

1, CD44, and ESL-1. It is also known as CD62E, Sele, and was previously known as 

Endothelial Leucocyte Adhesion Molecule-1 (ELAM-1), and Leukocyte Endothelial Cell 
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Adhesion Molecule-2 (LECAM-2) (Bullard, D. C. et al; 2007). In the following, the structure 

and functions of E-Selectin as well as its contribution to the homing process are described 

in brief.  

E-Selectin is a member of a family that forms integral membrane glycoproteins. E-Selectin 

functions as Ca2+ dependent lectin that binds to carbohydrate epitopes expressed on their 

ligands, sialyl lewis x (SLex) and sialyl lewis a (SLea). There are different types of selectins 

including E-, P- and L-Selectins, also known as CD62E, CD62P, and CD62L respectively. E- 

and P-Selectins are vascular ligands that are expressed on the surface of activated 

endothelial cells. In addition, P-Selectin is expressed on the platelets while E-Selectin on 

the other hand is expressed constitutively on the BM and dermal microvasculature 

endothelial cells (Sackstein, R. et al; 2004). 

 

Figure 1.8: Top: a schematic draw of a monomer E-selectin showing different domains of this 
molecule, an amino-terminal lectin domain followed by EGF-like domain, 6 sushi domain, a 
transmembrane domain and C-terminal cytoplasmic tail. Bottom: a 3D crystal structure of E-
Selectin. From: 
http://www.cs.stedwards.edu/chem/Chemistry/CHEM43/CHEM43/CellAdhesion/selectinsstr
ucture.htm 
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The selectin family is called C-type lectins as they depend on Ca2+ for their interactions. 

They contain at least one N-terminal lectin-binding domain, also known as carbohydrate-

recognition domain (CRD) that confers the specific, Ca2+-dependent carbohydrate-binding 

activity. The selectins are type I membrane proteins composed of an amino-terminal C-

type CRD lectin domain, followed by an epidermal growth factor (EGF)-like domain, 2-9 

complement regulatory domains (Weis, W. I. et al; 1994) (Bullard, D. C. et al; 2007) a series 

of short consensus repeats (SCR) or sushi domains usually six for E-Selectin, a 

transmembrane domain, and a short cytoplasmic tail with 32 amino acids (Figure 1.8) 

(Bullard, D. C. et al; 2007). 

The C-type CRD contains approximately 120 amino acids with 14 invariant and 18 

conserved. CRD has a Ca2+-dependent carbohydrate-binding site. The EGF-like domain of 

the E-Selectin is highly homologous, which has a limited contact with the lectin domain 

and well separated (~ 25 Å) from the CRD region. The expected function of EGF-like 

domain is to support the correct orientation of CRD to recognize the carbohydrate 

presented on the target cells (Weis, W. I. et al; 1994). Structure/function analysis indicates 

a defined region and specific amino-acid side chains that may be involved in the ligand 

binding. E-Selectin can bind to different kinds of ligands including PSGL-1, CD44 and ESL-

1. In the absence of either CD44 or ESL-1, the binding of E-Selectin have been 

demonstrated to be reduced by ~ 30%, while absence of both results in moderate 

reduction which suggest the cooperative binding of more than one ligand (Hidalgo, A. et 

al; 2007) (Winkler, I. G. et al; 2012). PSGL-1, on the other hand, is considered as the 

primary ligand for E-Selectin that mediates the initial tethering and rolling in vivo. 
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Furthermore, PSGL-1 plays a critical role for the initial capture of the cells while CD44 is 

specific for controlling the cell rolling velocities. ESL-1 appears to coordinate with these 2 

ligands in their activities and in stabilizing the cells into the steady state of rolling. 

Moreover, PSGL-1 is required for the initial interaction as it has been shown to be 

clustered in slow rolling cells while CD44 remained evenly distributed (Hidalgo, A. et al; 

2007). A recent study demonstrated that a cell surface glycosphingolipids constitute 

another ligand for E-Selectin on the vascular endothelial cells in the BM (Winkler, I. G. et 

al; 2012). E-selectin supports the slow rolling of HSCs on endothelial cells (Hidalgo, A. et 

al; 2008).     

E-Selectin is also expressed on the surface of activated endothelial cells with IL-1α and/or 

tumor necrosis factor-α and causes a slow rolling of the leukocytes. This means that E-

Selectin also mediate the transmigration of neutrophils to the site of inflammation (Ley, 

K. et al; 1998) (Zarbock, A. et al; 2007) (Jung, U. et al; 1998) and also mediate cancer cell 

metastasis (Bullard, D. C. et al; 2007).  E-Selectin is constitutively expressed on the surface 

of endothelial cells present in the BM, unlike the others where the expression is induced 

by inflammatory mediators such as TNF-α, chemotherapy, radiotherapy or even surgery. 

E-Selectin is released from the cell surface and become soluble in the circulation with an 

estimated concentration around 35 ng/ml (Kannagi, R. et al; 2004). E-Selectin contributes 

to HSCs cycling in the BM and is expressed exclusively by endothelial cells in the BM with 

higher concentration being in the endosteal region (Winkler, I. G. et al; 2012).  
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1.6 Ligand-Receptor interaction 

HSCs in the circulation expert a forward force by the blood that pushes the cell in its 

direction. Also, the circulating cell is exposed to a “Torque” (about the cell center) that 

tends to rotate the circulating cell like a wheel along the vessel wall; the fluid flow velocity 

at the top of the cell is higher than near the vessel wall. The forward force and Torque 

refer to “Hydrodynamic drag” while the shear stress acting on the blood vessel wall is 

known as “Wall Shear Stress”. The results of binding and dissociation between ligand and 

receptor are the characteristic stop and go jerky motion that is known as “Rolling”. The 

contact zone between the cell and the selectin receptor is known as “footprint” (Sundd 

P. et al., 2013). 

There are four possible mechanisms that could explain the rolling of cells at high shear 

stress: 

 Since leukocytes are deformable cells and thus the rolling cells can undergo 

flattening at higher shear stresses, and this in turns increases the size of cell 

footprint and decreases the force acting on the cell 

 Selectin-ligand interactions behave like catch bonds at small detachment forces 

and tends to be stronger at increased forces 

 Neutrophils rolling at a shear stress of 6 dyn cm-2 or higher have been revealed by 

differential interference contrast (DIC) and quantitative foot printing to form 3-4 

membrane tethers that can extend behind the rolling cell and thus resist the 

hydrodynamic stress 
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 “Slings” a cell autonomous adhesive mean that formed by neutrophils rolling at 

higher shear stresses enable the rolling of the cell by contributing to the forces to 

balance the hydrodynamic drag acting on the rolling cells (Sundd P. et al., 2013). 

Tethering means or refer to connecting one device to another, one device pulling the 

other (Sundd P. et al., 2013). 

 

1.6.1 Tethers and Slings and Cell Rolling 

Once ligands on HSCs interact with selectins, tethering points formed that make the cells 

resist the shear stress and facilitate the rolling. As the shear stress act on the bound cells, 

they move in the same direction of blood flow forming tethers at the back of the rolling 

cells that are attached to the tethering points (Figure 1.9). In a work carried out by Prithu 

Sundd and colleagues, they assembled a microfluidic device using 1.5 mm thick 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) chip with microchannels engraved on its surface and 

attached to a coverslip using a magnetic clamp setup. The coverslip was coated with 

recombinant murine P-selectins-Fc (20 molecules.µm-2). Murine neutrophils were stained 

with DyLight 488 or Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated nonblocking-anti-mouse-PSGL-1 (4RB12 

clone) and resuspended in RPMI media at concentration of 2.5 X 106 cells ml-1. Then cells 

were injected into the microfluidic device and allowed to roll on the P-selectins at 6 – 10 

dyne cm-2. The images were captured by epifluorescence and total internal reflection 
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fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy. Some cells were fixed after rolling with 2% 

paraformaldehyde (PFA) and scanned by electron microscopy.  

 

They have described the formation of tethers at the back and slings in front of the rolling 

neutrophil on the P-selectins under shear stress. According to their observations, tethers 

are long sub-micron diameter tubes that are extended from leukocyte rolling under 

hydrodynamic drag. They are originated from microvilli and formed by the rolling cell as 

a result of binding to the vessel wall through PSGL-1. The anchorage points appear as a 

brighter dots of up to 16 um behind the rolling cell and the distance between the rolling 

cell and anchorage points suggest the length of the tethers. It has been reported that the 

length of these tethers can reach up to 30.1 um and the shortest ones measuring 1.2 um 

(Figure 1.10). After tethers detached, rolling cell actively accelerates and making jump 

(Alex Marki et al 2016).  

C 

Figure 1.9: Mouse neutrophils rolling on surface deposited recombinant murine P-selectins. A) 
DiI-stained isolated mouse neutrophil; arrow head indicates a tether (tethering point at t = 0s) 
flipped over the rolling cell in front to form sling at t = 3s. B) Scanning electron microscopy image 
of neutrophil showing tethers and slings. C) Three-dimensional reconstructed image of X and Y-
planes of the rolling cell showing the tethering points and a sling. Arrowheads, tether anchor 
points; thin arrow, sling; thick arrow, rolling direction. Scale bars = 5 µm. (Sundd P. et al; 2012) 

A B 
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 Alex Marki and colleagues have developed a novel side-view PDMS microfluidic chamber 

to visualize the tethers and slings. They labeled the cell membrane of mouse neutrophils 

with Vybrant-DiO stain then perfused these cells on P-selectins. Neutrophils were 

perfused at shear stress of 10 dyne cm-2. They used photofixation, in which the 

epifluorescence light source was turned on for 5 seconds resulted in intermittent or 

permanent cell arrest.  

Slings on the other hand are long cell membrane autonomous structures that are 

extending in front of the rolling cell to facilitate its rolling. Slings were also observed to 

exist on arrested cells (Maritza A. Jimenez et al 2015). They are about 200 nm in diameter 

and their length increasing with the shear stress (Sundd P. et al., 2013). PSGL-1 is thought 

to present as clusters at the tip of microvilli and as discrete sticky patches (about 1.6 um 

apart which corresponds to the distance between microvilli on the cell surface) on the 

B A 

Figure 1.10: Tethers formed by rolling neutrophils. A) Confocal images of side-view of the rolling 
neutrophil. B) Frequency histogram of the estimated tethers length at their maximum. Scale bar 
= 8 µm, open arrow = flow direction. 
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slings. It has been assumed that a tether/sling is formed from multiple microvilli as the 

clustered PSGL-1 along these slings or tethers represent the tips of these microvilli. The 

microvilli tips preserved as lobes (estimated to be 1.3 um apart) on the slings indicating 

that membrane from several microvilli is used to form a tether and the tips of microvilli 

appear as PSGL-1 rich patches or lobes (Sundd P. et al., 2013).  The movement of the cell 

rolling is separated into rotational and translational movements. The rolling of the cell 

frequently shows transient detachment and reattachment; the cells lose contact with the 

selectins and float freely for short distance. These freely floating cells also rotate due to 

shear stress near the surface. This rotation happens at much lower degree of rotation per 

distance travelled compared to the rolling cells on the surface. The trajectories of the 

rolling cells are usually straight with minimal deviation suggest a narrow band of cell 

surface contacting the substrate. The adhesion properties of the rolling cell can be 

mapped by tracking the rotational and translational movements around the contact zone. 

The adhesion strength at a particular contact point and time can be defined by Dwell time 

per unit angle by using τ (ϴ) = 1/ω (ϴ) (τ (ϴ) defines the overall behavior of cell adhesion 

at the contact patch of due to a sum of the effects such as adhesion bond life time, 

receptor density and the tether extension). Rolling adhesion is highly dynamic and a single 

bond is formed and detached in a sub-second time scale. It is claimed that the large 

number of adhesion molecules per cell is approximately 17 PSGL-1 per microvilli, and the 

cell has ~ 730 microvilli. Most microvilli are elastic with lengths in order of hundreds 

nanometers (Isaac T. S. Li et al; 2017). 
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Slings were reported to attach in the front of the rolling cell after the break of the tethers 

suggesting a tether-to-sling transition takes place in 3.2 ± 0.8 seconds. The side view time 

series showing that about 15 % of all breaking tethers are forming slings, and these slings 

are formed from long tethers. (Alex Marki et al; 2016). A tether is formed when a 

microvillus on the cell surface is pulled with a force after ligand bound to its receptor. This 

force when it reaches 31 pN, the lipid membrane of the microvillus dissociate from 

underlying cytoskeleton and the tether is referred to have a “crossover”. As a result, the 

lipid membrane starts to flow around the membrane integral proteins that are linked to 

the cytoskeleton into the tether causing it to elongate more easily over the time. When 

this crossover reached, the elastic stretch/retract ability of the tethers starts to diminish 

over the time as the pulling force increases and eventually tethers become viscous like 

tubes of liquid which are easily elongate but has no or minimal ability to retract. This 

inability to retract is thought to contribute to the formation of slings. The loss of 

dissociation of the microvillus membrane from the cytoskeleton at crossover cause the 

tethers to become longer and complex (branched) as the rolling progresses resulting in a 

more stable over a time (Sundd P. et al. 2013).  

When a patch of PSGL-1 on a sling breaks, the cell jump forward for a short distance till 

the next PSGL-1 patch on the same sling becomes load-bearing. Failure of PSGL-1 patches 

on the slings allows the cell rolling forward in small increment; stabilizing the rolling at 

high shear stress.  This explains how the slings facilitate the cell rolling over selectins at 

higher shear stresses. All of these behaviors have been clearly demonstrated to occur 

during mouse or human neutrophil rolling on plastic deposited P-selectins in vitro or on 
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Chinese Hamster Cells (CHO cells) expressing P-/E-selectins in response to inflammation. 

Similar behaviors of HSCs rolling on plastic deposited E-selectins during homing in vitro 

have not been clearly demonstrated.   

Most of the previous works demonstrating the formation of tethers and slings after 

neutrophils is captured from the circulation on surface deposited P-selectins at higher 

shear stresses. But our observations indicate clearly that KG-1a cells that are premature 

leukocytes are capable of forming tethers and slings at very low shear stresses as low as 

1 dyne cm-2. The previous work have estimated the length of tethers and slings to be less 

than 25 µm. Our observations confirm that the length can reach more than 170 µm and 

their length increases as the shear stress increases. Using our novel approach, we clearly 

demonstrate that PSGl-1 molecules exist as single molecules along tethers and slings 

which is different from previous findings.   

 

1.7 Nanoscale Characterization of Ligand-Receptor Interaction during HSC 

Homing 

We have recently developed a new platform that enabled us to reveal the nanoscale 

structure and reorganization of CD44 distribution on the surface of KG-1a cells after 

ligand-receptor interactions. During rolling, CD44 and PSGl-1 ligands form clusters that 

expanded our understanding of the homing process. The spatial reorganization of ligands 
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and receptors during rolling play an important role in the macroscopic cell rolling 

behaviors on E-selectins.   

Using confocal fluorescence microscopy, we have observed inhomogeneous distribution 

of CD44 on the surface of fixed KG-1a cells after rolling. Using super-resolution technique, 

we have demonstrated an increase in the footprint of CD44 after rolling compared to the 

control cells before rolling (Figure 1.11). The rolling of KG-1a cells on surface deposited E-

selectins causes a reorganization of CD44 clusters from patches to elongated structures.  

Our results indicate that the shear stress acting on the rolling cell after ligand-receptor 

interaction is important to reorganize CD44 distribution on the surface (AbuZineh  et al., 

2018).  

In addition, the actin cytoskeleton have been observed to reorganize after cell rolling. It 

forms thin fibrous structures that localizes to the reorganized elongated CD44 clusters 

which indicate a strong association between CD44 and actin filaments (Figure 1.12) 

(AbuZineh et al., 2018). 

Figure 1.11:  Super-resolution images of CD44. A) CD44 clusters in control cells before rolling. 
B) CD44 clusters have spatial redistribution after rolling (AbuZineh et al., 2018). 
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Furthermore, we have used methyl-β-cyclodextrin (MβCD) to disrupt the lipid rafts. This 

disruptions occurs by removing cholesterol from the lipid membrane bilayer. Our super-

resolution microscopy of the MβCD treated fixed cells after rolling demonstrate that the 

patchy clusters of CD44 have been moderately disturbed (Figure 1.13A, B).  

Figure 1.12: 2-colour images of Actin cytoskeleton (yellow) and CD44 (cyan). A) Co-localization 
of CD44 and actin filaments A) before rolling and B) after rolling (AbuZineh et al., 2018). 

Figure 1.13: Super-resolution images of CD44 on a methyl-β-cyclodextrin (MβCD)–treated KG1a 
cell that was fixed and immunolabeled in suspension. (A) Spatial redistribution of CD44 after 
treatment immunolabeld by AF647. (B) Colocalization of CD44 (cyan) and lipid rafts (yellow) on 
KG-1a cells that were fixed and immunolabeled by AF-647 (CD44) and labeled by AF-488–CtxB 
subunit (lipid rafts). (C) Mean rolling velocities of control and MβCD-treated cells. Error bars 
indicate SDs of six different fields of view (Karmen F. et al 2018). 

C A B 
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This suggests that the lipid micro domain could contribute to the CD44 distribution on cell 

surface. The images shows a decrease in CD44 cluster size after MβCD treatment 

(AbuZineh et al., 2018). We also demonstrated faster rolling of the lipid rafts disrupted 

KG-1a cells on E-selectin compared with the control cells (Figure 1.13C).   

 

1.8 Objectives of the study 

While the interaction between the ligand and its counter receptor has been studied 

extensively to identify different aspects in this interaction, previous studies were not able 

to unravel the molecular mechanism of the ligand-receptor interaction completely. This 

is partly due to the lack of an appropriate method that can visualize the binding at the 

single molecule level. In this study, we aim to unravel the complicated molecular 

mechanisms of HSCs rolling on E-Selectins and the interaction between E-selectin and its 

counter receptors mainly PSGL-1 and CD44. In order to achieve this, I develop a new in 

vitro cell rolling assay that provides direct information about the spatiotemporal kinetics 

of ligand-receptor binding and dissociation at the single molecule level in real time. The 

assay is based on a combination of microfluidics, and single-molecule fluorescence 

imaging microscopy. The overall aims of the study are divided into three primary 

objectives: 

 To develop the microfluidics-based in vitro cell rolling assay. 
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 To visualize ligand-receptor interactions using fluorescence imaging technique for 

visualizing nanoscale real-time interaction between ligands and the receptors at 

the molecular level. 

 To characterize the spatiotemporal kinetics of ligand-receptor interactions at the 

molecular level under the shear force conditions. 
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Chapter 2 

Development of Microfluidics-Based Single-Molecule Live-Cell 

Fluorescence Imaging Platform 

2.1 Experiment overview 

The molecular level characterization of the PSGL-1/CD44-E-Selectin interactions requires 

the development of a new assay that enables the visualization of the nanoscale ligand-

receptor interaction at the single-molecule level in real time under shear force stress 

conditions. The basic idea to achieve this is to combine microfluidics with advanced 

fluorescence imaging techniques. The microfluidics-based assay provides a technical 

platform to characterize the tethering and rolling behaviors of individual cells under shear 

stress conditions that mimics the interaction between HSCs and endothelial cells 

occurring in the blood stream. The advanced fluorescence imaging techniques including 

wide-field epifluorescence imaging provide excellent tools to characterize the nanoscale 

ligand-receptor interactions at the single-molecule level in real time. The combination of 

these techniques offers a unique opportunity to investigate the molecular level of PSGL-

1/CD44-E-Selectin interactions under shear stress conditions.   

As a first step to achieve microfluidics-based single-molecule live-cell imaging, we 

developed and optimized the in vitro cell rolling assay to mimic the physiological rolling 

conditions on E-selectins. The experimental design for the assay is illustrated in Figure 2.1. 

Purified recombinant human (rh) E-Selectin molecules are deposited on the surface of a 
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microfluidic chamber directly that are physically adsorbed to a plastic surface to mimic 

the surface of endothelial cells in a blood vessel. A model system of the HSCs, KG-1a cell, 

is injected into the E-Selectin-deposited microfluidic chamber. The shear stress acting on 

the injected cells is carefully controlled by the flow rate of a buffer inside the chamber 

using a syringe pump. The rolling and tethering behaviors of the individual cell on the E-

Selectin-deposited chamber are visualized by an optical microscope by mounting the 

chamber on the microscope stage and capturing the image using a CCD camera. The 

interaction between PSGL-1 on the surface of KG-1a cell and E-Selectin on the surface of 

the chamber is directly visualized in the form of rolling cells. 

 

 

After establishing the in vitro cell rolling assay, we optimized the in vitro cell rolling assay 

to enable direct visualization of the interacting cells, ligand distribution along tethers and 

slings and cell rolling behavior using a fluorescently-labeled anti-PSGL-1/CD44 

monoclonal antibodies pre-incubated with KG-1a cells. When KG-1a cells are injected to 

Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of in vitro rolling assay for studying the ligand-receptor 
interaction at the single molecule level in real time.  

CCD  
Camera 
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a surface-deposited rhE-Selectin molecules, a laser beam of a specific wavelength is used 

to excite the fluorophores attached to the antibodies in order to be visualized. Images are 

captured by using an electron multiplying (EM)-CCD camera. This allows for the real time 

imaging of selectin-ligand interactions at the single-molecule level.  

Furthermore, the spatial locations and distributions of the ligands along tethers and slings 

are determined at single-molecule level. This enables an accurate spatiotemporal 

characterization of the selectin-ligand interactions occurring at each binding site. 

 

2.2 Microfluidics Based Cell Rolling Assay  

2.2.1 Flow Chamber 

The study of HSCs homing and the ligand-receptor interactions in vivo at the single 

molecule level is hindered by many difficulties such as vascular tissue that may hamper 

the signal recovery. In this study, commercially available microfluidic chambers (ibidi 

GmbH) are used for in vitro cell rolling assay (Figure 2.2). In this microfluidic chamber 

system, multiple channels with well-defined dimensions are available on a single chip. 

This is advantageous for a high throughput rolling experiment. Also, the channels with 

well-defined dimensions allow for a precise control of the flow velocity inside the channel 

and thus shear stress exerted on rolling cells. Different types of microfluidic chambers 

were obtained from ibidi GmbH. Specifications of these chambers are summarized in 

Table 2.1. Three different surfaces provided by ibidi GmbH were used for the deposition 
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experiments: uncoated, ibiTreat, and glass surface. The uncoated chamber (ibidi GmbH, 

cat. # 80601 and cat. # 80661) has a bottom coverslip made of hydrophobic polymer, 

which does not permit direct cell growth. The plastic bottom meets all optical 

requirements for most of the fluorescence imaging techniques, which include 0.17 mm 

thickness similar to No. 1.5 coverslip, compatible to immersion oil, refractive index of 1.52 

similar to glass coverslip, small material dispersion, high transmission of light through 

visible wavelength region, and low autofluorescence. This is especially important when 

the effect of shear stress acting on the rolling cells is investigated at the molecular level 

using advanced fluorescence imaging techniques including single molecule fluorescence 

imaging and super-resolution fluorescence imaging (AbuZineh et al 2018). Furthermore, 

the commercially available microfluidic chambers have a plastic bottom suitable for 

depositing proteins on the surface. The chamber has an inlet and outlet so that cells and 

buffers can be injected or withdrawn using a syringe pump. 

 

Figure 2.2: Representative pictures and schematic illustrations showing the μ-slide VI0.4 and μ-
slide VI0.1 chambers used in our experiments. Each type contains 6 channels. The difference 
between the two chambers is the width and the volume capacity. 
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Table 2.1: Specifications of the microfluidic chambers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ibiTreat chamber (ibidi GmbH, cat. # 80606) is similar to the uncoated chamber in 

terms of optical properties. The ibiTreat chamber has hydrophilic surface due to a physical 

modification of the surface, which makes the bottom adhesive to virtually all cell types. 

The chamber with a glass bottom surface is prepared by attaching a glass coverslip to 

Sticky-Slide VI0.4 chamber (ibidi GmbH, cat. # 80608) that has the specifications identical 

to the uncoated and ibiTreat chambers but bottomless. The glass coverslip was cleaned 

using sonication with different intervals of KOH and ethanol and then milliQ water. 

 

2.2.2 Functionalization of the Flow Chamber with rhE-Selectins   

The surface of the microfluidic chamber is coated by a purified rhE-Selectin for the cell 

rolling assay. To establish the in vitro cell rolling assay, two rh E-Selectins are used for the 

experiments; a disulfide-linked homodimeric rh E-Selectin with a polyhistidine-tagged Fc 

 μ-slide VI0.4 μ-slide VI0.1 

Volume per reservoir 60 µl 60  μl 

Number of channels 6 6 

Volume of each channel 30 µl 1.7  µl 

Height of channels 0.4 mm 0.1 mm 

Length of channels 17 mm 17 mm 

Width of channels 3.8 mm 1 mm 
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region of IgG1 and a monomeric rh E-Selectin without a polyhistidine-tagged Fc region of 

IgG1 (Figure 2.3). In the homodimeric E-Selectin, each monomer consists of 782 amino 

acids and has a molecular weight of 86.5 kDa. The disulfide bridges link the Fc domains 

attached to the homodimer E-Selectin. The molecular weight of the monomeric rh E-

Selectin is 58.6 kDa. 

In this study, the proteins are deposited into the inner surface of the chamber using 

physisorption between the proteins and the plastic surface. Two different methods are 

used to deposit the rh E-Selectin on the surface; a direct deposition of rhE-Selectin to the 

surface, and a protein A mediated deposition of the homodimeric rhE-Selectins only to 

the surface. In the direct deposition, both types of rhE-Selectin molecules are directly 

adsorbed on the surface by the physisorption of the rhE-Selectin to the surface (Sundd P. 

et al., 2010). On the other hand, in the protein A mediated deposition, the protein A 

molecules are first adsorbed on the surface by physisorption. The homodimeric rhE-

Selectin molecules are then deposited on the protein A-coated surface. This allows for a 

specific binding of the Fc region of IgG1 on the homodimeric rhE-Selectin to protein A and 

hence proper orientation of rhE-Selectins are achieved. 

 

Figure 2.3: A Schematic structure of homodimeric (left) and monomeric (right) rh E-Selectins. The 
rh homodimeric E-Selectin is fused with two C-terminal polyhistidine-tagged Fc regions of human 
IgG1 linked by disulfide bond at the C-terminus. Both of them lack the transmembrane and 
cytoplasmic domains. 
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The directly deposited rhE-Selectins molecules on the hydrophobic plastic surface are 

adsorbed passively to the surface, in which a nonspecific binding between the surface and 

the hydrophobic domain of the protein occurs.  In this case, the rhE-Selectins molecules 

bind to the surface in random orientations. This in turn could have undesirable effects on 

the functional properties of the proteins. The hydrophobic regions that are critical for 

binding of polymers are internally positioned, which means that the surface bound 

proteins might be partially unfolded upon binding to the surface. This has a disadvantage 

as the change in the conformation of the protein could mask the important recognition 

domain of the protein or after dissociation of the protein might refold incorrectly and 

become denatured which results in blocking of the cell adhesion events (Granchelli, J. et 

al.; 2008).   

The problem could be avoided by using rhE-Selectins, with polyhistidine-tagged IgG-Fc 

domain. Since Protein A is well known for its binding ability to the Ig Fc region, the rhE-

Selectin with polyhistidine-tagged IgG-Fc domain can be deposited to the surface through 

the specific binding to protein A. This could overcome the undesirable masking or 

unfolding/misfolding effects of directly deposited rhE-Selectins. Most importantly, the 

protein A mediated deposition ensures the correct orientation of the E-Selectins (i.e., the 

lectin domain is exposed and available for binding to its epitope in the ligand) (Schramm, 

W. et al.; 1987).  

Later on, we deposited the disulfide-linked homodimeric rh E-Selectin with a 

polyhistidine-tagged Fc region of IgG1 directly to the plastic surface without protein A. 
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2.2.2.1 Preparation of the microfluidic chamber for rh E-selectin estimation 

As a first step, we need to know the actual number of the deposited rhE-selectins inside 

the inner surface of the microfluidic chamber. The direct deposition of rh E-selectins 

resulted in random orientations, and one cannot confirm that the lectin domain of E-

selectin are always exposed to ligand interaction. One way is to use rh E-selectin with Ig 

Fc histag (Usually a dimer form), as the protein A is known to bind specifically to Fc, and 

it is called “protein A-mediated deposition”. 

N.B.; Protein A can bind specifically to Fc region of the recombinant antibody, thus not 

recommend to use it when we want to use intact Abs. Although practically proven that 

protein A can bind to Fab region, various types of antibodies have different affinities to 

protein A. For example, mouse IgG1 has lower affinity compared to mouse IgG2a.  

First step, the monomeric rhE-Selectins, free of polyhistidine tag and Fc domain of IgG1 

and homodimer rhE-Selectins were deposited on the surface of the microfluidic chambers 

separately. The rhE-Selectins were diluted into HBSS buffer in aliquots at concentrations 

of 100 μg ml-1 and stored at - 20o C until immediately before depositing on the surface for 

optimal storage. The aliquot was diluted just before use into HBSS buffer at 

concentrations of 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 μg ml-1; for some experiments we used 10, 15 and 20 

μg ml-1. Two different approaches were used for the deposition; direct deposition for both 

types and protein A-mediated deposition for homodimeric form only. In the direct 

deposition, 50 μl of the rh E-Selectin solution was injected into the of μ-slide VI0.4 

uncoated chamber and incubated either at room temperature for 30 minutes, 1, 2, or 3 
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hours or at 4o C for 18-24 hours (overnight). The chambers were then washed with HBSS 

buffer for at least three times and the surface was blocked with 1% BSA or 1% Casein for 

1, 2, or 3 hours for comparison. The chambers were washed at least three times with HBSS 

buffer after the blocking.  

In the protein A-mediated deposition, 20 μl of the protein A at concentration of 10 μg ml-

1 in HBSS buffer was injected into the chambers of uncoated μ-slide VI0.1 chamber only 

and incubated for 18 – 24 hours at room temperature. After washing the chambers with 

HBSS buffers for at least two times, the chambers were left for 18 – 24 hours at room 

temperature for air dry. Then, the chambers were incubated with 1% Casein or 1% BSA 

for 1 hour at 4o C. After that, 20 μl of the rhE-Selectin at concentrations of 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 

15 and 20 μg ml-1 was introduced into the chambers with HBSS buffer and incubated for 

18 – 24 hours at 4o C.  The chambers were washed at least three times with HBSS buffer 

after the incubation with rhE-selectins. As a reference, a disulfide-linked homodimer rh 

P-Selectin with Fc region of IgG1 (R&D, cat. # 137-PS) was deposited on the surface of the 

chambers in the same way.   

A monoclonal antibody was used for fluorescently labeling the rhE-Selectin molecules 

deposited on the surface of the microfluidic chambers. An anti-human E-Selectin (anti-

CD62E) antibody conjugated to a fluorophore, Alexa Fluor 647 (AF647) was diluted into 

HBSS buffer at concentration of 10 μg ml-1. 50 μl of the AF647 conjugated anti-human E-

Selectin antibody was introduced into the chambers with monomeric rh E-Selectin and 20 

μl was introduced into the chambers incubated with homodimeric rh E-Selectin with His 
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tag and Fc domain, and incubated either at room temperature or at 4o C for 0.5 – 3 hours. 

As a control, three different samples were prepared;  

1) The chambers were incubated with the AF647 conjugated anti-human E-Selectin 

antibody.  

2) The chambers were incubated with the blocking molecules, followed by incubation 

with the AF647 conjugated anti-human E-Selectin antibody.  

3) The chambers were incubated with the rh E-Selectin, followed by incubation with the 

blocking molecules. 

 

2.2.3 rhE-selectin Surface Density Estimation 

All fluorescence images were recorded using a home-built wide-field fluorescence 

microscopy setup (Figure 2.4). A 640 nm line of a continuous wave (CW) solid-state laser 

(Cobolt, MLD) that passed an excitation filter (Semrock, LD01-640/8) and a beam 

expander (Thorlabs) was introduced into an inverted microscope (Olympus, IX71) through 

a focusing lane (f = 300 mm). The laser was reflected by a dichroic mirror (Semrock, FF660-

Di02) and the sample was illuminated through an objective lens (Olympus, UAPON 100XO 

TIRF NA 1.49 oil immersion). The excitation power was adjusted to 1 – 2 mW cm-2
 at the 

sample plane using an acousto-optical tunable filter (AOTF; AA Optoelectronics) inserted 

in the excitation beam pass. The exposure of the EM-CCD camera (Andor Technology, 
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iXon3 897) was synchronized by the AOTF using a laser control system (Andor Technology, 

PCUB-110).  

 

The emitted fluorescence from the sample was collected by the same objective, passed 

through the dichroic and emission filter (Semrock, FF01-697/58), and focused on the EM-

CCD camera. All images were recorded with 30 ms exposure time. The density of the rhE-

Selectin molecules deposited on the surface was estimated based on the fluorescence 

intensity obtained from the surface deposited rh E-Selectin molecules labeled by the 

AF647 conjugated mouse anti-human E-Selectin antibody. The density was calculated by 

comparing the fluorescence intensity obtained from a unit area of the deposited surface 

with rhE-selectins with the intensity obtained from single rhE-Selectin molecules labeled 

by the AF647 conjugated anti-human E-Selectin antibodies. The fluorescence intensity 

from a single rhE-Selectin labeled by the antibodies was determined by depositing the 

Lasers  
2 EMCCD 
cameras  

Inverted 
microscope  

Image splitter 

Figure 2.4: Picture of the wide-field fluorescence microscopy setup used for the single-
molecule imaging experiments. 
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AF647 anti-CD62E on the surface at very low concentration (0.02 μg ml-1) and measuring 

the fluorescence intensities of the individual fluorescent spots obtained from the single 

molecules labeled by the antibodies (Figure 2.5 A). The intensity from the labeled single 

rhE-Selectin molecule was calculated by subtracting the background signal from the 

integrated intensity obtained from each molecule (Figure 2.5 A). The fluorescence 

intensity from the unit area of the deposited surface was determined by randomly 

choosing 1 μm2 areas on the surface deposited with rhE-Selectin and calculate the 

integrated intensity of the areas. The background intensity is subtracted from the 

integrated intensity and then converted into molecules by dividing it on the integrated 

intensity obtained from a single spot (Figure2.5 B). 

 

 

2.2.3.1 Steps 

 Estimation of the background intensity:  

B A 

Figure 2.5: Estimation of E-selectin molecules on the surface. A) Estimation of background and SM 
fluorescence intensities, and B) E/P-selectin surface density  
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 Using an image analysis software ImageJ; we select certain areas (at least 

5) free from fluorescent signals; e.g., 10 × 10 pixels, and measure the 

integrated intensity [Analysis  measure], get the average for 

background. For example this is (A) 

 Calculate the intensity per 1 pixel; intensity of the background/total 

number of pixels; e.g., (A)/100 pixels = (B) 

 Calculation of the fluorescent intensity from single AF647 anti-human E-Selectin 

molecule: 

 A fluorescent signal from individual AF647 anti-human E-Selectin molecule 

is selected; e.g., 4 × 4 pixels. 

 Measure the integrated intensity [Analysis  measure]. For more accuracy 

we repeat this step at least 5 times measuring the intensity of different 

molecules and take the average in 16 pixels, this is (C) 

 Then, we calculate the background intensity in the same numbers of pixels, 

i.e. in 16 pixels. E.g., (B) × 16 = (D) 

 Then, (C) - (D) = (E) and this is the integrated intensity of single fluorophore 

(Figure 2.5 A).  

 Then, estimation of the rhE-Selectin density per micrometer square area: 
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 Randomly we select 100 × 100 pixel area and measure the integrated 

intensity [Analysis  measure]. For accuracy measure at least 3 areas and 

obtain the average, this is (F). 

 Then subtract the background intensity in the same area of pixels (100 × 

100) from the integrated intensity. 

 (F) – (D) = (G). 

 Since 100 pixels = 16 μm, 16 × 16 = 256 μm2 (which equals to 100 × 100 

pixels) area, the obtained average (G) is divided by 256 to convert from 

pixel area to μm2 area. 

 Then, divide the result by (E), to get the estimated number of E-Selectin 

molecules per μm2.  (Figure 2.5 B). 

 

2.2.3.2 Results and Discussion 

Direct deposition of rhE-Selectin to the surface:  

Figure 2.6 shows fluorescence images obtained from fluorescently labeled monomeric 

rhE-Selectin directly deposited on different surfaces of the 4 mm-wide microfluidic 

chambers at room temperature. The fluorescent signals obtained from the uncoated 

chambers (Figure 2.6 A) were much higher than those obtained from other types of 

chambers (Figure 2.6 B and 2.6 C). Almost no fluorescence signal was detected from the 
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rhE-Selectin deposited on the surface without labeling with the antibody (Figure 2.6 F). 

Also, the fluorescence signal obtained from the labeled antibody attached to the surface 

nonspecifically was significantly lower than that obtained from the surface deposited rhE-

Selectin labeled specifically by the antibody (Figure 2.6 D and 2.6 F). These results confirm 

that the observed fluorescence signals are specific to the deposited rh E-selectin. The 

higher fluorescence intensity reflects the higher deposition efficiency. These experiments 

demonstrate that the uncoated chamber, which has been designed to support direct 

coating with proteins, provides the best surface in supporting the efficient deposition of 

rh E-Selectin. This is supported by the fact that the hydrophobic surface aids in adsorption 

of the protein molecules (Brunk and Hammer, 1997). 

Figure 2.6: Surface dependent efficiency of the direct deposition of rhE-Selectin at room 
temperature. Fluorescence images obtained from the surface deposited monomeric rhE-
Selectin at 2 μg ml-1 incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature then labeled by AF647 
conjugated anti-human E-Selectin antibody using A) μ-slide VI0.4, B) glass bottom μ-slide VI0.4 and 
C) ib-Treat hydrophilic plastic bottom μ-slide VI0.4 chambers. (D - F) Fluorescence images 
obtained from control samples deposited on the uncoated μ-slide VI0.4 chamber. The chamber 
was incubated with D) AF647 conjugated antihuman E-Selectin antibody only, E) blocking 
molecules followed by the AF647 conjugated anti-human E-Selectin antibody, and F) rh E-
Selectin followed by the blocking molecules.  

A C B 

E F D 
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Fluorescence intensity increases with increasing the concentration of the rhE-Selectin in 

the solution either at room temperature or at 4 o C (Figure 2.7). The calculated densities 

of the surface deposited rhE-Selectins are shown in figure 2.8. The density increased with 

increasing the concentration of the rhE-Selectin in the solution and reached 25 molecules 

per μm2 on average at 20 μg ml-1 concentration when deposited at the room temperature 

(Figure 2.8 A). Similar concentration dependent increase of the density was observed 

when deposited at 4o C. In this condition, the densities were much higher than those 

obtained at the room temperature and reached 140 molecules per μm2 at 5 μg ml-1 

concentration (Figure 2.8 B). The surface density of E-Selectin on endothelial cells 

monolayer is estimated to be about 9 molecules per μm2 in resting and can reach 200 

sites per μm2 after induction (Huang, R.B. et al., 2012).  

Figure 2.7: Concentration dependence of the deposition efficiency of the rhE-Selectin. 
Fluorescence images obtained from the surface deposited monomeric rh E-Selectin labeled by 
the AF647 conjugated anti-human E-Selectin antibody using uncoated μ-slide VI0.4 chamber. 
The rh E-Selectin was deposited on the surface at 4o C for 18 – 24 hours using solutions 
containing (A) 1 μg ml-1, (B) 2 μg ml-1, (C) 3 μg ml-1, (D) 4 μg ml-1, (E) 5 μg ml-1, and (F) 5 μg ml-
1 E-Selectin only without labeling by AF647 anti-CD62E as a control.  

A 

F E D 

C B 
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These results suggest that the density of the E-Selectin required to mimic in vivo cell 

rolling can be obtained by the direct deposition of the rhE-Selectin to the uncoated 

hydrophobic surface of the μ-slide VI0.4 chamber. The deposition efficiency of the rhE-

Selectin in the narrower channel, uncoated μ-slide VI0.1 chamber that can minimize the 

required sample volume (Figure 2.2), was also characterized in the same way. The 

uncoated μ-slide VI0.1 chamber is identical to the uncoated μ-slide VI0.4 chamber except 

for the channel height and width.  

 

Figure 2.9 shows fluorescence images of the surface deposited rhE-Selectins labeled by 

the AF647 conjugated anti-human E-Selectin antibody deposited at different 

concentrations in the uncoated narrower μ-slide VI0.1 chamber and the calculated surface 

density of the rhE-Selectin. The density increased with increasing the concentration of the 

Figure 2.8: Deposition concentration dependance of the density of the monomeric rhE-Selectin 
on the surface of the uncoated wider μ-slide VI0.4 chamber. (A) Number of the rhE-Selectin 
molecules per μm2 deposited at room temperature for 18 – 24 hours (except for 20 μg ml-1 
incubated for 1 hour). (B) Number of the rhE-Selectin molecules per μm2 deposited at 4o C for 18 
– 24 hours. Error bars =  standard deviation. 
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rhE-Selectin and reached 240 molecules per μm2 at 10 μg ml-1 concentration. These 

results confirm that similar deposition efficiency can be obtained using the microfluidic 

chambers with both wide and narrow channels. 

 

Protein A mediated and surface-deposition of homodimeric rhE-selectins: 

When the rhE-Selectins are directly deposited on the surface of the microfluidic 

chambers, the E-Selectin molecules are randomly deposited on the surface, and 

therefore, the orientation of these deposited rhE-Selectins cannot be controlled in this 

Figure 2.9: Concentration dependance of the deposition efficiency of the monomeric rhE-Selectin 
in the narrower channels. Fluorescnce images obtained from the surface deposited monomeric 
rhE-selectin labeled by the AF647 conjugated anti-human E-Selectin antibody using uncoated 
narrow μ-slide VI0.1 chamber. The rhE-Selectin was deposited on the surface at 4o C for 18 – 24 
hours using the solutions containing (A) 1, (B) 3, (C) 5, and (D) 10 μg ml-1 of the rh E-Selectin. (E)  
Estimated number of rh E-Selectin molecule per μm2 at different concentrations. Error bars =  
standard deviation. 

A B C D 

E 
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method. This could lead to an inefficient interaction between the surface-deposited E-

Selectin and selectin-ligands on the surface of KG-1a cells. Furthermore, the random 

orientations of the rhE-Selectin on the surface make it difficult to quantitatively 

characterize the binding kinetics at the molecular level since all the rhE-Selectin molecules 

may not retain the binding ability to PSGL-1/CD44 due to their orientations. The binding 

site of E-Selectin (lectin domain) is exposed to the surface of endothelial cells in vivo, 

which helps the efficient binding of the protein to its ligands. Therefore, the development 

of a proper method that enables the deposition of the rhE-Selectin to the surface with 

the specific orientation (i.e., lectin domain is exposed to the surface) could be important 

for the quantitative characterization of the interactions between the rhE-Selectin and 

ligands. For this reason, the protein A-mediated deposition of the rhE-Selectin was tested. 

In this method, protein A molecules were deposited on the surface of the uncoated 

microfluidic chamber through the nonspecific physisorption of the protein to the surface. 

The rhE-selectin with his-tag and Ig Fc domain was then incubated in the protein A 

deposited chamber. Since the Fc domain of the rhE-Selectin that is attached to the 

opposite side of the lectin domain binds specifically to protein A, this allows the 

deposition of the rhE-Selectin to the surface with a specific orientation (i.e., the lectin 

domains are always facing upwards). Figure 2.10 shows the deposition efficiency of the 

rhE-Selectin on the surface using the protein A-mediated method. 

The results clearly show that the fluorescence intensity increases with increasing the 

concentration of the rhE-Selectin in the solution (Figure 2.10 A – G). The density increased 

with increasing the concentration of the rhE-Selectin in the solution and reached 400 
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molecules per μm2 at 20 μg ml-1 concentration (Figure 2.11). Importantly, the protein A-

mediated deposition of the rhE-Selectin molecules resulted in a similar number of the 

molecules attached to the surface compared to the direct surface deposition of 

homodimeric rhE-selectins (Figure 2.10 I).  

Figure 2.10: Concentration dependence of the deposition efficiency of the rh E-Selectin mediated 
by protein A. Fluorescence images obtained from the surface deposited homodimeric rh E-
selectin with his-tag and Ig Fc domain labeled by the AF647 conjugated anti-human E-Selectin 
antibody using narrow μ-slide VI0.1 uncoated chamber. Protein A at concentration of 10 μg ml-1 
was deposited on the surface at room temperature for 18 – 24 hours followed by the deposition 
of the rh E-Selectin at 4o C for 18 – 24 hours using the solutions containing (A) 1.0, (B) 1.5, (C) 2.0, 
(D) 5.0, (E) 10, (F) 15, and (G) 20 μg ml-1 of the rh E-Selectin. (H) Fluorescence image obtained 
from the control sample in which the rh E-Selectin (2 μg ml-1) deposited directly on the surface 
and labeled by AF647 conjugated antihuman E-Selectin antibody. (I) Number of the rh E-Selectin 
molecules per μm2 deposited on the surface using the protein A-mediated method. The surface 
density of the rh E-Selectin deposited directly on the surface was also displayed as a reference. 
Error bars = standard deviation. 

A B C D 

E F G H 
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In addition, we compared the deposition efficiency of the rh P-Selectin to the surface with 

the rh E-Selectin. The disulfide-linked homodimer P-Selectin with Ig Fc domain deposited 

on the surface of the μ-slide VI0.1 uncoated chamber in a similar way that the rh E-Selectin 

was deposited using protein A (Figure 2.11). The results show that the deposition of the 

rh P-Selectin is in lower affinity compared with the same deposition concentrations of the 

rh E-Selectins (Figure 2.11). 

In summary, the deposition efficiency of the rhE-Selectin was characterized using the 

microfluidic chambers with different surface properties as well as two different 

deposition methods. We demonstrated that the direct surface deposition of the uncoated 

ibidi μ-slide VI0.1 chambers and the protein A-mediated deposition at 4o C for 18 – 24 

hours of homodimeric rhE-selectins resulted in the almost similar deposition efficiency of 

the homodimeric rh E-Selectin that has a polyhistidine tagged IgG1 Fc region. The number 

Figure 2.11: Concentration dependence of the deposition efficiency of the homodimeric rhE-
Selectin and rhP-Selectin mediated by protein A. Protein A at concentration of 10 μg ml-1 was 
deposited on the surface at room temperature for 18 – 24 hours followed by the deposition of 
the homodimeric rhE-selectin with his-tag and Ig Fc domain or homodimeric rhP-selectin with 
his-tag and Ig Fc domain at 4o C for 18 – 24 hours.  
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of molecules on the plastic surface can be estimated using fluorescently labeled anti-E-

selectins. The reported number of E-selectin molecules on the surface of endothelial cells 

(19 – 200) can be achieved in vitro by either direct surface deposition of monomeric or 

homodimeric rhE-selectins or protein A-mediated deposition. 

 

2.3 KG-1a Cells and Preparation for Rolling Assay 

In this study, KG-1a cell is used as a model system for studying HSCs homing because HSCs 

are very difficult to maintain in the lab and their shelf life time is very short. KG-1a cell is 

a leukemic cell that is immature hematopoietic cells, which retains the same markers as 

the parent cell lines including enzymes, karyotyping, and human leukocyte antigen (HLA). 

In addition, the ligands expressed in KG-1a cell are structurally similar to that expressed 

in HSCs. Also, the expression level of the PSGL-1 ligands in KG-1a cell is similar to that in 

HSCs. KG-1a cell has been isolated from a patient with erythroleukemia evolving into 

acute myelogenous leukemia. The cell is at promyelocyte or myeloblast stage in the 

myeloid maturation sequence, and thus after LH-HSCs differentiate into MPP, it 

differentiates further to give myeloblast. KG-1a cell does not show granulocytic 

maturation after exposure to DMSO, but the cell matures into macrophages in response 

to phorbol derivatives. KG-1a cell has a larger size than mature leukocytes approximately 

25 micrometers in diameter, with a large and mostly round to slightly oval nucleus that 

has smooth chromatin and 0-1 nucleoli. KG-1a cell has a scant cytoplasm with slightly 

large red cytoplasmic granules when stained with Giemsa stain (Figure 2.12). KG-1a cell is 
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recognized to be different from KG-1 cell in that it does not respond to Colony Stimulating 

Factor (CSF) for induction of soft-gel culture, it lacks Ia antigen that is considered as a 

marker for differentiation and expressed during certain stages of hematopoietic cell 

maturation, and it has lower expression level of Fc receptors. Despite these dissimilarities, 

they grow in a single-cell suspension (Koeffler et al.; 1980). KG-1a cell lives for longer 

periods of time (in the range of hours to days) and has a capability to divide indefinitely, 

which makes the cell an excellent choice for the experiments in this study. The doubling 

time for KG-1a is approximately 24 hours, as it has been determined by monitoring the 

batch culture density. The density of the substrates affects cells’ ability to migrate since 

their density affects the ligand-receptor interactions. It has been proved that the 

migration efficiency is improved as the density of the substrate increases. The viability 

and motility of the cell diminishes in a spent or used media, which demonstrates a great 

influence of the culture media on their viability and motility (Francis, K. et al.; 2002). 

Figure 2.12:  Promyelocyte, (KG-1a cells); Left: a schematic illustration of the cell showing its 
components, Right: a stained bone marrow aspirate showing promyelocyte (A. Victor 
Hoffbrand; Postgraduate Hematology; 6th edition; 2011). 
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Since the ligands of E-selectin must have a CLA epitope, KG-1a cell has been confirmed to 

express a CLA epitope using HECA452 antibodies. In contrast, the other cells expressing 

PSGL-1 but without CLA, are unable to interact with the immobilized E-Selectins. 

Collectively, these findings confirm that the specific binding of KG-1a cell to E-Selectin is 

mediated by the CLA epitope regardless of the ligand (Dimitroff, C. J. et al. 2001).  

The interaction between E-Selectin and PSGL-1 during HSC homing is characterized by in 

vitro cell rolling assay in this study. A shear force stress exerted on HSCs is generated by 

blood flow in blood vessels in vivo. In this study, the shear stress exerted on the cells is 

generated in vitro by the combination of a syringe pump and the microfluidic chambers 

(Figure 2.1). In order to characterize comprehensive rolling behavior of KG-1a cells, a 

model of HSCs, on the rh E-Selectin deposited surface under shear stress conditions, flow 

profiles and shear stress exerted on the cells by the flow of buffers in the microfluidic 

chambers have to be characterized in detail based on fluid dynamics theory prior to 

conducting the experiments. The quantitative characterization of the rolling behavior of 

the cells, such as rolling velocity, also requires the development of an images analysis 

method. Based on the flow characterization and the image analysis method, the rolling 

behaviors of KG-1a cells on the rh E-Selectin deposited surfaces are investigated, which 

includes the effect of the surface density of the rh E-Selectin and effect of the Ca2+ 

concentration on the rolling.  

2.3.1 Materials and Methods 

2.3.1.1 Microfluidic chambers with rh E-Selectin deposited surface: 
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The uncoated μ-slide VI0.4 (ibidi GmbH, cat. # 80601) and μ-slide VI0.1 (ibidi, cat. # 80661) 

chambers that have a hydrophobic polymer coverslip bottom were used in all rolling 

experiments. A homodimeric rh E-Selectin that has polyhistidine-tagged Ig Fc region 

(M.W. 86.5 kDa, Sino Biological, cat. # 10335-H03H) was deposited on the surface either 

directly or through the protein A-mediated binding at different concentrations (0.2 – 5 μg 

ml-1) for 18 – 24 hours at 4o C. The chambers were then washed with HBSS buffer and 

were incubated with 1% BSA or 1% casein as blocking agents at 4o C for 1 hour. After 

washing, the microfluidic chambers were connected to a syringe pump (Harvard 

Apparatus, PHD Ultra Syringe Pump) using a silicone tubing (inner diameter of 0.8 mm, 

ibidi GmbH) and mounted on an inverted optical microscope (Olympus, CKX41). 

2.3.1.2 Recombinant human E-Selectin 

Purified homodimer rh E-Selectins (M.W. 86.5 kDa, Sino Biological, cat. # 10335-H03H) 

was immobilized on the surface of the microfluidic chambers either through the direct 

deposition or the protein A-mediated deposition.  

2.3.1.3 Cells and perfusion buffer 

KG-1a cells (ATCC CCL-246.1) were prepared at 0.5 – 1 × 106 cells ml-1 in HBSS buffer 

without Ca2+ or Mg2+. In separate experiments, KG-1a cell were pre-incubated with Fc 

blocker on ice for 45 minutes, then washed and incubated with either AF488 anti-PSGL-1 

or AF647 anti-CD44 for 45 minutes on ice at a concentration of 5 µg for each 106 cells. The 

AF647 and AF488 conjugated antibodies were prepared in our laboratory using purified 

antibodies and alexa fluor dyes as described below. An anhydrous CaCl2, (Sigma Aldrich, 
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223506-500G) was added to the cell suspension at different concentrations. 1% (W/V) 

BSA (Sigma Aldrich) have been added to the solution. After the preparation of the 

perfusion buffer, the KG-1a cells were washed by a washing buffer to remove the media 

and any waste particles that were produced during culture. The washing buffer used was 

HBSS (pH = 7.0 – 7.4). After washing, the pellet of the cells was resuspended in the 

perfusion buffer. Control channels for the cell rolling assay were prepared as follow; the 

channels were incubated with 1% BSA and were perfused with the cell suspension either 

without adding Ca2+ or with Ca2+. A Ca2+ chelating agent, EDTA (1.0 M) have been also 

added. 

2.3.1.4 Microscopy and data analysis 

The rolling behavior of the cells were observed using an inverted light microscope 

(Olympus, CKX41) that is equipped with an objective lens (Olympus, LCACHN20XPHP) and 

XC10 CCD camera (Olympus). Transmitted optical images were recorded by the CCD 

camera with CellSens imaging software provided by Olympus. All images were recorded 

at the frame rate of 15 fps with 30 ms exposure time. The pixel size of the CCD camera is 

6.45 µm pixel-1. 

The cells were perfused into the microfluidic chamber mounted on the microscope stage 

at the flow rate of 100 dyne cm-2, then the flow rate was decreased gradually to a 

constant shear stress of 2 dyne cm-2, 1 dyne cm-2, 0.5 dyne cm-2, or 0.25 dyne cm-2 where 

the rolling was monitored for at least 78 seconds in each experiment. The rolling velocities 

were calculated using CellSens or Image J software. The rolling velocities were estimated 
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by measuring the distance travelled by each single cell after being bound to the 

immobilized rh E-selectins. The rolling velocities of the cells showed the rolling on the 

surface for at least 5 seconds. The number of the cells attached to the surface was 

determined by counting the number of the attached cells in a field of view (0.444 mm × 

0.335 mm size).  

For immunofluorescence-live cell imaging, the images were acquired using wide-field epi-

fluorescence microscope was used (Figure 2.4). 

2.3.1.5 Preparation of KG-1a cells 

Steps 

1) The cultured cells are pre-incubated at 37o C in 5% CO2 incubator.   

2) Turn Biosafety Cabinet (BSC) on for 5-10 min to purge air; verify certification 

sticker; 

3) Decontaminate BSC inner surface with 70% Ethanol 

4) RPMI1640 media is prewarmed in water bath for ~ 30 minutes. 

5) Place all needed supplies within the cabinet first (RPMI 1640 media, 1x HBSS 

(Hank’s Balanced Salt buffer), after decontaminating all of them with 70% ethanol. 

6) Consider using 10% Clorox in a beaker inside the BSC for disposing the unneeded 

cells, media and buffer after washings. 
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7) Take the flask with cell suspension from the CO2 incubator and decontaminate the 

flask external surface with ethanol 70% and place it inside the BSC 

8) Take a new sterile culture flask from the stock inside culture room (different sizes 

ranging from 25 – 100 ml, depending on the desired final volume of the cells), 

decontaminate it with 70 % ethanol and placed it inside the BSC 

9) For counting the cells, take 12 µl of cells’ suspension mix with a similar volume of 

Trypan blue stain, and for the experiment, take the required volume of the cell suspension 

inside the BSC BL2 cabinet in a new sterile 15 or 50 ml Falcon tube. 

10) Prepare sample for microscopy counting within BSC: after mixing with trypan blue 

stain place ~ 12 µl in the Neubaur chamber and take it for microscopic counting that is 

located in the wet lab area just outside tissue culture room.  

11) After finishing the counting, decontaminate the chamber using 70% ethanol, then 

dispose of wash liquid in the chemical waste jar and solid biohazards wastes in the 

biological waste bin. 

12) Perform passage of the cells in BSC regularly by diluting them into 1 – 2 x 105 ml-1 

in a new RPMI 1640 medium in the new sterile flask. 

13) Incubate the cells at 37o C with 5% CO2 in the CO2 incubator inside the tissue 

culture room. 
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14) For the cells inside the new sterile 15 or 50 ml Falcon tube prepared for the 

experiment; wash them by centrifugation at 250x g for 5 minutes with 1x HBSS buffer 2-

3 times, using Eppendorf centrifuge in the wet lab area 

15) For Live-cell rolling assay; 

 Dispense the supernatant in the 10% Clorox beaker inside the BSC after each 

wash. 

 Dilute the cell’s pellet with perfusion buffer to obtain 1 × 106 cells ml-1 for cell 

rolling experiment. 

16) For Live-cell immunofluorescence imaging during rolling; 

 Add 1 x 107 cells in a test tube, wash them with pre-chilled HBSS (1x), then add 

1.5 – 3.0 ml of Fc blocker (Cat. # NB309) (0.15 – 0.3 ml for each 1 x 106 cells) on 

ice for 30 min – 2 hours.   

 Wash the cells with pre-chilled HBSS (1x) at least 2 times. 

 Prepare the cells at a concentration of 1 x 107 cells ml-1 in pre-chilled HBSS. Take 

5 x 106 cells in a tube, centrifuge at 250 x g for 5 minutes. 

 Prepare 200 μl of fluorescently labeled antibody in Falcon/test tube (1 ug for 

each 1 x 106 cells) antibody on ice for 45 minutes for FACS or 5 ug for each 1 x 

106 cells for fluorescence imaging during rolling assay. The incubation should 

be on ice for 45 minutes in the dark. 
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 Wash the cells with pre-chilled HBSS (1x) two times. Cells are ready now for 

rolling experiment. 

17) After washing, re-suspend the cells’ pellet in the perfusion buffer/HBSS in the 

Falcon/test tube for imaging, rolling and/or FACS experiments. 

For the rolling experiment and fluorescence imaging, the previously prepared microfluidic 

chamber as described earlier was used. The wide-field fluorescence microscope and 

phase contrast microscope were used for the imaging experiments. Each of these 

microscopes were linked to a PC and a syringe pump.  

 

2.3.1.6 Connecting Microfluidics Chamber and Syringe Pump  

1. Connect the prepared microfluidic chamber with 0.8 mm silicone tubing from both 

ends using a connector. One end is placed inside the cell’s suspension and the other end 

is connected to the syringe using a connector. The syringe is placed on the syringe pump. 

N.B. avoid spilling and aerosol forming during the process.  

2. After finishing from the experiment; carry all the assembly as one part into the 

benchtop biohazard waste container, and through them as one part. Add a Clorox to the 

remaining cell suspension to a final concentration of 10 %, wait for at least 30 minutes 

then dispense it in the chemical waste container.  Close the tube, wipe it with disinfectant 

(70% ethanol) and place it within the benchtop biohazard waste container. 
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3. Remove the biohazard bag, twist, tape/ tie and then place it within the main 

biohazard bag.  

4. Clean the bench and microscopy stage with 70% ethanol. If spills, diluted bleach 

1/10 followed up with ethanol 70%. If surfaces on which bleach can’t be used, then spray 

ethanol liberally over surfaces, let dry and repeat action twice (contact time is important)  

and wipe clean with paper towels and/ or kimwipes (for microscope surfaces). Eye piece 

must be disinfected as well. Conjunctivitis cases have been cited due to microscope 

eyepieces not being properly cleaned. 

5. Ensure area around the microscope and syringe pump is free of clutter and plastic 

backed paper is placed on the bench; consider small plastic backed paper cut placed on 

microscope (left side) to better control spills. 

 

2.3.1.7 Preparation of the perfusion buffer 

The media in which the cells are suspended and supplemented with some important 

elements required for the rolling is called perfusion buffer.  

The cells were suspended in Hanks HBSS without Ca2+ and Mg2+ (Sundd P. et al.; 2012) 

(purchased from SAFC Biosciences) with the addition of 1% bovine serum albumin. 

Alternatively, Fluorobrite DMEM ready to use was used as it is formulated to enhance the 

fluorescent signals in the case of fluoresce imaging of ligand-receptor interactions under 

shear stress at the single-molecule level (No need to add BSA). The Ca2+ was added in a 
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concentration of 0.5-1 mM according to our data that indicate the cell rolling was 

supported by using these concentrations with optimum concentration of 0.5 – 1.0 mM.  

The cells (1 × 106 cells ml-1) were directly perfused into the chamber deposited earlier 

with E-Selectins.  

 

2.3.1.8 Shear Force Stress Generation 

As described above, the velocity of a fluid (i.e., buffer or media) and shear stress acting 

on the cells inside the microfluidic channels are carefully controlled by a syringe pump. 

The hydrodynamic flow of the blood in a blood vessel usually generates a shear stress of 

1-4 dyne cm-2 exerted on HSCs. The combination of the microfluidic chamber and the 

syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus) used in this study can pump at a range of 0.0001 µl hr-

1 to 220 ml min-1 to generate a wide range of shear stress, which covers the entire range 

of the shear stress generated by the blood flow in the vessels. 

The hemodynamic force inside the blood vessels generates a superficial stresses near the 

vessel walls that can be divided into two categories: a) circumferential stress, which 

results from a variation in the pulse pressure inside the vessel that produces normal 

tensions and; b) shear stress, which is caused by the blood flow. The shear stress affects 

the inner layer of the blood vessel that is in contact with the blood and contributes to the 

regulation of blood vessel diameter with the normal stress, depending on the elasticity of 

the blood vessel. The relation between the shear rate and shear stress is directly related 

to the viscous property of the fluid. There are two approaches to calculate the shear rate 
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dependent shear stress; a Newtonian fluid in which viscosity is independent of the shear 

rate (i.e., a linear relationship between shear stress and shear rate) and a Non-Newtonian 

fluid in which viscosity is dependent on the shear rate. For a Newtonian fluid flowing over 

a planar surface, the shear stress is determined by Newton’s law:  τ = μ. (du)/dy where μ 

is kinetic viscosity, u is fluid velocity, y is distance from the surface, and du/dy is the 

velocity gradient, namely shear rate γ (sec-1). 

For a non-Newtonians fluid, the shear stress is determined by τ = χ. γn, where γ is the 

shear rate (sec-1), n and χ are indices of fluid internal properties, i.e., adhesion, cohesion 

(Papaioannou, T. G. et al.; 2005). In this study, all the calculations related to the shear 

stress are conducted under the assumption of a Newtonian fluid.  

An accurate estimation of shear force acting on the cells is an important prerequisite for 

the quantitative analysis of the rolling behaviors of the cells. The shear stress (τ (N m-2)) 

is calculated using a following formula:  

τ = 6μQ/a2b             (Eq. 2.1) (Isshiki, Ando et al. 2002) 

where μ and Q are the viscosity of the medium (The viscosity of water = 1 × 10-3 Pas) and 

the volumetric flow rate (m3 s-1), respectively. a and b are the channel height and width 

(a = 1 × 10-4 m and b = 1 × 10-3 m for the μ-slide VI0.1 uncoated chamber used for the 

experiments). In this study, the shear stress of 0.01 – 1 (N m-2) (correspond to 0.1 – 10 

(dyne cm-2)) were generated by the flow of the buffer above the surface of the channels, 

which correspond roughly to the shear stresses in various blood vessels. The flow rates 
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required to obtain the shear stresses of 0.1 – 10 (dyne cm-2) were calculated using 

equation 2.1. The results are summarized in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2.: The calculated flow rates required for obtaining the shear stresses using the μ-
slide VI0.1 uncoated chambers 

τ [dyne cm-2] Q [μl min-1] τ [dyne cm-2] Q [μl min-1] τ [dyne cm-2] Q [μl min-1] 

0.1 1.0 0.8 8.0 4.0 40.0 

0.2 2.0 0.9 9.0 5.0 50.0 

0.3 3.0 1.0 10.0 6.0 60.0 

0.4 4.0 1.6 16.0 7.0 70.0 

0.5 5.0 2.0 20.0 8.0 80.0 

0.6 6.0 2.6 26.0 9.0 90.0 

0.7 7.0 3.0 30.0 10 100.0 

 

2.3.2 Specific binding of the surface deposited rh E-Selectin to ligands supports the 

efficient rolling of the KG-1a cells 

It has been known that Ca2+ is required for efficient interaction between ligands and 

Selectins (Sackstein, R. et al; 2004). In order to examine if the rolling of the KG-1a cells on 

Figure 2.13: Ca2+ dependence of the number of the rolling KG-1a cells on the E-selectin surface. 
monomeric rhE-Selectin with his-tag and Ig Fc domain at concentration of 5 μg ml-1 (137 E-
selectin molecules µm-2 in average) was deposited directly on the surface at 4o C for overnight 
followed by blocking 1% BSA for 1 hour at 4o C. Error bars = standard deviation. 
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the rh E-Selectin coated surface is the result of the specific interaction between E-Selectin 

and its ligands, rolling behaviors of the KG-1a cells were characterized at different Ca2+ 

concentrations in the perfusion media (Figure 2.13). In this experiment, the monomeric 

rhE-Selectin (5 μg ml-1) was deposited to the surface directly. This resulted in average of 

137 molecules μm-2 surface density of the monomeric rhE-Selectin. 

No interaction between the cells and the surface (0 attached cell) was observed when the 

Ca2+ chelating agent, EDTA, was added to the buffer. In contrast, when the Ca2+ was added 

to the buffer, efficient binding of the cells to the surface was observed.  

Most efficient binding occurred at 0.5 – 1.0 mM Ca2+ concentration (130 - 170 cells mm-

2). These results strongly suggest that the binding and rolling of the KG-1a cells occur 

through the interaction between the surface deposited rh E-Selectin and its ligands of the 

KG-1a cells. The specific binding was further examined by the control experiment in which 

the surface of the microfluidic chamber was coated by 1% BSA without the monomeric 

rhE-Selectin. No cell binding events were observed on this surface even after stopping the 

flow completely. This further confirms that the binding and rolling of KG-1a cells are 

specific to the immobilized rhE-Selectins. Most efficient binding and rolling events were 

observed when Ca2+ concentration of the perfusion buffer was set to 0.5 or 1.0 mM. At 

these Ca2+ concentrations, the binding and rolling of the KG-1a cells were observed at the 

shear stress of 0.25 dyne cm-2. On the other hand, many cells bound when the Ca2+ 

concentration of the perfusion buffer was set to 2.0 mM but very slow cell rolling was 

observed at each shear stress (data not shown). Most of these cells bound and attached 
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firmly to the surface rhE-selectins and showed no or very slow rolling when the shear 

stress was increased back to 2 dyne cm-2. Rolling velocities of the KG-1a cells attached to 

the monomeric rhE-Selectins deposited surface ranges between 0.1 – 1.0 μm s-1 (Figure 

2.14). 

The rolling velocities are slower than those reported previously that are 1– 10 μm s-1 at 

the surface E-Selectin density of 191 molecules μm-2 (Chesnutt, B. C., et al. 2006). Since 

the surface density of the monomeric rhE-selectins at the deposition condition (137 

molecules µm-2, Figure 2.8B), the difference in the rolling velocity could be due to the 

different density of the surface deposited rhE-selectins. 

 

 

Figure 2.14: Ca2+ dependence of the rolling of KG-1a cells on the monomeric rhE-selectins 
deposited surface. The rhE-Selectin was deposited directly on the surface at the density of 137 
molecules μm-2 (deposited from 5 μg ml-1 monomeric rhE-Selectin solution). Left; a captured 
screen from Image J software illustrating how the cells have been followed to measure the 
distance travelled in order to estimate the rolling velocities. Right; The rolling velocities of KG-1a 
cells at different shear forces at different Ca2+ concentrations. Error bars = standard deviation. 
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2.3.3 Effect of the surface orientation of the E-Selectin using protein A-mediated 

deposition on the cell rolling 

As described above, the protein A-mediated deposition of the rhE-Selectin has a minor 

effect on the binding of the homodimeric rhE-Selectin to the surface with the specific 

orientation which is favorable for the efficient interaction with its ligands (i.e., the lectin 

domain is exposed to the surface) (Figure 2.10).  

Figure 2.15 shows the number of the rolling cells and the velocities of the rolling at the 

different surface density of the homodimeric rhE-Selectin. The rolling of the KG-1a cells 

was observed at the shear stresses below 2 dyne cm-2. The number of the KG-1a cells 

rolled on the surface increased with decreasing the shear stress (Figure 2.15 A). The 

results suggest that the rolling of the cells can be characterized at 0.25 – 2 dyne cm-2 shear 

stress. The number of the rolling cells increased with increasing the surface density of the 

rhE-Selectin (Figure 2.15 A), demonstrating that more efficient interactions between the 

surfaces deposited rhE-Selectin and the KG-1a cells occur at higher surface density of the 

rhE-Selectin. The results indicate that the binding between the rhE-Selectin and its ligands 

occur at multiple locations of the cell surface in a surface density dependent manner (i.e., 

larger number of the binding at higher surface density of the rhE-Selectin).  

This is consistent with the theoretical prediction that the cells must bind to more than a 

receptor at the same time to initiate binding and maintain constant rolling (Hidalgo, A. et 

al; 2007) (Winkler, I. G. et al; 2012). Such constant rolling gives the cells enough time to 

be exposed to further chemokines necessary to initiate transmigration. In contrast, the 
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surface density of the rhE-Selectin has a minor effect on the rolling velocity of the KG-1a 

cells at the low shear stress conditions (1 dyne cm-2) (Figure 2.15 B). 

 

At larger shear stress conditions (2- 4.0 dyne cm-2), the faster rolling velocity was observed 

at lower surface density of the rh E-Selectin (Figure 2.15 B). This finding is in agreement 

with the previous observation (Brunk and Hammer, 1997). The observed rolling velocity 

was within the range of 0.2 – 4 μm s-1 at all rhE-Selectin surface density and applied shear 

stress (10 - 50 molecules µm-2 and 1.0 – 4.0 dyne cm-2). While the molecular mechanism 

of E-Selectin – ligands interactions and their effects on the binding efficiency and rolling 

velocity cannot be characterized based on these observations, these results suggest that 

the efficient binding and rolling of the cells occur at the shear stress between 1.0 and 4.0 

dyne cm-2 and the surface density of the rh E-Selectin of 10 - 50 molecules μm-2 (1 – 3 μg 

ml-1). 

Figure 2.15: rhE-Selectin density dependence of the rolling of the KG-1a cells on the surface. The 
rhE-Selectin was deposited directly on the surface. (A) Number of the rolling KG-1a cells on the 
surface at different homodimeric rhE-Selectin surface densities at different shear stresses. (B) The 
rolling velocities of the KG-1a cells on the surface at different rhE-Selectin surface densities at 
different shear stresses. Error bars = standard deviation. 
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Figure 2.16 shows the velocities of the rolling at different surface density of the 

homodimeric rhE-Selectin deposited through protein A compared to direct surface-

deposition. The concentrations of the rhE-Selectin incubated with the protein A deposited 

microfluidic chambers were 0.5 - 5 μg ml-1, which provided the surface density of the rh 

E-selectin of 17 – 140 molecules μm-2 (Figure 2.10). The observed rolling velocity was 

within the range of 0.5 – 1.5 μm s-1 at all rhE-Selectin surface density and applied shear 

stress (0.5 – 4.0 dyne cm-2) (Figure 2.15). The rolling velocity of 3 μm s-1 was observed for 

the rolling cells on the homodimeric rhE-Selectin deposited directly on the surfaces at 

concentration of 1 μg ml-1 (19 molecules μm-2) at the shear stress of 2 dyne cm-2 that is 

similar to the previous reported (Kuwano, Y. et al.; 2010) (Zarbock, A. et al; 2007) 

(Chesnutt, B. et al.; 2006) . 

Figure 2.16 Effect of protein A-mediated deposition of homodimeric rhE-Selectin on the rolling 
velocity of the KG-1a cells. The protein A-mediated deposition was used to deposit the rh E-
Selectin on the surface. The microfluidic chambers were incubated with 10 μg ml-1 concentration 
of protein A, followed by the deposition of the homodimeric rhE-Selectin. The shear stress was 
set to 2 dyne cm-2 for all the experiments. Error bars = standard deviation. 
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Kuwano used a rhE-Selectin, while others used murine E-Selectin. We note that the rolling 

velocities of HSPCs on the murine E-Selectin is much faster than that on the rhE-selectin. 

As the surface density of the rhE-Selectin decreases, the rolling velocities of the KG-1a 

cells increases (Figure 2.16).  

In summary, the optimum conditions for the efficient binding and rolling of KG-1a cells on 

the rhE-Selectin deposited surface were experimentally determined using direct 

deposition and protein A-mediated deposition. The KG-1a cells showed the efficient 

binding and rolling velocity of 0.5 – 3 μm s-1 in the direct surface-deposited homodimeric 

rhE-selectins compared to protein A-mediated homodimeric rhE-Selectin deposited 

surface that resulted in a reduced rolling velocity on similar surface density (19 molecules 

µm-2). Using of protein A-mediated deposition can theoretically affect the orientation of 

the rhE-selectins that lectin domain can always facing upwards, but in principle has no 

effect on the number of bound KG-1a cells and their rolling velocity.  

 

2.3.4 Incubating cells with anti-PSGL-1 resulted in firm adhesion of cells to the protein-

A mediated deposition  

As the optimization of our experiments move forward, we have incubated the selected 

anti-PSGL-1 with KG-1a cells and performed the rolling assay. We have observed a sharp 

decrease in the rolling velocity of these cells compared to control cells. We have found 
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that protein A also binds Fc portion of the antibody and thus causing the cells labeled with 

the antibodies to be arrested to the surface (Figure 2.17). 

In addition, we have tried to use Fab fragments of the antibodies, but also the cells were 

firmly attached to the surface. We have tried to block the surface with different Fc 

blockers and tried to saturate the protein A with isotype immunoglobulins at very high 

concentrations. Regardless of these steps, the cells still arrested after being incubated 

with anti-PSGL-1. We solved the issue by depositing the homodimeric rhE-Selectin directly 

on the surface (i.e. omitting the protein A deposition).  

Under this condition, we observed a rolling behavior of the cells that were pre-incubated 

with anti-PSGL-1 (Figure 2.17 B).  

 

Figure 2.17: Effect of anti-PSGL-1 antibodies bound to KG-1a cells on the rolling velocity of the 
cells. (A) Rolling velocity of anti-PSGL-1 antibodies bound KG-1a cells (test cells) and unbound KG-
1a cells (control cells) on the homodimeric rhE-Selectin using protein A-mediated deposition at 
different shear stress. (B) Rolling velocity of anti-PSGL-1 antibodies bound KG-1a cells (test cells) 
and unbound KG-1a cells (control cells) on the homodimeric rhE-Selectin deposited directly to the 
surface measured at 2 dyne cm-2 shear stress. KG-1a cells were incubated with anti-PSGL-1 
antibodies (Clone KPL-1, 10 μg ml-1) for 45 min in ice. Error bars = standard deviation. 
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2.4 Selection of Anti-PSGL-1 (CD162), and anti-E-Selectin (CD62E) 

Antibodies  

As described above, the single-molecule imaging experiments on the ligand-receptor 

interaction requires fluorescence labeling of PSGL-1/CD44 molecules by fluorescent 

molecules. In this study, fluorophore-conjugated antibodies against PSGL-1, and CD44 are 

used for specific labeling and targeting of those molecules. An efficient labeling with 

minimum effect on the ligand-receptor interaction (i.e., non-blocking for the binding sites 

of PSGL-1, CD44 and E-Selectin) requires an appropriate choice of the antibodies used for 

the experiments. In this study, fluorophore-conjugated antibodies against CD44 and 

PSGL-1 are used for labeling. In order to perform the proposed single-molecule imaging, 

non-blocking antibodies that do not block binding sites of E-Selectin, CD44 and PSGL-1 

should be selected. 

Most of the commercially available antibodies against E-Selectin are monoclonal and of 

IgG class. Two antibodies against E-Selectin that have not been classified as a blocking 

antibody, HCD62E and UZ4, were selected as candidates for the non-blocking antibody. 

The blocking property of anti-PSGL-1 antibodies against the PSGL-1 – E-Selectin 

interaction is largely unknown. Therefore antibodies against PSGL-1, PL-1, KPL-1 and 

HECA-452, were selected as candidates for the non-blocking antibody. We tested the 

blocking properties of these antibodies and characterized the rolling velocity of the KG-

1a cells on the surface.  

2.4.1 Anti-PSGL-1 antibodies 
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There are several clones available in the market against PSGL-1. Some of them have been 

used as blocking antibodies while others have been confirmed to be non-blocking to the 

binding sites.  

PL1 clone is described in many research papers to be a blocking antibody for P-Selectin 

binding sites (Epperson, T. K. et al; 2000) (Marshall, B. T. et al; 2003) at residues of 19-78 

(Li, F et al, 1996). However, since the proposed binding sites of the E-Selectin are different 

from that of P-selectins, this antibody might not block the binding sites of E-Selectin.  

PL2 has been proven to recognize an epitope other than the binding site of P-Selectin in 

PSGL-1, and hence it is a non-blocking antibody for P-Selectin. Since the binding site for 

E-Selectin have been demonstrated earlier to be in 3 proposed sites, it cannot impair the 

binding of E-Selectin to the PSGL-1 (Epperson, T. K. et al; 2000) (Marshall, B. T. et al; 2003).  

4RB12 is a Rat monoclonal antibody against PSGL-1 and has been demonstrated as a non-

blocking antibody (Sundd, P. et al; 2012). 

According to our observations, PL-1 have low affinity towards human PSGL-1 as confirmed 

by flow cytometry. We have tested KPL-1 and found strong affinity to the target compared 

to PL-1 clone (Figure 2.18). Clone KPL-1 is reported to recognize the tyrosine sulfate 

consensus motif of PSGL-1 (Snapp KR, et al. 1998). 

There are no previously known antibodies that bind to PSGL-1 and block its binding to E-

Selectin. This is due to highly glycosylated structure and poor immunogenicity of the 

binding site. In addition, there are different kinds of ligands for E-Selectins expressed on 
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the surface of hematopoietic cells which prevent determining whether the interaction to 

PSGL-1 has been blocked or not (Sreeramkumar, V. et al. 2013).  

 

2.4.2 Anti-E-Selectin antibodies: 

2.4.2.1 Multiple clones have been described in the literatures to be blocking for E-

Selectin binding site 

Figure 2.18: Binding specificity of phycoerythrin (PE) conjugated anti-PSGL-1 antibodies (KPL-1 
and PL-1 clone) to KG-1a cells. A) Flow cytometry analysis of the binding specificity. KG-1a cells 
stained with PE anti-PSGL-1 PL-1 clone (PE PL-1) at different concentrations and PE anti-PSGL-1 
KPL-1 clone at 20 µg ml-1; PE KPL-1). Data obtained from Isotype-labeled KG-1a cells and 
unstained KG-a1 cells are included as negative controls. B) Confocal fluorescence microscopy 
images obtained from PE KPL-1 (left) and PE PL-1 (right). 

 

A B 
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ENA-2 binds to E-selectin, specifically expressed in human endothelial cells activated with 

TNF alpha, IL-1, or endotoxin. The antibody also binds to the cells transfected with the E-

selectin gene. It inhibits the adhesion of leukocytes and do not cross react with P-Selectin. 

(Rood, P. et al; 1999) (Rood, P. et al; 2000) (Voermans, C. et al; 2000) 

IBIG-E4 is a blocking antibody (Kuwano, Y. et al; 2010) 

9A9 is a rat IgG1 blocking antibody (Zarbock, A. et al; 2007) (U. Jung et al; 1998). 

2.4.2.2 Non-blocking anti-E-selectin antibodies 

H4/18 is described to be a non-blocking antibody clone against CD62E (Goetz, D. J. et al; 

1997). 

UZ4 is a rat IgM monoclonal antibody. According to the manufacturer, it has not been 

tested yet whether it blocks or not.  

HCD62E is an IgG2a mouse monoclonal antibody. According to the manufacturer, it has 

not been tested yet whether it blocks or not.  

In this study, several antibodies are selected as a candidate for non-blocking antibodies 

for both E-Selectin and PSGL-1.  

2.4.3 Methods 

2.4.3.1 Microfluidic chamber and deposition of the rh E-Selectin to the surface: 

The uncoated μ-Slide VI0.1 chamber (ibidi GmbH, cat. # 80661) that has a hydrophobic 

polymer coverslip bottom was used for all the experiments. The homodimeric rhE-
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Selectin (M.W. 86.5 kDa, Sino Biological, cat. # 10335-H03H) that has polyhistidine-tagged 

Ig Fc region, was immobilized at different concentrations (0.25, 0.5 and 1 µg/ml) onto the 

surface of the channels by direct deposition via introduction of 20 μl of the rhE-Selectin 

solution into the chamber and incubated for 18 – 24 hours 4o C. The microfluidic chambers 

with the rhE-Selectin deposited surface were then incubated with 1% BSA and sometimes 

with 1% Casein (Thermo scientific, cat. # 37528) to block non-specific binding.  

2.4.3.2 Cells and perfusion buffer 

KG-1a cells (ATCC CCL-246.1) were prepared at 1 × 106 cells/ml in HBSS buffer (pH = 7.0 – 

7.4) containing 0.7 mM of Ca2+ most suitable concentration for supporting the efficient 

rolling. 1% (W/V) BSA (from Sigma Aldrich) was added to the solution. After the 

preparation of the perfusion buffer, the KG-1a cells were washed to remove the media 

and any waste particles that were produced during culture. The pellet of the cells was 

resuspended in the perfusion buffer. 

2.4.3.3 Monoclonal antibodies   

Anti-PSGL-1 (CD162) antibodies, KPL-1 clone (BD Bioscience, cat # 556052), was diluted 

into HBSS buffer at 10 μg/ml concentration, added to the suspension of KG-1a cells (1.0 × 

106 cells/ml) and incubated on ice for 45 minutes immediately before the assays. After 

the incubation, the KG-1a cells were infused into the chambers using the syringe pump 

(Harvard apparatus, PHD Ultra Syringe Pump) using a silicone tubing (inner diameter of 

0.8 mm, ibidi GmbH) and mounted on an inverted optical microscope (Olympus, CKX41). 
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2.4.3.4 Cell rolling assay and data analysis 

The suspensions of the cells either with or without the anti-PSGL-1 antibodies were 

perfused into the rh E-Selectin immobilized microfluidic chambers. The cells were injected 

using the syringe pump at 100 dyne cm-2 (1 ml min-1) first to remove air bubbles in the 

channels. Then, the flow rate was decreased gradually until 1 dyne cm-2 (10 μl min-1) to 

avoid uneven flow of the cells. After that, the binding and rolling of the cells on the surface 

were recorded through an objective lens (Olympus, LCACHN20XPHP) using a CCD camera 

(Olympus, XC10). All images were recorded at the frame rate of 6.34 fps for 78.84 seconds 

(total 500 frames). The exposure time was manually adjusted to 50 ms. The rolling 

velocities of the cells were estimated only when the cells showed the rolling on the 

surface for at least 5 seconds. The number of the cells attached to the surface was 

determined by counting the number of the attached cells in a field of view (0.444 mm × 

0.335 mm). All data were analyzed by Image J software. The analysis was carried out by 

tracking each cell from a certain point where its rolling observed until it disappeared from 

the field. The distance covered during its rolling was converted into micrometer and 

divided by the total travelling time in seconds. The rolling velocity was expressed as 

micrometer per second. 

2.4.4 Results  

Figure 2.19 shows the velocities of the rolling cells with and without labeling of KG-1a cells 

by antibodies against PSGL-1. The KG-1a cells incubated with anti-PSGL-1 antibodies KPL-

1 clone that showed the number of rolling cells at 2 dyne cm-2 was approximately 460, 
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180, and 200 cells mm-2 at the surface density of the homodimeric rhE-selectins  of 19, 

103, and 186 molecules µm-2, respectively (Figure 2.19 A). 

 The average rolling velocity of 1.2, 1.1, and 0.5 μm s-1 at 2 dyne cm-2 on 19, 103, and 186 

homodimeric rhE-selectin molecules µm-2 respectively (Figure 2.19 B). The number of 

rolling KG-1a cells without antibodies did not change significantly. The difference in the 

rolling velocities and number of the rolling cells between the KG-1a cells incubated with 

anti-PSGL-1 and the control cells may be explained by the dimerization effect of the 

antibodies on the PSGL-1 molecules.  

 

Figure 2.19: Evaluation of non-blocking property of anti-PSGL-1 antibodies (KPL-1 clone). (A) 
Number of rolling KG-1a cells on the homodimeric rhE-Selectin deposited on the surface at 
different concentrations. (B) Rolling velocities of KG-1a cells on the homodimeric rhE-Selectin 
deposited on the surface at different concentrations. The KG-1a cells were incubated with anti-
PSGL-1 antibodies (KPL-1 clone, 10 μg ml-1) for 45 minutes. Non-labeled KG-1a cells were used 
as control cells. All the experiments were conducted at 2 dyne cm-2 shear stress. Error bars = 
standard error 

A B 
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These results suggest that the labeling of the KG-1a cells with anti-PSGL-1 antibodies KPL-

1 clone has a minor effect on the binding and rolling of the KG-1a cells. The rolling 

velocities of the KG-1a cells after labelling was in agreement with the previously reported 

rolling velocities on rhE-Selectin without antibody labelling. The results together with the 

efficient binding of the KG-1a cells suggest that the antibodies tested are non-blocking 

antibodies for the binding sites. We noted that we cannot exclude the possibility that the 

binding and rolling of the KG-1a cells might be due to the interactions between the surface 

deposited rhE-Selectin and other ligands present on the surface of the KG-1a cells. It is, 

however, unlikely that other ligands on the KG-1a cells play a dominant role in the E-

Selectin – ligands interaction considering the critical role of the E-Selectin – PSGL-1 

interaction on the slow rolling of the cells as well as the fact that E-Selectin has been 

reported to have at least three binding sites for PSGL-1 (Goetz, D. J. et al; 1997) (Xia, L. et 

al; 2004). 

 

2.5 Antibodies and Enzyme Digestion 

In this study, the imaging experiment on the ligand-receptor interactions was conducted 

by fluorescently labeling the ligands using fluorophore-conjugated antibodies against 

CD44 and PSGL-1. As described above, the antibodies should not block the binding sites 

on these molecules to minimize the effect of antibody labeling on the tethering and rolling 

behaviors. In addition, smaller molecules are considered as a better fluorescent label for 

fluorescence microscopy experiments in general since large molecules tend to physically 
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block active sites (e.g. binding sites) of targeted protein molecules. The functional part of 

antibodies that recognize epitopes is located in the Fab fragment (Schroeder, H. W. et al; 

2010). Therefore, it is possible to digest the remaining parts and obtain only the Fab 

fragments without affecting the binding properties to their target molecules.  

A Fab fragment could be generated from non-blocking antibodies without losing the 

binding function by the use of certain enzymes that recognize specific sites on the intact 

antibody and cleave it. There are different types of enzymes used for the digestion, 

depending on the classes and subclasses of the antibodies.  

2.5.1 Antibodies and their classes 

Antibodies or Immunoglobulins (Ig) were first identified in 1890 by von Behring and 

Kitasato, as agents that neutralized the diphtheria toxins. Later, the plasma proteins have 

been separated by electrophoresis into albumin, α-globulins, β-globulins and γ-globulins 

by Tiselius and Kabat in 1939 (Figure 2.20). The γ-globulins fraction depleted by antigens 

thus known as Immunoglobulins. After that, this fraction has been separated into heavy 

(IgM), regular (IgA, IgE, IgD, and IgG), and light chains. Further, the IgG class has been 

demonstrated to have subclasses including IgG1, IgG2a, IgG2b, IgG3 and IgG4. IgM is a 

pentamer immunoglobulin composed of five Ig molecules linked together by J-chain, 

while IgA is a dimer and the remaining are all monomers. They are produced by B-

lymphocytes, and each can recognize specific antigens. Single clone of B cells produces 

monoclonal antibodies while polyclonal antibodies are generated from different clones 

of B cells. Each single molecule of the Ig classes and subclasses is composed of two heavy 
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(H) and two light (L) chains linked by disulfide bonds (Figure 2.21), as the L chain contains 

either a Kappa (κ) or a Lambda (λ) chain. Every chain H and L chains have an NH2-terminal 

variable (V) domain and one or more COOH- terminal constant (C) domains. The L chain 

contains one V and one C domains, while the H chain contains one V and three or four C 

domains. The molecular weight of the L chain is around 25 kDa while H chain has a 

molecular weight of 55 kDa. In total, the molecular weight of an Ig molecule is 160 kDa 

((25 kDa x 2) + (55 kDa x 2)) on average (Schroeder, H. W. et al; 2010). 

 

2.5.2 Enzyme digestion of the antibodies 

Immunoglobulins are digested or cleaved by certain enzymes; each recognizes a specific 

site and generates different fragments. In most of the experiments in this study, 

monoclonal antibodies of IgG class are used.  

Figure 2.20: A scheme of serum protein electrophoresis together with a gel image obtained after 
electrophoresis showing different protein fractions in the normal serum.  
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2.5.2.1 Papain digestion  

Papain is usually used to cleave IgG antibodies above the hinge region and produces two 

Fab fragments each has a molecular weight around 45 kDa and one Fc fragment under 

normal digestion conditions. When IgG antibodies are digested by pre-activated thiol-free 

papain, it produces F(ab`)2 of a molecular weight around 90 kDa (Rousseaux et al; 1983).  

The digestion of IgG2b with papain under normal conditions produces a F(ab`)2 fragment 

(Parham et al; 1983) (Demignot, S. et al; 1989). The primary cleavage site of papain is 

asymmetric with respect to the two heavy chains and Fab/c that have one Fab plus one 

Fc mode (Rousseaux et al; 1983).    

 

Figure 2.21: a schematic representation of two-dimensional model of a single IgG molecule 
illustrating the different parts of the Ig molecule.  
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2.5.2.2 Pepsin digestion  

A complete digestion of IgG1 with pepsin generates a F(ab`)2 fragment under normal 

digestion conditions. The digestion of IgG2a by pepsin yields unstable F(ab`)2 fragment 

compared with the one produced from IgG1. IgG2a can be further hydrolyzed into Fab-

like fragments by pepsin by changing the digestion conditions such as pH, the amount of 

the enzyme, or incubation time. This suggests that pepsin can cleave the three inter-heavy 

chains disulfide bonds formed in IgG2a (Rousseaux et al; 1983). Fab fragments can be 

obtained directly from IgG2b by incubating the antibodies with pepsin at pH 4.8 for at 

least 8 hours at 37o C (Demignot, S. et al; 1989).     

2.5.2.3 Elastase digestion 

The digestion of IgG1 by elastase produces a F(ab`)2 fragment. In contrast, the elastase 

digestion of IgG2b produces a Fab/c fragment that consists of one Fab fragment and one 

Fc region, suggesting that the Fab/c fragment results from the cleavage of one Fab due to 

an asymmetric glycosylation. This Fab/c fragment is subsequently reduced into a Fab and 

Fc fragments and then to smaller peptides (Rousseaux et al; 1983).  

All antibodies used in this study including anti-PSGL-1 (CD162) and anti-E-Selectin (CD62E) 

antibodies are cleaved into Fab fragments to minimize the size of the fluorescent labels 

while maintaining their ability to efficiently bind to their targets. Most of the antibodies 

used in this study are either IgG1 or IgG2a.  The labeling of PSGL-1 and CD44 on the KG-

1a cells with the antibodies against these molecules does not significantly affect their 

interaction. Reducing the size of the antibodies will further reduce the effect of the 
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labeling. In addition, smaller size of the antibodies contribute to a better control of the 

distance between the donor fluorophore and the acceptor fluorophore conjugated to the 

antibodies when the E-Selectin – PSGL-1 binding occurs. Therefore, the antibodies were 

fragmented into Fab fragments (M.W. 50 kDa), which are three times smaller than the 

whole antibodies (M.W. 150 kDa) (Figure 2.22). Depending on the class and subclass of 

the immunoglobulins, different digestion enzymes were used. The efficiency of the 

fragmentation and purification were evaluated using SDS-PAGE. 

 

 

2.5.3 Materials and Methods 

2.5.3.1 Monoclonal antibodies 

Anti-PSGL-1 antibodies (KPL-1 clone, IgG1, BD Bioscience, cat # 556052) and anti-Eselectin 

antibodies (HAE-1f clone, Biolegend, cat # 556052) were used for the digestion and 

Figure 2.22: The digestion of IgG by ficin enzyme that produces either Fab or F(ab`)2 fragments, 
depending on the concentration of cysteine added to the digestion buffer. From Pierce Mouse 
IgG1 Fab and F(ab´)2 Micro Preparation Kit data sheet product number 44680. 
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purification experiments. At least 100 g, typically 125 g of the anti-PSGL-1 antibody and 

62 g of anti-Eselectin used in each experiment.  

2.5.3.2 Digestion of IgG1 and purification of IgG1 Fab and F(ab´)2 fragments  

Most of the antibodies that are chosen for our experiments are of IgG1 and IgG2 

subclasses. For the digestion and purification of the anti-PSGL-1 antibody (KPL-1 clone, 

IgG1), we used Pierce Mouse IgG1 Fab and F(ab´)2 Micro Preparation Kit (Life 

Technologies, cat. # 44680). The kit uses immobilized ficin protease to efficiently digest 

mouse IgG1 into Fab or F(ab')2 fragments, depending on the concentration of cysteine 

and solution pH. Briefly, the digestion buffer was prepared by dissolving 43.9 mg of 

cysteine•HCl in 10 ml of the supplied Mouse IgG1 digestion buffer (pH ~5.6) to produce 

Fab fragments. Then, the immobilized enzyme was dispensed into the spin column, 

centrifuged and washed using the prepared digestion buffer. The antibody (1 mg/ml, 125 

μl) was desalted using the accompanied Zeba column. The flow through of at least 100 μl 

that contained the antibody was incubated with the immobilized enzyme for 3-5 hours at 

37o C on an end-over-end mixer digest the antibody into Fab fragments. After the 

incubation, the column was put into a 2 ml collection tube and centrifuged at 5000  g for 

1 minute to collect the digested antibodies. The collected flow through was incubated 

with protein A column for 10 minutes at room temperature on an end-over-end mixer, 

followed by centrifugation at 1000  g for 1 minute to separate the Fab fragments from 

Fc and undigested antibodies. The flow through that contained Fab fragments was 

collected.  
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2.5.3.3 Characterization of the purified fragmented antibodies 

After the fragmentation and purification, concentrations of the anti-PSGL-1 antibody 

(KPL-1 clone, IgG1) and its fragments were determined by measuring the absorbance at 

280 nm using UV-vis spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, NanoDrop 2000). The 

digested and purified fragments were characterized using SDS-PAGE. The samples for the 

SDS-PAGE experiments were prepared as shown in Table 2.3. In some cases, the purified 

fragments were concentrated using Amicon Ultra 0.5 ml centrifugal filters 10K (Millipore, 

cat. # UFC501096) for 15 minutes at 14000x g to increase the concentration of the 

samples. The samples were loaded into the precast gel (NuPAGE® Novex 4-12% Bis-Tris 

Protein Gels, cat. # NP0321BOX) and the electrophoresis was run at 200 V, 100 – 125 

mA/gel for 50 minutes using MOPS buffer.  

Table 2.3: Instructions for sample preparation and electrophoresis using NuPAGE Bis-Tris 
mini gels: 

* The protein sample volume depends on the concentration of the protein in the sample 
as the staining method has a limit detection sensitivity. 

 

Two different staining procedures were used; Coomassie blue or SYBRO Ruby stain. 

SYBRO Ruby protein gel stain has a higher sensitivity compared to Coomassie blue (Figure 

Sample Preparation 

Reagents  Sample 

Protein sample × μl * 

LDS sample buffer (4×) 2.5 μl 

Reducing agent (10× 1 μl 

Deionized H2O Up to 6.5 μl 

Total volume                               10 μl 
Heat the components at 70o C for 10 minutes 

Gel loading volume                         10 μl 
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2.23). The detection of the bands after SYBRO Ruby stain was done by using Typhon 

Scanner 9410 with480 nm excitation, at 600 volt, and 100 micron density. While the 

detection of the bands after Coomassie blue stain was done by gel reader device.     

 

 

2.5.4 Results and Discussion 

125 μg of the anti-PSGL-1 (KPL-1 clone) was digested and purified using the digestion kit. 

The molecular weight of the whole antibody and the Fab fragment is 150 kDa and 50 kDa, 

respectively. Therefore, the amount of the purified Fab fragment should be 2/3 of the 

initial amount of the whole antibody. The recovery efficiency of the purified Fab fragment 

was close to this prediction, suggesting an efficient digestion and purification of the 

fragment.      

A B 

Figure 2.23: A) SDS-PAGE of the intact and purified anti-PSGL-1 (KPL-1 clone) and anti-Eselectin 
HAE-1f clone Fabs. The loaded amount in intact lane was 5 μg and 2.5 μg, and purified lane 
was 5 μg  each and after buffer exchange were 2.5 μg and 1.13 μg respectively that were 
estimated by NanoDrop. The gel images were obtained using SYPRO Ruby. B) The reference 
Native and SDS-PAGE of antibody digestion and purification. 
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The digestion and purification efficiency was further characterized by SDS-PAGE (Figure 

2.23). The intact antibody showed two intense bands at 50 kDa and 25 kDa, which can be 

assigned to the reduced heavy chain and light chain, respectively. The band that appears 

between 70 and 85 kDa might be a carrier protein that usually come with the antibody, 

thus after purification it does not appear again. After the digestion, new bands appeared 

that suggested the fragmentation of the antibodies. The purified sample showed intense 

bands at 23 kDa and 25 kDa. These bands correspond to the reduced Fab fragments (i.e., 

light chain and fragmented heavy chain). A very weak band was observed at 50 kDa that 

might represent non-reduced Fab fragments. These results clearly demonstrate the 

efficient digestion of the antibody and purification of the Fab fragments.  

 

2.6 Labeling of Fab and intact antibodies with the fluorophores 

The single-molecule imaging experiments on the ligand-receptor interaction require the 

labeling of ligand molecules with selected fluorophores to be visualized under fluorescent 

microscopy. In this study, the fluorescent labeling of the ligands are achieved by 

conjugating the fluorophores to the Fab fragments or intact antibodies against PSGL-1. 

A requirement for the fluorophores in this study is that they should be compatible with 

single molecule fluorescence imaging. Fluorophores with reactive groups either 

succinimidyl ester that reacts with primary amine group of the proteins or maleimide that 

binds to thiol group are commonly used for labeling proteins with a fluorophore. The 

succinimidyl ester couples a fluorophore to lysine residues of proteins (Figure 2.24). Since 
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most of the proteins have multiple primary amine groups, the conjugation is mostly non-

specific and the labeling density varies with a dye to protein ratio. Maleimide group, on 

the other hand, targets thiol groups on cysteine residues and is considered more specific 

as these residues can easily be introduced into the proteins. The maleimide labeling has 

limitations such as disulfide bond formation between the thiol groups. Also, inserting or 

removing cysteine residues could destroy the structure of the protein (Mendintz, I.L. et 

al; 2006).   

 

In this study, the succinimidyl ester was used to conjugate the fluorophores to the 

antibodies since an accurate control of the labeling position is not necessary for the single 

molecule imaging experiments on the ligand-receptor interaction.  

Fab fragments are produced from antibodies that are protein in nature and composed of 

amino acids. The succinimidyl esters bind preferentially to the amine groups of the lysine 

Figure 2.24: A schematic representation illustrating how the NHS dye react with the amine group 
of the lysine residues that are found abundantly in most proteins (left) and the antibody Fab 
fragments labeled with the dyes after conjugation (right).  

Antibody Fab fragments 
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residues found in most proteins and in a huge amount. Therefore, it is easy to conjugate 

the Fab fragments with a fluorophore that has NHS esters. 

Upon conducting our single molecule experiments, our observations demonstrate that no 

difference between intact antibodies and Fab fragments. For this reason, in subsequent 

experiments we have labeled the intact antibodies directly to save the proteins. 

 

2.6.1 Antibody labeling with Alexa Fluor-NHS-Esters Protocol  

2.6.1.1 AF Fluorophores Preparation: 

Usually the alexa dyes come in different concentrations, the labeling protocol was done 

by following the manufacturer’s instructions. The molecular weight of alexa fluor dye ~ 

1200 dalton according to the manufacturer instructions. For the preparation of aliquots, 

usually we followed the below steps: 

N.B.: always label the small dark tubes for aliquoting before dissolving dyes/proteins. 

 Dissolve the total content of 1 vial to a final concentration of 10 mg ml-1 using 

anhydrous methanol; 99.9 % pure (e.g. Methanol anhydrous DRISOLV; cat # 

MX0472-7). Avoid pipette mixing as this will make the dye stick to the pipette and 

lost, just dispense the ethanol and vortex gently to mix.  

 Then dispense into each dark tube the desired content for each aliquot.   
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 Put the tubes in the dissicator under vacuum in the dark for ~ 20 minutes to allow 

methanol to evaporate. 

 Store them immediately at - 20 – -30 o C. This is of course to avoid frequent cycle 

of thawing and freezing.  

E.g., 1 mg AF647 needed to be aliquoted into 20 µg each. This will resulted in 50 aliquots. 

So, 100 µl of methanol was dispensed, no pipette mixing, vortex gently and immediately 

aliquoted by pipetting 2 µl into each dark tubes. Methanol was evaporated and 

immediately stored at – 30O C.  

2.6.1.2 Antibody labelling  

The labeling molar ratio 1 (Protein):120 (Dye) resulted in a mean labelling of 4-6 dyes/Ab. 

The ratio in grams that corresponds to this molar ratio is 100 µg antibody + 10 µg Alexa 

Fluor dye. The amounts can be increased or decreased provided that keeping the ratio 

constant; i.e, for each 1 mg dye, 10 mg antibody is used.  

2.6.1.3 Labelling steps using the aliquot 

 Prepare fresh 0.1 M sodium bicarbonate (pH = 8.3 – 8.4). The molecular weight of 

sodium bicarbonate is 84.01 g mole-1, so to prepare 500 ml of 0.1 M dissolve 4.2 

gram of sodium bicarbonate buffer in 500 ml milliQ water, the final pH ~ 8.3 – 8.4.  

 Equilibrate the spin filter (e.g. Amicon Ultra 2 ml, 10 K MWCO; Millipore cat. # 

UFC201024PL) using 0.1 M sodium bicarbonate buffer by centrifuging at 14000 x 

g for 15 minutes. 
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 Perform a buffer exchange to the purified antibody using this spin filter with the 

0.1 M sodium bicarbonate buffer; simply by dispensing the purified antibody into 

the spin filter and complete the recommended volume (for example to 2 ml) using 

the buffer; centrifuge at 14000 x g for 15 minutes 

 After centrifugation completed; complete to the recommended volume (for 

example 2 ml) using buffer and repeat centrifugation. 

 Revert the spin filter to collect the concentrated purified antibodies. Centrifuge at 

1000x g for 2 minutes. 

 Estimate the buffer exchanged antibody concentration by measuring the 

absorbance at 280 nm against 0.1 M sodium bicarbonate as a blank using the 

following formula: 

               
𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑡 280

210000
   = concentration in Moles. 

 Convert to Grams by multiplying the molar concentration in the molecular weight 

of the antibody (the M.W. of mouse IgG = 155000 D) 

 Take the AF aliquot from -30o C; add Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) to a final 

concentration 10 mg ml-1 and add the amount of the antibody that corresponds 

to the molar ratio.  

For example, the AF aliquot is 20 µg, so add 2 µl DMSO, mix gently by vortex and add 200 

ug antibody. The volume of the antibody that contains 200 µg of antibodies after buffer 
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exchange can be estimated by calculating the concentration of the antibody using the 

following: 

For example the concentration after buffer exchange = 6.5 mg ml-1 and the total volume 

recovered is 100 ul. So, 1000 µl contains 6500 µg, then 200 µg will be present in x volume 

X volume = 
200 ×1000

6500
 = 30.7 µl 

In this case, add 30.7 µl antibody solution to the 2 µl AF in DMSO. Vortex gently. 

 Incubate on interval mixing using thermal mixer at room temperature for 1 hour. 

 Equilibrate a 0.5 ml, 10K MWCO spin filter from PALL (Pall Nanosep® centrifugal 

device with Omega membrane 10kD MWCO; cat. # OD010C34) with the desired 

buffer to store the labeled antibody in. For example HBSS pH = 7. Centrifuge at 

14000x g for 6 minutes. 

 After labeling reaction completed; add the desired buffer to complete the volume 

to 0.5 ml and transfer the whole volume to the equilibrated nanosep spin filter. 

Centrifuge at 10000x g for 5 minutes. 

 Resuspend the pelleted labelled antibodies with the desired buffer to a final 

volume of 0.5 ml and repeat centrifugation. 

 Repeat until you have clear through put. 

 Resuspend the labelled antibodies and estimate the antibody concentration with 

the degree of labeling using the desired buffer as a reference by following formula: 
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Antibody concentration = 

𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑎𝑡 280 𝑛𝑚 − ( 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑦𝑒 𝑎𝑡 𝑖𝑡′𝑠 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ ×𝑑𝑦𝑒 𝐶𝐹) 

210000 
 = 

concentration in M. convert into grams as described. 

Degree of Labelling (DOL) = 
𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑦𝑒 𝑎𝑡 𝑖𝑡′𝑠 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ

𝐴𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛.𝑖𝑛 𝑀 × 𝑑𝑦𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡  
 = moles dye/mole 

antibody “equals to number of dye molecules per 1 antibody “ 

If the labelled antibody was diluted before measuring the absorbance; multiply the 

equation or the results by dilution factor. We obtained the DOL of 4-8 using this labeling 

protocol. 

2.6.2 Antibody labeling with Quantum Dots NHS-Esters  

In some experiments we have conjugated the Fab fragments and intact antibodies with 

QD625 ITK carboxyl Conjugation quantum dots to get brighter signals for better 

resolution. We have followed the conjugation protocol provided by the manufacturer and 

later we have modified the conjugation molar ration to meet our requirements. 

2.6.2.1 Conjugation Protocol: 

 In a small glass vial with a small stirbar, we diluted 125 μL of 8 μM stock solution 

of Qdot® ITK™ carboxyl quantum dots to 1 mL using 10 mM borate buffer, pH 7.4. 

Mixed well by stirring. 
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 We added x µl of 10 mg ml-1 of antibodies (the final concentration of the 

antibodies is 1 nmol; M.W. of mouse IgG is 155 kDa; 1 nmol = 155 ug) to the Qdot® 

ITK™ carboxyl quantum dots reagent (step 1.1) under continuous stirring. 

 We weighed ~5 mg of 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) in a 

1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube and added 0.5 ml deionized water to obtain a 10 mg 

ml-1 EDC stock solution (we usually weigh ~ 0.5 mg and added 50 µl deionized 

water). Always we prepared EDC solution just before use. 

 Immediately, we added 28.5 μL of 10 mg ml-1 EDC stock solution to the quantum 

dot solution (step 1.2). 

 Then, we stirred gently for 1–2 hours at room temperature for the conjugation. 

 After that, we filtered the conjugate solution through a 0.2 μm PES syringe filter 

to remove any large aggregates and transfer the solution to a clean centrifugal 

ultrafiltration unit (10 kDa cutoff). 

 Then, we centrifuged at the recommended speed for the ultrafiltration unit for at 

least 5 buffer exchanges using 50 mM borate buffer, pH 8.3 to remove any excess 

unbound protein. Ensure that the volume of concentration is >10-fold (e.g., 4 ml 

to <400 μl) each time. 

 After the ultracentrifugation was completed, we filtered the solution through a 

0.2 μm syringe filter or a 0.8/0.2 μm combination syringe filter to remove any 

aggregates. We stored the quantum dot conjugate solution at 4°C. Do not freeze 

the nanocrystal conjugate. 
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“From Qdot ITK Carboxyl Quantum Dots manual published by Molecular Probes; 

Invitrogen; MP19020; revised 20-DEC-2007, maintaining the molar ratio at 1 (QD):40 

(Protein):1500 (EDC)” 

For labeling our antibodies; we have modified this molar ratio to 2 QD:1 Abs:3000 EDC. 

This molar ratio results in the labeling density of one. 

We compared the immune-fluorescence staining of KG-1a cells using quantum dot 625 

ITK carboxyl conjugated anti-PSGL-1 Fab fragments, intact antibodies and Fab  fragments 

conjugated to alexa fluor dyes. We have observed that quantum dots gave brighter signals 

but not with discrete isolated PSGL-1 spots compared with the alexa dyes (Figure 2.25). 

These results mean that most of PSGL-1 molecules were not recognized by QD conjugated 

AF555 intact anti-
PSGL-1 QD625 anti-PSGL-1 

Figure 2.25: KG-1a cells labeled with QD625 and AF555 anti-PSGL-1 intact and Fab fragments. 
Both fluorophores were excited with the same laser power but different wavelengths (488 nm 
for QD625 and 532 nm for AF555). (A) Wide-field epifluorescence microscopy of KG-1a cells 
rolling at 2 dyne cm-2 labeled with QD625 anti-PSGL-1 Fabs. (B) KG-1a cells rolling at 2 dyne cm-2 
labeled with AF555 intact anti-PSGL-1 antibodies. (C) KG-1a cells rolling at 2 dyne cm-2 labeled 
with AF555 anti-PSGL-1 Fab fragments. Scale bars = 10 µm, Arrow indicate flow direction. 

B A 

AF555 Fabs anti-PSGL-1 
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antibodies. This could be due to higher molecular weight of quantum dots (in range of 3 

nm) that might not obscure the binding sites of the antibodies. Alexa fluor conjugated fab 

fragments yielded darker fluorescent signals compared to intact antibodies labelled by 

same alexa dyes. For these reasons we decided to use alexa fluor conjugated intact 

antibodies for targeting the ligands.  

After labeling of the antibodies with the suitable fluorophores, we incubated the KG-1a 

cells with these antibodies depending on the experimental conditions following the same 

protocol explained earlier in this chapter (section 2.3); live cell immune-fluorescence 

staining protocol. 
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Chapter 3 

Characterization of PSGL-1 Ligands on KG-1a Cells Rolling on rhE-selectins 

3.1 Introduction: 

During the process of homing, the HSPCs first come in contact with the endothelial cells. 

This contact is known as adhesion and occurs through a multi-step paradigm ending with 

transmigration of HSPCs to the bone marrow niche. The initial step of the homing, 

tethering and rolling is mediated by P- and E-selectins expressed on the endothelial cell 

surface through their interactions with the ligands expressed by HSPCs (Figure 3.1). Thus, 

understanding the adhesion process and its contribution to the efficient HSPCs homing is 

a crucial step. We have been studying the selectin-ligands interaction at single-molecule 

level in real time using in vitro approaches. Using the novel experimental platform we 

have developed, which is detailed in Chapter 2, we unravel the molecular mechanisms of 

the interaction between E-selectin and its ligand, PSGL-1, during the first step of the HSPC 

homing, tethering and rolling of the cell at the single molecule level (Figure 3.2).  

Our results indicate that the HSPCs have a unique mechanism to facilitate efficient binding 

of the PSGL-1 molecules on the rolling cells to the surface E-selectin through a rapid 

scanning of a large surface area by the PSGL-1 molecules distributed along membrane 

tethers and slings. 
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3.2 Methods: 

Details of our experimental approaches have been described in Chapter 2. Briefly, to 

mimic the in vivo cell homing, we directly deposited rhE-selectins onto the inner bottom 

surface of the channels of a microfluidic chamber at the average density of 19 molecules 

μm-2. This microfluidic chamber has a plastic bottom cover slip that is compatible with 

most advanced fluorescence imaging techniques, including single-molecule fluorescence 

imaging. Then, we incubated KG-1a cells with Alexa Fluor (AF) dye (either AF555 or 

AF647)-conjugated anti-PSGL-1 (KPL-1 clone) to specifically label PSGL-1 ligands on the 

surface of KG-1a cells. Prior to incubating the cells with AF dye-conjugated anti-PSGL-1 

antibodies, the cells were incubated with Fc blockers to block the Fc receptors on KG-1a 

Figure 3.1: A schematic illustration describing the multistep mechanism of HSPC homing. The 
homing of HSPCs to the bone marrow is initiated by the tethering and rolling of HSPCs to 
endothelium mediated by the binding of selectins expressed on endothelial cells to their ligands 
on HSPCs. 
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cells.  This inhibits the binding of antibodies to the cell surface Fc receptor and thus 

enables the detection of specific signals from PSGL-1 molecules on the cells.  

These cells were then suspended in a perfusion buffer that contains a controlled 

concentration of Ca2+ ions of 0.7 mM. The microfluidic chamber was connected via its 

inlet to 0.8 mm silicon tubing that is connected to a Y-shaped connector combining two 

tubings; one immersed inside the cells’ suspension from its other end and the other in the 

perfusion buffer. 

Before injecting the cells, the perfusion buffer was injected at very high flow rates (100 μl 

min-1, which corresponds to 100 dyne cm-2 shear stress) using a syringe pump to remove 

air bubbles and any trapped solution inside the channel. During this step, the tubing 

immersed inside the suspension of the KG-1a cells was closed by a clamp. After flushing 

the channel with the buffer at the high flow rates, the tubing of the perfusion buffer was 

closed and the suspension of the KG-1a cells were released into the channels at flow rates 

similar to the shear stress exerted on the cells in vivo. The volumetric flow rate required 

for obtaining a certain shear stress was calculated using Eq. 2.1 (Table 2.2), and the cell 

suspension was injected into the channel at the set shear stress using the syringe pump. 

The shear stress used in our experiments ranged between 1 dyne cm-2 and 8 dyne cm-2 

that results in rolling velocities similar to the reported in vivo rolling velocity of the cells.  

Laser lines at 532 or 640 nm were directed to the inverted microscope through an 

objective lens (UAPON 100XO TIRF NA 1.49 oil immersion, or UPLSAPO 40XS NA 1.25 

silicone oil immersion) to excite the fluorophores bound to the cells. The emitted 
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fluorescence from the rolling cells was captured by the same objective and visualized 

using EMCCD camera after passing through suitable emission filter and dichroic mirror. 

The pixel size at the image plane was 0.133 µm. In order to capture three dimensional 

(3D) fluorescence images of the rolling cells, we captured fluorescence images at different 

Z-axis positions during the rolling by synchronizing a piezo objective scanner (PI PIFPC® 

P721) and the camera exposure. We typically scanned total ~20 μm depth with 1 μm step 

size at 33 Hz image acquisition (i.e. a single 3D image was captured with total ~600 ms 

image acquisition speed). 

 

3.3 Results 

The first step of the HSPC homing (i.e. tethering and rolling of HSPCs) is mediated by 

selectin-ligand interactions. When selectin ligands come in contact with the surface 

Figure 3.2: Experimental configuration of the microfluidics-based epi-fluorescence microscopy 
platform for characterizing spatio-temporal behavior of selectin ligands on KG1a cells during the 
tethering and rolling. The surface density of the E-selectin was 19.0 molecules μm-2 in average. 
The wall shear stress was set to 2 dyne cm-2. 
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deposited homodimeric rhE-selectins, they interact via lectin domain of E-selectins. This 

interaction captures the cells from the circulation and forcing them to move on the 

surface with a velocity slower than the prevailing media, which cause the shear stress 

acting on the bound cells. Because the cells are bound to the surface at their bottom 

through the selectin-ligand interactions, a torque is generated by the exerted shear stress, 

resulting in the rolling motion of the cells on the surface along the direction of the flow. 

Therefore, when an exerted shear stress (i.e. hydrodynamics drag force) exceeds a certain 

threshold, the tethering points (i.e. the locations that selectin ligands on HSPCs bind to 

selectins) are converted into protruding structures from the cell membrane towards the 

tethering points, which are known as “Tethers”. The formation of the tethers is believed 

to be essential for stable rolling of leukocytes on E- and/or P-selectin against the shear 

stress (Sundd P. et al 2013), which is prerequisite for the following step of the homing (i.e. 

integrins mediated firm adhesion of the cells). Although the role of selectin ligands, 

including PSGL-1 and CD44, in the initial step of the homing has been investigated 

significantly during the past several decades, nanoscopic spatiotemporal dynamics of 

selectin-ligand interactions at the molecular level remain relatively poorly understood. 

Therefore, real-time visualization of selectin-ligand interactions at the single-molecule 

level is the first step toward the molecular level understanding of the initial step of the 

homing. 
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3.3.1 Visualization of PSGL-1 along Tethers and Slings during the Cell Rolling  

We conducted real-time live-cell epi-fluorescence imaging of PSGL-1 on KG-1a cells to 

evaluate the ability of our experimental platform to visualize spatiotemporal behavior of 

selectin ligands at the single molecule level. Figure 3.3A shows time-lapse fluorescence 

images of PSGL-1 on a KG-1a cell that rolls on the E-selectin surface at 2 dyne cm-2 shear 

stress. The images captured by using a low magnification objective lens (40×, N.A. 1.25) 

clearly show that long, thin, and flexible structures protruding from the cell surface 

appear during the cell rolling at both the rear and front sides of the cell. Similar structures 

were observed for neutrophils rolling on P-selectin at shear stress higher than 6 dyne cm-

2 using fluorescence imaging of the cell membrane (Sundd P. et al 2012), and the 

protruding structures at the rear and front side of the cell were named “tethers” and 

“slings” respectively. Our data demonstrate that the tethers and slings appear during the 

rolling of the immature hematopoietic cells, KG-1a cells, at much lower shear stress (see 

section 3.3.2 for details). We observed the formation of multiple tethers and slings during 

the cell rolling. We also observed dissociations of tethering points from the E-selectin 

surface as the cells roll on the surface. As suggested in the previous study (Sundd P. et al 

2012), the tethers dissociated from the surface during the cell rolling were often flipped 

over the cells and bound to the E-selectin surface at the front side of the cells, resulting 

in the formation of the slings (see Chapter 4 for details).  

Epi-fluorescence images of PSGL-1 on KG-1a cells during the rolling captured by using a 

high N.A. objective lens (100×, N.A. 1.49) clearly resolved a discrete distribution of PSGL-
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1 along the tethers (Figure 3.3B right) and slings (Figure 3.3B left). We observed 

fluorescence spots at the tips of tethers and slings (i.e. tethering points), suggesting the 

binding of PSGL-1 to the surface E-selectin at the tethering points.  

We also observed fluorescence spots at anchoring points (i.e. points on the tethers 

between the tethering points and the cell body that are bound to the surface E-selectin) 

along the tethers, suggesting the binding of PSGL-1 to the E-selectin on the surface at 

Figure 3.3: Live-cell immunofluorescence images of PSGL-1 on the surface of a KG1a cell. The 
PSGL-1 molecules were immunolabeled using an AF555-conjugated antibodies. Fluorescence 
images were recorded at the frame rate of 33 Hz. The surface density of the E-selectin was 19.0 
molecules μm-2 in average. The wall shear stress was set to 2 dyne cm-2. (A) A time-lapse 
fluorescence images of KG-1a cells captured using a low magnification (40x, N.A. 1.25) objective, 
showing the formation of Tethers and Slings. (B) Fluorescence images of KG-1a cells captured 
using a higher magnification (100x, N.A. 1.49) objective, showing discrete spatial distribution of 
PSGL-1 along the tethers (right) and slings (left). 
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these anchoring points. Note that we observed the anchoring points only along the 

tethers. As discussed below, the fluorescence intensity obtained from most of these 

fluorescence spots along the tethers and slings corresponded to the fluorescence signal 

obtained from single PSGL-1 molecules, demonstrating that our experimental platform 

can visualize spatiotemporal behavior of selectin ligands at the single molecule level 

during the cell rolling. 

3D visualization of spatiotemporal dynamics of selectin ligands along the tethers and 

slings is necessary for quantitative characterization because the depth of focus of the 

objective lenses we used in our experiment does not allow for the visualization of the 

entire tethers and slings with imaging at a single image plane. We therefore scanned the 

samples along the Z-axis during the image acquisition (see Section 3.2 for details). 

Although we cannot obtain cross-section images from the thick part of the sample (i.e. 

Figure 3.4: 3D images of PSGL-1 on a KG-1a cell rolling on E-selectin. The PSGL-1 molecules were 
immunolabeled using an AF555-conjugated antibodies. Fluorescence images were recorded at 
the frame rate of 33 Hz. The surface density of the E-selectin was 19.0 molecules μm-2 in average. 
The wall shear stress was set to 2 dyne cm-2. Fluorescence images were captured using an 
objective lens with N.A. 1.25 and 40× magnification. (A) Top view of the cell (X-Y image). (B) Side 
view (X-Z image) of the reconstructed 3D fluorescence image. 
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cell body) due to the out-of-plane fluorescence, we can reconstruct 3D images of the 

PSGL-1 distributed on the tethers with enough 3D resolution to resolve each fluorescent 

spot (Figure 3.4) because the width of the tethers and slings is much less than the depth 

of the focus of the objective lens. While a microfluidics-based side-view imaging has been 

used for the visualization of entire tethers and slings (i.e. capture fluorescence images of 

cells rolling on the side wall of the microfluidic chamber at a single imaging plane) (Alex 

Marki et al 2016), our results demonstrated that we can reconstruct 3D images of tethers 

and slings using standard epi-fluorescence microscopy. 

 

3.3.2 Length of Tethers and Slings 

To characterize spatiotemporal dynamics of PSGL-1 along the tethers and slings during 

the rolling and their role in the initial step of the homing, we first characterized the length 

of tethers and slings formed during the KG-1a cells rolling on rhE-selectin. Figure 3.5 

shows frequency histograms of the length of tethers (Figures 3.5 A-E) and slings (Figures 

3.5 F-J) that are formed during the cell rolling at different shear stresses; 1 dyne cm-2 

(Figures 3.5 A and F), 2 dyne cm-2 (Figures 3.5 B and G), 4 dyne cm-2 (Figures 3.5 C and H), 

6 dyne cm-2 (Figures 3.5 D and I), and 8 dyne cm-2 (Figures 3.5 E and J). We observed the 

formation of tethers and slings even at the lowest shear stress (1 dyne cm-2). The length 

of tethers and slings ranges between a few micrometers and tens of micrometers. 

Occasionally we observed tethers and slings longer than 100 μm. The longest tethers we 

observed was longer than the field of view of our imaging experiment (170 μm).  
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Figure 3.5: Frequency histograms of the length of tethers (red bars) and slings (blue bars) formed 
during the KG-1a cells rolling over E-selectin at different shear stresses; (A, F) 1 dyne cm-2, (B, G) 
2 dyne cm-2, (C, H) 4 dyne cm-2, (D, I) 6 dyne cm-2, and (E, J) 8 dyne cm-2. The surface density of 
the E-selectin was 19.0 molecules μm-2. 
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The length of the tethers and slings that we observed in our experiments was much longer 

compared to that reported for neutrophils rolling on P-selectins (up to 20 μm, Sundd, P. 

et al; 2012). 

Figure 3.6 shows mean lengths of the tethers and slings observed at different shear 

stresses. The length of both tethers and slings increased with an increase in the shear 

stress. Figure 3.6 also demonstrated that the tethers and slings have similar length at each 

applied shear stress. This result is consistent with the observation that the tethers are 

converted into the slings (see Section 3.4 for details). 

 

3.3.3 Number of PSGL-1 Molecules in Each PSGL-1 Spot  

We next estimated the number of PSGL-1 molecules in each spot along the tethers and 

slings. This estimation was carried out by comparing the integrated fluorescence 

Figure 3.6: Mean lengths of tethers (red) and slings (blue) formed during the KG-1a cells rolling 
over E-selectin at different shear stresses. The surface density of the homodimeric rhE-selectin 
was 19.0 molecules μm-2 in average. 
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intensities from each spot to the intensity obtained from a single fluorescently-labeled 

anti-PSGL-1 after subtracting the background effect, similar to the procedure described 

in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3.  

Figure 3.7 shows frequency histograms of the number of PSGL-1 molecules in each 

fluorescence spot observed along the tethers (Figure 3.7A) and slings (Figure 3.7B). The 

majority of the spots along the tethers and slings contain less than two PSGL-1 molecules. 

The distributions of the number of PSGL-1 were analyzed by Poisson distribution using 

the following equation. 

𝑦 = 𝑒−𝑟 𝑟𝑥

𝑥!
          Eq. 3-1 

where r is the mean of the distribution. Both histograms can be fitted to a Poisson 

distribution, providing mean numbers of PSGL-1 molecules of 1.0 for the spots 

distributing along both the tethers and slings. These results show that single molecules of 

PSGL-1 (i.e. not clusters of PSGL-1 molecules) cover the entire regions along the tethers 

and slings with a discrete distribution. The obtained Poisson distributions are most likely 

due to the variations in the labelling density of the antibodies by the AF dyes (average 

labeling density of the antibodies is 4-8 AF dyes per antibody that should follow Poisson 

distribution) rather than different numbers of PSGL-1 molecules in each spot. A very small 

number of PSGL-1 spots along the tethers and slings contain more than 10 molecules. In 

contrast to our findings that most of the PSGL-1 spots along the tethers and slings contain 

single molecules, large clusters of PSGL-1 along the tethers and slings were observed for 

neutrophils rolling on P-selectin (Sundd P. et al 2012). 
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3.3.4 Number of PSGL-1 Molecules at the Anchoring and Tethering Points 

The number of PSGL-1 molecules at each anchoring point and tethering point was 

estimated in the way described in Section 3.3.3. We found that the number of PSGL-1 

molecules at these points in average are 2 molecules per anchoring point and the 

distribution was fitted to Poisson distribution, providing the same mean number of PSGL-

1 molecules (Figure 3.8 B). On the other hand, the mean number of PSGL-1 molecules at 

the tethering points (around 5 molecules per spot) was much larger than those obtained 

from the spots along the tethers/slings and from the anchoring points (Figure 3.8A). 

Furthermore, we were not able to fit the histogram using Poison distribution. The result 

suggests that the number of PSGL-1 molecules in each tethering point is not determined 

in a stochastic way. Instead, the result suggests that there is a mechanism that regulates 

the number of PSGL-1 in the tethering points (see Section 3.4). 

Figure 3.7: Frequency histograms of the number of PSGL-1 molecules in each spot along the (A) 
tethers and (B) slings. Solid Lines show Poissonian fittings. 
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3.3.5 Distance between PSGL-1 Spots along Tethers and Slings 

Our single molecule imaging approach revealed the discrete distributions of PSGL-1 

molecules along the tethers and slings. We calculated distances between adjacent PSGL-

1 spots by measuring distances between nearest pixels that show peak intensities. Since 

the spatial resolution of this imaging experiment defined by Rayleigh criterion is 

approximately 220 nm, PSGL-1 molecules located within this distance appear as a single 

fluorescent spot. Figure 3.9 shows frequency histograms of the calculated distances 

between adjacent PSGL-1 molecules at different shear stresses. These data show that the 

distance between neighboring PSGL-1 molecules ranges between 200 nm and several 

micrometers. 

Figure 3.10 shows mean distances between adjacent PSGL-1 spots along the tethers and 

slings observed at different shear stresses. The distance between the spots distributing 

Figure 3.8: Frequency histograms of the number of PSGL-1 molecules at the (A) tethering and (B) 
anchoring points. Solid lines show Poissonian fitting.  
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on both the tethers and slings increased with an increase in the shear stress. Figure 3.10 

also demonstrated that the tethers and slings have similar length at each applied shear 

stress. This result is consistent with the observation that the tethers are converted into 

the slings (see Section 3.4 for details). A previous study on neutrophils also reported a 

discrete distribution of PSGL-1 clusters along the tethers and slings during the cells rolling 

over P-selectin (Sundd P. et al 2012). However, the reported mean separation distance 

between adjacent PSGL-1 clusters (1.6 µm at 6 dyne cm-2 shear stress) is much longer than 

the mean distance between adjacent PSGL-1 molecules observed in this study. 

Figure 3.11 shows mean numbers of PSGL-1 molecules per tether and sling at different 

shear stresses. The numbers were calculated by dividing the mean lengths of the tethers 

and slings (Figure 3.6) by the mean distances between the adjacent PSGL-1 molecules 

along the tethers and slings (Figure 3.10). The data shows that the mean numbers of PSGL-

1 molecules per tether and sling are not dependent significantly on the shear stress. This 

is in contrast to the length of the tethers and slings and the distance between the PSGL-1 

molecules along the tethers and slings, which depend on the applied shear stress.  

According to our calculation, the number of PSGL-1 molecules in each tether and sling is 

approximately 30 – 40 molecules at all the shear stresses used in this study (1 – 8 dyne 

cm-2). This finding has an important implication for the mechanism of the formation of 

the tethers and slings (see Section 3.4) 
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Figure 3.9: Frequency histograms of the distance between adjacent PSGL-1 spots along the 
tethers (red bars) and slings (blue bars) formed during the KG-1a cells rolling over E-selectin at 
different shear stresses; (A, F) 1 dyne cm-2, (B, G) 2 dyne cm-2, (C, H) 4 dyne cm-2, (D, I) 6 dyne cm-

2, and (E, J) 8 dyne cm-2. The surface density of the E-selectin was 2.0 molecules μm-2. The solid 
lines show Gaussian fitting. 
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Figure 3.10: Mean distance between adjacent PSGL-1 spots along the tethers (red) and slings 
(blue) formed during the KG-1a cells rolling over E-selectin at different shear stresses. The surface 
density of the homodimeric rhE-selectin was 19.0 molecules μm-2 in average. 

Figure 3.11: Number of PSGL-1 molecules per tether (red) and sling (blue) formed during the KG-
1a cells rolling over E-selectin at different shear stresses. The surface density of the homodimeric 
rhE-selectin was 19.0 molecules μm-2 in average. 
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3.3.6 Motion of PSGL-1 Molecules along the Tethers and Slings 

During the real-time live-cell imaging experiments, we found that the PSGL-1 molecules 

or clusters distributing on the tethers and slings showed diffusional motion (Figure 3.12A). 

We characterized the motion of individual PSGL-1 molecules and clusters using single-

molecule tracking analysis. We first determined the positions of each molecule in each 

time frame using a localization algorithm based on 2D Gaussian fitting of the fluorescence 

intensity profiles and connected them to generate diffusion trajectories (Figure 3.12B). 

Diffusion rate and mode were quantified by calculating mean-squared displacement 

(MSD) at time lags Δt using the following equation. 

MSD(∆𝑡) = 〈(𝑥𝑖+𝑛 − 𝑥𝑖)2 + (𝑦𝑖+𝑛 − 𝑦𝑖)2〉      Eq. 3-2 

where xi and yi denote the position of the molecule at time point i, whereas xi+n and yi+n 

are the position of the molecule at the time lag of Δt that is described by the frame 

number of the image n. When the molecule shows 1D or 2D random motion (Brownian 

motion), the MDS is described by 

MSD(∆𝑡) = 2𝐷∆𝑡 (𝑓𝑜𝑟 1𝐷 𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)      Eq. 3-3 

MSD(∆𝑡) = 4𝐷∆𝑡 (𝑓𝑜𝑟 2𝐷 𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)      Eq. 3-4 

where D denotes diffusion coefficient. Therefore, a linear relationship between MSD and 

time lag suggest random motion of the molecule. When the molecule shows a 2D 

confined motion, the MSD is described by  
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MSD(∆𝑡) = (
𝐿2

3
) ⋅ (1 − exp (

−12𝐷∆𝑡

𝐿2 ))      Eq. 3-5 

where L denotes the length of confined area. An upper convex curve in the MSD vs time 

lag plot indicates the confined motion of the molecule. When the molecule shows a 1D 

directed motion, the MSD is described by  

MSD(∆𝑡) = 2𝐷∆𝑡 + (𝑣∆𝑡)2        Eq. 3-6 

where v denotes the velocity of the molecule. A lower convex curve in the MSD vs time 

lag plot indicates the directed motion of the molecule. 

MSD plots obtained from the three trajectories displayed in Figure 3.12A and B are shown 

in Figure 3.12 C, D, and E. Majority of the PSGL-1 molecules distributing on the tethers 

showed directed motion along the flow direction. Thus, we analyzed the MSD plot 

obtained from the PSGL-1 molecule on the tether (highlighted by blue circle in Figure 

3.12A) using the directed diffusion model. The MSD plot clearly shows a lower convex 

curve (Figure 3.12C), demonstrating the directed diffusion of the molecule. The fitting of 

the MSD plot to Eq. 3-6 gave the diffusion coefficient of 2.5 μm2 s-1 and the velocity of 5.6 

μm s-1 (Figure 3.12D). We note that the obtained diffusion coefficient is much larger than 

that of other membrane proteins on a cell surface. We also note that the obtained velocity 

is much slower than the flow rate of the perfusion buffer used in the rolling experiment, 

which is 3.3 mm s-1 at the shear stress of 2 dyne cm-2. 

The PSGL-1 molecules located at the anchoring point (highlighted by red circle in Figure 

3.12A), on the other hand, did not show diffusional motion (Figure 3.12B red trajectory). 
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The MSD plot obtained from this trajectory clearly shows an upper convex curve (Figure 

3.12C), demonstrating the confined motion of the molecule. The fitting of the MSD plot 

Figure 3.12: Single-molecule tracking analysis of the PSGL-1 molecules distributing of the tethers 
during the KG-1a cels rolling over homodimeric rhE-selectin. The experiment was conducted at 
the shear stress of 2 dyne cm-2 and the surface density of the homodimeric rhE-selectin of 19.0 
molecules μm-2 in average. (A) Fluorescence image of PSGL-1 molecules distributing on a tether. 
Single-molecule tracking analysis was conducted on the three molecules (or clusters) highlighted 
by colored circles. (B) Single-molecule (cluster) diffusion trajectories obtained from the three 
molecules (clusters) displayed in A. Mean squared displacement plots obtained from the (C) red 
trajectory, (D) blue trajectory, and (E) green trajectory displayed in B. The top and bottom panels 
of E were obtained from the first half and second half of the diffusion trajectory that showed 
confined and directed motion, respectively. 
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to Eq. 3-6 gave the diffusion coefficient of 0.10 μm2 s-1 and the length of confinement area 

of 0.32 μm (Figure 3.12D). 

The PSGL-1 molecules located at another anchoring point (highlighted by green circle in 

Figure 3.12A) initially showed no recognizable motion. At later time point, the anchoring 

point dissociated from the E-selectin surface that resulted in a directional motion of the 

molecules along the flow direction. The MSD plots obtained from the two parts of the 

trajectory show confined and directed motion (Figure 3.12E), confirming these 

observations. The diffusion coefficient (0.068 μm2 s-1) and length of confinement area 

(0.30 μm) obtained by the fitting of the MSD plot calculated from the initial part of the 

trajectory to Eq. 3.5 are similar to those obtained from the molecules located at another 

anchoring point (Figure 3.12C). Also, the diffusion coefficient (2.9 μm2 s-1) and the velocity 

(7.1 μm s-1) obtained by the fitting of the MSD plot calculated from the later time points 

in the trajectory to Eq. 3.6 are similar to those obtained from the molecule moving along 

the tether (Fig. 3.12D). These results suggest that the diffusion coefficients (2.5 – 2.9 μm2 

s-1) and the velocities (5.6 – 7.1 μm s-1) obtained by the MSD analysis represent the motion 

of the PSGL-1 molecules distributing along the tethers. These results also suggest that the 

diffusion coefficients (0.068 – 0.10 μm2 s-1) and the length of confinement (0.30 – 0.32 

μm) obtained by the MSD analysis represent the motion of the PSGL-1 molecules localized 

at the anchoring points. 
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3.3.7 Merging of Tethers 

We found that multiple tethers formed during the KG-1a cells rolling over E-selectin 

sometimes merged and were converted into a single tether (Figure 3.13 green 

arrowheads). We frequently observed this phenomena in multiple cells, but not all cells 

rolled on E-selectin showed this behavior. This phenomena was sometimes triggered by 

dissociations (Figure 3.13 red arrowheads) of anchoring points (Figure 3.13 yellow 

arrowheads). The merging of the tethers sometimes also lead to the conversion of 

tethering points (Figure 3.13 white arrowheads) into anchoring points. The merging of the 

tethers occurred within a second. Although the formation of multiple tethers during the 

cell rolling over selectins have been reported previously, the merging of the tethers has 

not been observed in previous studies. Our real-time live-cell fluorescence imaging 

enabled us to capture this unique behavior. Our results also demonstrated that the tether 

Figure 3.13: Live-cell time-lapse immunofluorescence images of PSGL-1 on the surface of a KG1a 
cell. The PSGL-1 molecules were immunolabeled using an AF555-conjugated antibodies. 
Fluorescence images were recorded at the frame rate of 33 Hz. The surface density of the 
homodimeric rhE-selectin was 19.0 molecules μm-2 in average. The wall shear stress was set to 2 
dyne cm-2. The fluorescence images were captured using a high magnification (100x, N.A. 1.49) 
objective lens. The tethering and anchoring points are indicated by white arrowheads and yellow 
arrowheads, respectively. The merging of the multiple tethers is indicated by green arrowheads. 
The dissociation events of the anchoring points from the E-selectin surface are indicated by red 
arrowheads. 
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formation occurring during the cell rolling is far more dynamics process than previously 

thought. 

 

3.3.8 Retraction Motion of Slings 

When tethering points located at the rear side of the cell dissociate from the surface E-

selectin, they are flipped over the cell. The flipped-over tethers often bind to the E-

selectin surface at the front side of the cell, leading to the formation of slings. Our live-

cell fluorescence imaging experiment revealed that the flipped-over tethers sometimes 

retract without binding to the surface E-selectin and form slings. The time-lapse images 

shown in Figure 3.14 clearly captured this retraction behavior (Figure 3.14 green 

arrowheads). Another sling in the same images did not show this retraction (Figure 3.14 

yellow arrowheads). Instead, this sling moved forward with the rolled cell without forming 

Figure 3.14: Live-cell time-lapse immunofluorescence images of PSGL-1 on the surface of a KG1a 
cell. The PSGL-1 molecules were immunolabeled using an AF555-conjugated antibodies. 
Fluorescence images were recorded at the frame rate of 33 Hz. The surface density of the 
homodimeric rhE-selectin was 19.0 molecules μm-2 in average. The wall shear stress was set to 2 
dyne cm-2. The fluorescence images were captured using a high magnification (100x, N.A. 1.49) 
objective lens. The tip of the retracting and non-retracting slings that moves forward with the cell 
rolling are highlighted by green and yellow arrowheads, respectively. 
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any binding point to the E-selectin surface. A previous study on neutrophils rolling over P-

selectin indicated that most of flipped-over tethers forms slings and bind to the surface 

at the front side of the cells (Sundd P. et al 2012). Our findings rather indicate that the 

formation of slings at the front side of the cell does not always result in the binding of the 

slings to the surface E-selectin. 

 

3.4 Discussion 

PSGL-1 is one of the key selectin ligands that mediate the initial step of HSPC homing (i.e. 

tethering and rolling of HSPCs on selectins). In a classical model of the homing, the initial 

step of the homing is described by a simple binding between selectins and their ligands 

including PSGL-1, which causes the tethering of HSPCs, resulting in slow rolling of the cells. 

However, recent studies based on direct visualization of the cell rolling urge to review this 

view of the initial step of the homing. Sundd et al. suggested that the formation of the 

slings during the cell rolling enhances the probability of selectin ligands binding to 

selectins, resulting in a stable rolling of the cells (Sundd P. et al 2013). We demonstrated 

that a spatial clustering of a selectin ligand, CD44, and its nanoscopic reorganization 

during the cell rolling, which is accompanied by a large scale reorganization of cortical 

actin cytoskeleton, are essential for slow and stable rolling of the cells (Karmen F. et al 

2018). These studies demonstrated that the initial step of the homing is far more 

complicated and dynamic than previously thought. In this chapter, we investigated 
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molecular mechanisms of the first step of the homing by real-time live-cell single-

molecule fluorescence imaging of PSGL-1 on KG-1a cells during the cell rolling. 

 

3.4.1 Formation of Tethers and Slings 

Membrane tethers that appear during the cell rolling on selectins are believed to play a 

critical role in the stable rolling of the cells. Previous studies demonstrated that live cells 

roll on a selectin surface more stably compared with fixed cells and microspheres coated 

by selectin ligands (Sundd P. et al 2013). This observation has been interpreted by the 

formation of tethers that reduces the tension exerted on selectin-ligand bonds, resulting 

in reducing the probability to break the interactions. We observed the formation of the 

tethers with mean lengths of 12 – 30 μm at shear stresses ranging between 1 and 8 dyne 

cm-2 (Figure 3.5 and 3.6). Although the formation of tethers has been reported for 

neutrophils rolling over P-selectin, relatively short tethers (mean lengths of 

approximately 10 μm) were observed only at high shear stresses (above 6 dyne cm-2) 

(Marki A. et al. Sci. Reports 2016). Although we cannot rule out the possibility that cell 

type dependent elastic properties of cell membranes may affect the tethering behavior, 

it is more likely that the difference is due to the strength of selectin-ligand interactions. 

Our observations suggest that E-selectin-ligand interactions are much stronger than P-

selectin-ligand interactions. Since rapture force of E-selectin-ligand interactions observed 

for polymorphonuclear leukocytes is similar to that of P-selectin-ligand interactions 

(Hanley W.D. et al. J. Cell Sci. 2004), it is likely that the difference in the binding strength 
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between E-selectin and P-selectin is a result of different dissociation constants against 

their ligands. This is supported by our finding that KG-1a cells roll faster over the E-selectin 

surface than P-selectin surface. The stronger binding (i.e. smaller dissociation rate) 

enables to exert the shear stress for longer period of time to the tethers before they 

dissociate from the surface selectins, and thus causes the formation of longer tethers.  

Our result revealed that the tethers formation occurring during the cell rolling is highly 

dynamic process. We found for the first time the merging of multiple tethers occurring 

within a second (Figure 3.13). Although shear-stress-dependent dynamics changes in the 

tether numbers during the rolling was reported previously (Ramachandran V. et al. PNAS 

2004), the dramatic change in the tether structure that we found in this study has not 

been reported. This large structural reorganization of the tethers indicates the absence 

of actin cytoskeleton inside the tethers since it is unlikely that the cytoskeleton structures 

of ten micrometer length merge in this short period of time (see Chapter 4 for details). 

This observation is consistent with previous studies that suggested a detachment of 

cortical actin cytoskeleton from cell membranes during the tether formation (Shao J.-Y. 

et al. PNAS 1998, Evans E. et al. Biophys. J. 2005, Heinrich V. et al. Biophys. J. 2005). One 

of the important findings in this study is that the length of the slings is similar to that of 

tethers (Figure 3.6). This result suggests that the tethers become stable structure once 

they are formed, even without external forces (i.e. slings without any binding to the 

surface E-selectin, Figure 3-14). While the formation of stable slings was reported in the 

previous study on neutrophils (Sundd P. et al. 2012), they observed the binding of the 

slings to the surface selectins (i.e. the slings are mechanically fixed on the surface). Our 
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observation indicates that there is a mechanism that stabilizes the long tubular structures 

protruding from the cell surface. We sometimes observed the retraction of the slings in 

the time scale of a second (Figure 3.14). The presence of the retractable and non-

retractable slings may indicate heterogeneities between the tethers and slings. 

 

3.4.2 Spatial Distribution of PSGL-1 and Its Contribution to the Cell Rolling 

 We found that the PSGL-1 molecules show the discrete distribution along the tethers and 

slings mostly as single molecules (Figure. 3.3B and 3.7). Importantly, we observed larger 

numbers of PSGL-1 molecules at the tethering points (on average 4.1 molecules, Figure 

3.8A) and the anchoring points (on average 2.0 molecules, Figure 3.8B). Although it is still 

controversial (Snapp K.R. et al. Blood 2002, Hocde S.A. et al. Biophys. J. 2009), PSGL-1 

molecules are believed to localize to a tip of microvilli that facilitates efficient binding of 

PSGL-1 to selectins (Moore K.L. et al. J. Cell Biol. 1995, Abbal C. et al. Blood 2006, Miner 

J.J. et al. Blood 2008). Our findings, in principle, agree with this model that the spatial 

confinement of PSGL-1 molecules to microvilli enhances the probability that multiple 

PSGL-1 molecules in the confined area bind to P- or E-selectin on the surface, which leads 

to the formation of a tether against the tension exerted to the tethering point. Simulation 

studies suggested that spatial clustering of ligands strengthens ligand-receptor 

interactions (Gopalakrishnan M. et al. Biophys. J. 2005) and helps cells to roll stably on a 

selectin surface (Schmidt B.J. et al. PLoS Comp. Biol. 2009). While these studies did not 

consider the formation of the tethers and slings, the critical role of the spatial clustering 
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of selectin ligands in the cell rolling reported in the study is consistent with our 

observation. 

Previous studies suggested that PSGL-1 molecules localize to a tip of microvilli by their 

association with lipid rafts (Miner J.J. et al. Blood 2008, Yago T. et al. Blood 2010, Shao B. 

et al. PNAS 2015) and actin binding proteins (ezrin/radixin/moesin (ERM) proteins) (Snapp 

K.R. et al. Blood 2002, Miner J.J. et al. Blood 2008). Our single-molecule imaging 

experiments revealed that PSGL-1 molecules distribute along the entire tethers and slings 

(Figure 3.3). This result suggests that these subcellular structures are disrupted during the 

formation of the tethers. 

We found that the number of PSGL-1 molecules at the anchoring points (on average 2.0 

molecules, Figure 3.8B) is smaller than that at the tethering points (on average 5 

molecules, Figure 3.8A). Since the anchoring points are formed after the initial tethering 

events occur, the tension exerted to the anchoring points should be smaller than that 

exerted to the tethering points. Thus, the smaller numbers of PSGL-1 at the anchoring 

points is another indication that the initial tether formation requires the binding of 

multiple PSGL-1 molecules to the surface E-selectins, which enables to resist high tension 

exerted to the tethering points. Note that we don’t know yet if these anchoring points are 

formed at the rear side of the cells during the formation of the tethers. They may be 

formed during the sling binding to the surface at the front side of the cells as suggested 

by a previous study (Sundd P. et al. 2012).  
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Our single-molecule analysis demonstrated that the number of PSGL-1 molecules in each 

tether and sling is independent of the applied shear stress (Figure 3.11) while the length 

of the tethers and slings depend significantly on the shear stress (Figure 3.6). Given the 

spatial localization of PSGL-1 to microvilli, this result indicates that the tethers are formed 

from single microvilli. This conclusion is also supported by separate experiments reported 

in Chapter 4. Our result is contradictory to the previous study on neutrophils rolling over 

P-selectin that concluded that the tethers are formed from multiple microvilli (Sundd P. 

et al. 2012). They observed only large clusters of PSGL-1 along the tethers that are 

separated by much larger distance (on average 1.6 μm at the shear stress of 10 dyne cm-

2) compared with the distance between PSGL-1 molecules that we observed in this study 

(on average 0.4 – 0.8 μm at the shear stresses of 1 – 8 dyne cm-2), and attributed these 

clusters to PSGL-1 clusters formed at the tip of each microvilli. At the moment, we cannot 

explain this discrepancy reasonably. One possible explanation is that we visualized the 3D 

spatiotemporal dynamics of selectin ligands along the tethers and slings with the single 

molecule sensitivity, which could provide more accurate results. 

 

3.4.3 Temporal Dynamics of PSGL-1 and its contribution to the Cell Rolling 

Our single-molecule imaging experiment captured the motion of the PSGL-1 molecules 

along the tethers and slings (Figure 3.12A and B). The MSD plots obtained for the PSGL-1 

molecule moving along the tether can be fitted to the directional diffusion model in which 

the molecular motion is described by 1D random diffusion under continuous directional 
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flow (Figure 3.12D and 3.12E bottom). The estimated diffusion coefficients (2.5 – 2.9 μm2 

s-1) are surprisingly three orders of magnitude faster than the diffusion coefficient of 

PSGL-1 on a cell body reported previously (Gaborski T.R. et al. Biophys. J. 2008). These 

values are at least an order of magnitude faster than the diffusion coefficients of 

membrane proteins on a cell surface (Serge A. et al. Nat. Methods 2008, Andrews N.L. et 

al. Nat. Cell Biol. 2008, Rossier O. et al. Nat. Cell Biol. 2012), and comparable to those of 

phospholipid molecules in a cell membrane (Deverall M.A. et al. Biophys. J. 2005, Fujiwara 

T. et al. J. Cell Biol. 2002, Nishimura S.Y. et al. J. Phys Chem. 2006, Sahl S.J. et al. PNAS 

2010). The result strongly suggests that the PSGL-1 molecules show free diffusional 

motion along the tethers. This is consistent with the detachment of the cell membrane 

from the cytoskeleton suggested in previous studies. This is also consistent with the 

disruption of subcellular structures, which anchor the PSGL-1 molecules to specific 

locations on the cell surface, during the rolling suggested by our experiments. 

The MSD analysis also demonstrated that the PSGL-1 molecules show directional motion 

along the flow direction with the velocity of 5.6 – 7.1 μm s-1. A previous simulation study 

suggested that phospholipid molecules on a cell surface flows from the cell body toward 

the tethers during the elongation of the tethers (N. Borghi et al. Biophys. J. 2007) to 

provide the materials to form the tethers. If this happens, there will be no overall 

directional flow of the phospholipid molecules towards the cell body during the cell 

rolling. Thus, our observation is not consistent with this model. Furthermore, our 

experiments suggested that the tethers are formed from single microvilli (see Section 

3.4.2). If there is a flow of the phospholipids into the tethers, this would result in the 
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presence of multiple microvilli in single tethers. At the moment, we do not know exactly 

how the tethers are formed from single microvilli. A selective flow of free phospholipids 

on the cell membrane into the tethers could explain the formation of the tethers. Our 

observations rather indicate the contribution of the drag force exerted to PSGL-1 

molecules on their directional motion. Although the velocity of the PSGL-1 molecules 

along the tethers is much slower than the flow rate of the perfusion buffer close to the 

surface, the directional motion could be a result of the hydrodynamic force. 

The fast motion (both diffusive and directional motion) of the PSGL-1 molecules along the 

tethers and slings provides important implication about the PSGL-1-selectin interaction 

occurring during the cell rolling. To form a PSGL-1-selectin bond, a PSGL-1 molecule has 

to be located close to a selectin molecule on the surface. Given the length of PSGL-1 and 

E-selectin, the distance between the two molecules should be shorter than tens of 

nanometers. If the locations of PSGL-1 molecules are fixed, the probability to find E-

selectin molecules on the surface within this distance is relatively low. On the other hand, 

if PSGL-1 molecules scan large distances along the tethers during their lifetime, the 

probability to form a PSGL-1-E-selectin bond would increase significantly. Considering the 

reported lifetime of the tethers (several hundreds of milliseconds) (Schmidtkea D.W. et 

al. J. Cell Biol. 2000, Chen S. et al. J. Cell Biol. 1999), PSGL-1 molecules on the tethers can 

scan micrometer distance along the tethers during their lifetime. PSGL-1 molecules on the 

slings can scan even larger distances because the lifetime of the slings is much longer than 

that of the tethers. Together, our results suggest that the formation of the tethers and 

slings significantly enhance the possibility that PSGL-1 and probably other selectin ligands 
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to bind to selectins during the cell rolling, which should contribute to the stable rolling of 

the cells on the selectin surface. 

 

3.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter we found that during HSPC homing process and ligand-receptor 

interactions, tethers are formed at shear stresses as low as 1 dyne cm-2. Each tether is 

formed from the puling of single microvilli that is elongated against flow direction to the 

tethering point as a result of hydrodynamic force. This is suggested by the spatial 

redistribution of PSGL-1 molecules along the tethers and slings as we have found most of 

these molecules are present as separated single molecules rather than clusters. Tethers 

and slings vary in length as they can be extended to be more than 200 µm long. PSGL-1 

molecules at the tethering points are found as clusters of 5 molecules in average that 

suggest more PSGL-1 molecules are needed to stabilize the binding. In addition, multiple 

anchoring points have been observed to be formed in a single tether which further 

support the cell rolling on selectins. Interesting observations were seen during our work 

such as retracting motion of the slings in which its mechanism is unclear. Another 

interesting finding is the merger events of the tethers to form a single tether.  We also 

demonstrated a 1D directional motion of PSGL-1 molecules along the tethers and slings. 

This motion is likely to be crucial for the HSCs rolling as the PSGL-1 molecules scan a larger 

areas seeking for surface exposed selectins to bind with. This in turn further strengthens 

the binding of the cells and enhance their resistance to the shear stress.  
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Chapter 4  

Characterization of CD44 Ligand during HSPCs Rolling 

 

4.1. Introduction 

 In the previous chapter, we investigated molecular mechanisms of the first step of the 

HSPC homing, tethering and rolling of the cell, at the single-molecule level by the detailed 

characterization of spatiotemporal dynamics of one of the selectin ligands, PSGL-1. Our 

results suggested that the rapid scanning of a large area along the tethers and slings by 

PSGL-1 contributes to their efficient binding to the surface E-selectin. Our data also 

indicated that the elastic property of the tethers and slings is distinct from that of the cell 

membrane in the cell body, which could be the key to understanding the spatiotemporal 

behavior of selectin ligands on the tethers and slings. 

In this chapter, we further investigate the molecular mechanisms of the first step of the 

HSPC homing by the detailed characterization of spatiotemporal dynamics of another 

selectin ligand, CD44. CD44 is HSPCs ligand that has been reported to bind E-selectin 

during homing. As discussed in chapter one, CD44 is exclusively expressed by immature 

hematopoietic cells, i.e. HSPC unlike PSGL-1 that is expressed by mature and immature 

white blood cells. For this reason it is involved in the HSPCs homing and cancer stem cell 

metastasis. Our live-cell single-molecule fluorescence imaging experiments on CD44 

together with two-color imaging of CD44 and actin suggest that the binding of CD44 
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molecules to the surface E-selectin is facilitated by the spatial confinement of CD44 into 

the tethers and slings, in which a decoupling of the cell membrane from cortical actin 

cytoskeleton in the tethers and slings play a major role. 

 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Single-color of single-molecule fluorescence imaging of CD44 on KG-1a cells 

Details of the microfluidics-based single-molecule live-cell fluorescence imaging 

experiment was described in detail in Chapter 2 and 3. Most experiments reported in this 

Chapter were conducted at the surface density of E-selectin of 19 molecules μm-2. We 

conducted cell rolling experiments at shear stresses ranging between 1 and 8 dyne cm-2. 

Both 2D and 3D fluorescence images were captured using the home-built single-molecule 

wide-field epi-fluorescence microscopy setup described in Chapter 2 and 3. Single-color 

fluorescence images were recorded using the filter sets for either Alexa Fluor (AF) 647 dye 

descried in Chapter 2 or AF488 dye. For the experiments with AF488 dye, a 488 nm line 

of a continuous wave (CW) solid-state laser (cobolt, MLD) that passed an excitation filter 

(Semrock, FF01-488/6) was used as an excitation light source. We used a dichroic mirror 

(Semrock, FF506-Di03) and emission filter (Semrock, FF01-550/88) for 488-nm excitation 

to capture fluorescence signal from AF488 dye. CD44 on KG-1a cells was fluorescently 

labeled by either AF647-conjugated or AF488-conjugated anti-CD44 antibodies (Clone 

515) in a way similar to the labeling of PSGL-1 by the anti-PSGL-1 antibodies described in 

Chapter 2 section 2.6. 
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4.2.2 Fluorescence labeling of actin 

 To label actin cytoskeleton of live cells, the actin should be labeled by a membrane 

permeable probe that does not significantly alter actin dynamics in the cells.  We 

used silicon rhodamine (SiR)-conjugated jasplakinolide (Figure 4.1A) for the actin 

labeling, which has high membrane permeability and relatively insignificant effect 

on the actin dynamics and therefore suitable for live-cell actin fluorescence 

imaging (Lukinavucius G et al. Nat. Methods 2014). We used commercially 

available labeling kit (Cat. # CY-SC001) produced by Cytoskeleton , Inc. (Cat. # CY-

SC001) 

 Labeling steps: 

 The SiR-jasplakinolide (50 nmol) was dissolved in anhydrous DMSO (50 µl) to 

prepare 1 mM stock solution. This stock solution was stored at – 20 o C. 

 The verapamil was dissolved in DMSO (100 µl) to prepare 10 mM stock solution. 

 The stock solution of the SiR-jasplakinolide (1 μl) and verapamil (1 μl) were diluted 

into DMEM media containing 10 % bovine serum (998 μl). This yields the final 

concentration of SiR-jasplakinolide and verapamil of 1 µM and 10 µM, 

respectively). The solution was mixed gently. 

 After the cells were harvested and washed as described earlier in section 2.3.1, 

the HBSS supernatant is decanted and the staining solution was added to the 

sedimented cells, mixed and incubated at 37 o C in the presence of 5% CO2 for 1 

hour. 

 After the incubation, the cells were washed two times. 
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 For two-color imaging; a second staining step is carried out by incubating the 

stained cells with AF488 anti-CD44 on ice as described above. 

 The SiR-japlakinolide was excited by 640 nm laser line and its fluorescence was 

captured using the same dichroic mirror and emission filter for AF647 fluorophore 

(Figure 4.1B). 

 

4.2.3 Two-color single-molecule fluorescence imaging 

We conducted two-color fluorescence imaging experiment on CD44 and PSGL-1, and 

CD44 and actin. For the two-color imaging on CD44 and PSGL-1 on KG-1a cells, both 

ligands are immunolabeled using AF dyes-conjugated antibodies against these ligands 

(see Chapter 2 section 2.4 and Chapter 3 section 3.2 for details). We labeled CD44 

with AF647 and PSGL-1 with AF488. For the two-color imaging on CD44 and actin in 

KG-1a cells, CD44 was immunolabeled by AF488-conjugated antibodies, and actin was 

Figure 4.1: Fluorescence labeling of actin. A) Chemical structure of the actin binding natural 
product jasplakinolide conjugated to silicon rhodamine (SiR) dye. B) Absorption and 
fluorescence spectra of SiR (Gražvydas Lukinavicˇius et al; 2014).  
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fluorescently labeled by SiR-conjugated jasplakinolide (see section 4.2.2 for details). 

In both experiments, AF488 was excited using a 488 nm laser line, and AF647 and SiR 

were excited using a 640 nm laser line. We note that AF647 and SiR have absorption 

and fluorescence spectra in similar wavelength regions (Figure 4.1 and 4.2). 

 

The two-color imaging experiments were conducted by introducing coaxially the 640- 

and 488-nm lines of diode lasers into the inverted microscope in the same way as the 

single-color excitation. The samples were excited through the objective lens (100 NA 

= 1.49; UAPON 100XOTIRF, Olympus) using the epi-illumination configuration. The 

fluorescence from the samples was captured by the same objective, separated from 

the illumination light by a multiband dichroic mirror (Di03-405/488/561/635-t1-

Figure 4.2: Absorption and fluorescence spectra of AF488 and AF647 used for the two-color 
fluorescence imaging experiment. Transmission spectra of the emission filters used for the 
experiment are shown in green (AF488 emission filter) and red (AF647 emission filter) lines. 
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25x36, Semrock), and passed through a TuCam dual-camera adaptor (Figure 4.3, 

Andor Technology) equipped with a filter cassette containing a dichroic mirror (FF660-

Di01-25x36, Semrock) to separate the fluorescence into two channels. The separated 

fluorescence from the samples was detected by two EMCCD cameras (iXon3 897, 

Andor Technology) through emission bandpass filters (FF01-550/88-25 and FF01-

697/58-25) (Figure 4.3). We set a region of interest (ROI) of 200 pixels × 240 pixels for 

the both camera using the iQ3 software. First camera was set as a master and the 

second camera was synchronized with the first camera using a triggering signal 

generated by the first camera.  

 

4.2.4 Treatment of KG-1a cells with methyl-β-cyclodextrin 

Lipid raft domains existing on the cell membrane of KG-1a cells were disrupted by 

treating the cells with methyl-β-cyclodextrin (MβCD). Briefly, 106 KG-1a cells were 

Figure 4.3: A diagram of TuCam beam splitter used in our experiments equipped with a filter 
cube containing FF660-Di01 mirror. 

EMCCD 
Camera 

EMCCD 
Camera 
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washed three times by HBSS and incubated with a treating buffer (MβCD (Sigma) 10 

mM; HEPES 10 mM and serum free IMDM media) at 37o C for 30 minutes. Then, the 

cells were washed by HBSS buffer and incubated with Fc blocker (1.5 ml) on ice for 45 

minutes. After that, the cells were washed by HBSS buffer and incubated with 5 µg 

AF647-conjugated anti-CD44 (5 µg antibodies for each 106 cells suspended in 200 µl 

HBSS) on ice in dark for 45 minutes. Then, the cells were washed by HBSS buffer and 

the live-cell fluorescence imaging experiments were conducted immediately. 

 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Visualization of CD44 along tethers and slings 

Single-molecule live-cell fluorescence imaging on PSGL-1 demonstrated the formation 

of membrane tethers and slings during KG-1a cells rolling over E-selectin (Chapter 3). 

To evaluate the spatiotemporal behavior of tethers and slings characterized based on 

the fluorescence images of PSGL-1, here we captured fluorescence images of another 

selectin ligand, CD44. Time lapse fluorescence images of CD44 show that long and 

flexible structures protruding from the cell body appear during the cell rolling at both 

the back and front sides of the cell (Figure 4.4A), confirming the formation of tethers 

and slings. The formation of multiple tethers and slings with the lengths of several 

micrometers to tens of micrometers agrees with the observation in the fluorescence 

imaging experiments on PSGL-1 (Figure 3.3). This result suggests that the 
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spatiotemporal dynamics of the tethers and slings can be characterized by the 

fluorescence images of both PSGL-1 and CD44. Details of the spatiotemporal dynamics 

of CD44 and PSGL-1 (e.g. spatial colocalization) is described in section 4.3.2. 

 

Enlarged views of the rolling cell show a contiguous fluorescence signal of CD44 along 

the tethers (Figure 4.4B) and slings (Figure 4.4C) although the fluorescence intensity 

is not constant over the tethers and slings. This observation is in contrast to the 

Figure 4.4: Live-cell immunofluorescence images of CD44 on the surface of a KG1a cell. The 
CD44 molecules were immunolabeled using an AF488-conjugated antibodies. Fluorescence 
images were recorded at the frame rate of 33 Hz. The surface density of the homodimeric rhE-
selectins was 19.0 molecules μm-2 in average. The wall shear stress was set to 2 dyne cm-2. The 
images were captured using a high magnification objective lens (100x, N.A. 1.49). (A) A time-
lapse fluorescence images of KG-1a cells, showing the formation of Tethers and Slings. (B) 
Fluorescence images of KG-1a cells, showing non-discrete distribution of CD44 along the 
tethers and (C) slings. 
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discrete spatial distribution of PSGL-1 along the tethers and slings (Figure 3.3B). We 

also observed much brighter fluorescence signal from the CD44 molecules distributing 

on the tethers and slings compared with that obtained from PSGL-1. These results 

indicate that the density of CD44 on the tethers and slings are much higher than that 

of PSGL-1. More quantitative analysis of the density of selectin ligands on the tethers 

and slings is described in Section 4.3.3. 

The bright and contiguous fluorescence signal obtained from CD44 on the tethers 

enabled us to directly capture their temporal behavior. Figure 4.5 shows time-lapse 

images of CD44 on a KG-1a cell captured every 30 ms. A tether was initially bound to 

the surface E-selectin (time point of 0 ms, indicated by a yellow arrowhead). At 30 ms 

time point, the tethering point was dissociated from the surface, which is evident from 

a relaxed conformation of the tether. This broken tether was flipped over the cell 

between 30 ms and 300 ms time points and converted into a sling. The result 

demonstrated that broken tethers are converted into slings within several hundreds 

of milliseconds at the shear stress used in this experiment (2 dyne cm-2). We observed 

relatively efficient conversion of the tethers into slings, consistent with previous 

observation on neutrophils rolling over P-selectin (Marki et al. Sci. Rep. 2016). The 

images captured at 30 ms and 60 ms clearly showed that the broken tether has large 

conformational flexibility. We further characterized the formation of tethers and 

slings based on 3D visualization of spatiotemporal dynamics of CD44 on KG-1a cells 

during the cell rolling (see Chapter 3 section 3.2 for experimental details). 
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Figure 4.6 displays reconstructed 3D images of a single rolling cell that shows the 

formation of tethers captured at two different time points (0 s and 1.9 s). While the 

tethers are not visualized perfectly in the top view (Figure 4.6 left), the side view 

clearly shows the formation of multiple tethers that bind to the E-selectin surface 

(Figure 4.6 right). These images also unambiguously demonstrated that the entire 

tethers are covered by the contiguous distribution of CD44 molecules. In addition, we 

observed very bright fluorescence spots of CD44 at the tethering points (Figure 4.6 

yellow arrowheads), suggesting the presence of CD44 clusters at the tethering points. 

Figure 4.5: Live-cell immunofluorescence images of CD44 on the surface of a KG1a cell. The 
CD44 molecules were immunolabeled using an AF488-conjugated antibodies. Fluorescence 
images were recorded at the frame rate of 33 Hz. The surface density of the homodimeric 
rhE-selectin was 19.0 molecules μm-2 in average. The wall shear stress was set to 2 dyne 
cm-2. Temporal behavior of the tether dissociated from the surface is highlighted in yellow 
arrowheads. 
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Similar clustering behavior was observed for PSGL-1 (Figure. 3.8). The effect of the 

clusters of selectin ligands formed at the tethering points on the cell rolling is 

discussed in Section 4.4. We note that the CD44 clusters were not always observed at 

the tethering points (Figure. 4.6 red arrowhead). The cell rolled approximately 5 μm 

distance during the captures of the first (Figure 4.6A) and second (Figure 4.6B) images, 

which causes elongation of the tethers. The side views (Figure 4.6 right) clearly show 

that the spatial distribution of CD44 (i.e. contiguous distribution along the entire 

tethers) does not change significantly by the elongation of the tethers during the cell 

rolling. 

 

Figure 4.6: 3D images of CD44 on a KG-1a cell rolling on E-selectin that show the formation 
of tethers. The CD44 molecules were immunolabeled using an AF488-conjugated 
antibodies.  Tethering points are indicated by yellow and red arrowheads. Fluorescence 
images were recorded at the frame rate of 33 Hz. The surface density of the homodimeric 
rhE-selectin was 19.0 molecules μm-2 in average. The wall shear stress was set to 2 dyne 
cm-2. Fluorescence images were captured using an objective lens with N.A. 1.49 and 100× 
magnification. Top (left) and side (right) views of the reconstructed 3D fluorescence 
images captured at (A) time = 0 s and (B) time = 1.9 s. 
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Using the 3D visualization, we also characterized the spatiotemporal behavior of CD44 

on slings. Figure 4.7 displays reconstructed 3D images of a single rolling cell that shows 

the formation of slings captured at two different time points (0 s and 14.9 s). Two 

slings are clearly visualized in the reconstructed side views (Figure 4.7 left). Both slings 

are not bound to the surface (i.e. just elongated by the drag force) at 0 s time point. 

They remain unbound after 14.9 s. Similar free-end slings were reported previously 

for neutrophils rolled on P-selectin (Marki et al. Sci. Rep. 2016). The entire slings are 

covered by contiguously distributed CD44, similar to the CD44 distribution on the 

tethers. We observed a bright fluorescence spot, which corresponds to a CD44 cluster, 

at the tip of one of the slings (Figure 4.7 white arrowhead). Another sling does not 

show clustered CD44 at the tip (Figure 4.7 green arrowhead).  

Figure 4.7: 3D images of CD44 on a KG-1a cell rolling on E-selectin that show the formation 
of slings. The CD44 molecules were immunolabeled using an AF488-conjugated 
antibodies. Tips of the slings are indicated by white and green arrowheads. Fluorescence 
images were recorded at the frame rate of 33 Hz. The surface density of the homodimeric 
rhE-selectin was 19.0 molecules μm-2 in average. The wall shear stress was set to 2 dyne 
cm-2. Fluorescence images were captured using an objective lens with N.A. 1.49 and 100× 
magnification. Top (left) and side (right) views of the reconstructed 3D fluorescence 
images captured at (A) time = 0 s and (B) time = 14.9 s. 
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We also observed an elongation of the sling (17 µm at 0 s and 38 µm at 14.9 s, Figure 

4.7 white arrowhead) during the rolling. The elongation of the sling could be 

attributed to the rolling of the cell, given the size of the cell (approximately 12 μm in 

diameter) and the rolling distance (approximately 6 μm distance) between the two 

time points. 

 

4.3.2 Colocalization of PSGL-1 and CD44 

Figure 4.8 show time-lapse fluorescence images of CD44 and PSGL-1 on a KG-1a cell rolling 

over E-selectin. The formation of a tether (Figure 4.8 yellow arrowheads) and sling (Figure 

4.8 white arrowheads) were observed in both the CD44 images and PSGL-1 images. A 

contiguous distribution of CD44 and discrete distribution of PSGL-1 on the tether and sling 

are also observed in these images. These observations are consistent with the single-color 

fluorescence images of PSGL-1 (Figure 3.3) and CD44 (Figure 4.4) on KG-1a cells rolled on 

E-selectin, confirming that the fluorescence signals from CD44 and PSGL-1 are detected 

separately on the two camera (i.e. no or negligible effect of fluorescence cross talk 

between the two color channels). Importantly, the CD44 and PSGL-1 distributing on the 

tethers and slings show perfect spatial overlap, demonstrating that the entire tethers and 

slings are covered by CD44 and PSGL-1 in the distinct spatial distribution (i.e. contiguous 

and discrete distributions for CD44 and PSGL-1, respectively). 
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4.3.3 Density of CD44 molecules along tethers and slings 

The difference in the brightness of the fluorescence images obtained from CD44 (Figure 

4.4) and PSGL-1 (Figure 3.3) indicates different expression levels of these two selectin 

ligands on KG-1a cells. The expression of CD44 and PSGL-1 on KG-1a cells was 

characterized by flow cytometry (Figure 4.9). For quantitative analysis, we 

immunolabeled CD44 and PSGL-1 using identical labeling conditions except that we used 

515 and KPL clones for labeling CD44 and PSGL-1. The flow cytometry analysis clearly 

suggests that the number of CD44 molecules on KG-1a cells is much larger than that of 

Figure 4.8: Time-lapse two-color fluorescence images of CD44 and PSGL-1 on a KG-1a cell 
rolling on E-selectin. The CD44 and PSGL-1 molecules were immunolabeled using an AF488-
conjugated anti-CD44 and AF647-conjugated anti-PSGL-1. Tethers and slings are indicated by 
yellow and white arrowheads. Fluorescence images were recorded at the frame rate of 33 Hz. 
The surface density of the homodimeric rhE-selectin was 19.0 molecules μm-2 in average. The 
wall shear stress was set to 2 dyne cm-2. Fluorescence images were captured using an 
objective lens with N.A. 1.49 and 100× magnification. 
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PSGL-1. This result together with the contiguous distribution of CD44 on the tethers and 

slings indicates that the spatial density of CD44 on the tethers and slings are much higher 

than that of PSGL-1. 

 

We calculated the number of the CD44 molecules per unit length of tethers in a way 

similar to that for PSGL-1 (Figure 4.10, see Chapter 3 section3.3.3 and Chapter 2 section 

2.2.3). The calculated densities of CD44 on the tethers and slings are in the range of 20 – 

120 molecules μm-1 (i.e. the distances between adjacent CD44 molecules on the tethers 

and slings are in the range of 8 – 50 nm). This result demonstrate quantitatively that the 

densities of CD44 on the tethers and slings are much higher than those of PSGL-1 (0.4 – 

0.8 μm distances between adjacent molecules on the tethers and slings, i.e. 1.25 – 2.5 

Figure 4.9: Flow cytometry analysis of the expression level of CD44 (green) and PSGL-1 
(magenta) on KG-1a cells. CD44 and PSGL-1 were immunostained by antibodies (anti-CD44 
antibody clone 515 for CD44 and anti-PSGL-1 antibody clone KPL for PSGL-1) and AF488-
conjugated secondary antibody against the CD44 and PSGL-1 antibodies (goat anti-mouse 
IgG). Unstained KG-1a cells (black), isotype control labeled cells (red), and secondary alone-
labeled cells (blue) were added as controls. 
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molecules μm-1). The distances between adjacent CD44 molecules on the tethers and 

slings estimated by the density calculation (8 – 50 nm) are much shorter than the spatial 

resolution of our fluorescence microscope (approximately 200 nm according to Rayleigh 

criterion). Therefore, individual CD44 molecules on the tethers and slings cannot be 

resolved in our fluorescence imaging experiment. This is consistent with the contiguous 

distribution of CD44 observed in our imaging experiment. 

 

The density of CD44 molecules on the tethers and slings decreased with an increase in 

the shear stress (Figure 4.10). Similar shear stress-dependent density was observed for 

PSGL-1 (Figure 3.10). 

 

Figure 4.10: Number of CD44 molecules per unit length of tethers (blue) and slings (red) that 
are formed during the KG-1a cells rolling over E-selectin at different shear stresses. The 
surface density of E-selectin was 19.0 molecules μm-2.  
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4.3.4 Colocalization of CD44 and actin 

The single-molecule tracking experiment on PSGL-1 (Figure 3.12) revealed fast diffusive 

motion of the ligand on the tethers and slings, indicating the absence of actin cytoskeleton 

in the tethers and slings. To answer this question, we conducted two-color fluorescence 

imaging of CD44 and actin (see section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 for experimental details). Figure 

4.11 shows fluorescence images of CD44 and actin in a KG-1a cell that rolled over E-

selectin. In many cells, we did not observe any fluorescence signal of actin from tethers 

and slings. In some cases, we found that actin exists along the tethers and slings, but in a 

form of small fragmented patches (Figure 4.11). At the moment, we do not have a 

conclusive evidence that the actin exist inside the tethers and slings.  

 

Figure 4.11: Live-cell two-color fluorescence images of CD44 (yellow) and actin (cyan) in a 
KG1a cell. The CD44 molecules were immunolabeled using an AF488-conjugated antibodies. 
The actin molecules were fluorescently-labeled using silicon rhodamine (SiR)-conjugated 
jasplakinolide. Fluorescence images were recorded at the frame rate of 33 Hz. The surface 
density of the homodimeric rhE-selectin was 19.0 molecules μm-2 in average. The wall shear 
stress was set to 2 dyne cm-2. The images were captured using a high magnification objective 
lens (100x, N.A. 1.49). The two-color fluorescence images show non-continuous special 
distribution of actin in the tethers and slings. 
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Previous studies on neutrophils rolling over P-selectin reported the presence of lobe-like 

structures on the tethers and slings (Sundd P. et al. 2012, Alex Marki et al. 2016), which 

were attributed to preserved microvilli on the tethers and slings. Although our results do 

not support this (see Chapter 3 section 3.4 and Chapter 4 section 4.4 for details), if this is 

correct, the observed actin fluorescence could belong to these structures. 

Figure 4.12 shows time-lapse fluorescence images of actin in KG-1a cell that rolled over 

E-selectin. During the image acquisition, three slings (indicated by yellow, white, and red 

arrowheads) were formed. The position of the actin patches on the slings did not change 

during the rolling of the KG-1a cell. This result suggests that the actin patches are localized 

in specific positions along the tethers and slings, unlike PSGL-1 that displayed fast diffusive 

motion along the tethers and slings. We note that the tethers and slings formed during 

the cell rolling are distinct from elongated clusters of CD44 that are formed on the cell 

body during the rolling of the cell on E-selectin (Figure 1.11 and 1.12), which contributes 

to the slow and stable rolling of the cells on E-selectin (AbuZineh et al. Sic. Adv. 2018). In 

contrast to the very little colocalization of CD44 and actin in the tethers and slings, a 

perfect colocalization of CD44 and actin was observed for the elongated clusters of CD44 

(Figure 1.12B). 

 

4.3.5 Effects of lipid rafts disruption on the formation of tethers and slings 

We previously showed that disruption of cholesterol-rich lipid raft domains in the cell 

membrane of KG-1a cells caused partial disruption of CD44 clusters (Figure 1.13). We also 
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reported that the disruption of lipid rafts results in unstable and faster rolling of KG-1a 

cells on E-selectin (Figure 1.13). 

 

 

Thus, we investigated the effect of the lipid raft domains on the formation of tethers and 

slings. Lipid raft domains existing in the cell membrane on the formation of tethers and 

slings. Lipid raft domains existing in the cell membrane of KG-1a cells were disrupted by 

treating the cells with methyl-β-cyclodextrin (MβCD) that disrupts lipid raft domains by 

extracting cholesterol from a cell membrane (see section 4.2.4 for experimental details). 

Figure 4.13 shows time-lapse fluorescence images of CD44 on the surface of an MβCD-

treated KG-1a cell. We found that while the MβCD-treated cells roll on E-selectin and form 

tethers (Figure 4.13 yellow arrowheads) and slings (Figure 4.13 white arrowhead), 

number of the tethers and slings formed during the cell rolling is much smaller than that 

Figure 4.12: Live-cell fluorescence images of actin in a KG1a cell. The actin molecules were 
fluorescently-labeled using silicon rhodamine (SiR)-conjugated jasplakinolide. Three slings 
formed during the image acquisition are indicated in yellow, white, and red arrow heads. 
Fluorescence images were recorded at the frame rate of 33 Hz. The surface density of the 
homodimeric rhE-selectin was 19.0 molecules μm-2 in average. The wall shear stress was set 
to 2 dyne cm-2. The images were captured using a high magnification objective lens (100x, N.A. 
1.49). The time-lapse fluorescence images show non-continuous spatial distribution of actin. 
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observed for the intact KG-1a cells rolled on E-selectin. We also observed that the MβCD-

treated cells form relatively short tethers and slings. Furthermore, fluorescence 

intensities obtained from the tethers and slings of the MβCD-treated cells were not as 

bright as those obtained from the intact cells. 

 

 

Figure 4.14 shows mean lengths of tethers and slings that are formed during the intact 

and the MβCD-treated KG-1a cells rolled on E-selectin. We observed significant decrease 

in the length of both tethers and slings in the MβCD-treated KG-1a cells compared with 

the intact cells. These results indicate that the spatial clustering of CD44 (that is related 

to the lipid raft micro-domains) influences the spatiotemporal dynamics of tethers and 

slings formed during the cell rolling, which will be discussed in section 4.4. 

 

Figure 4.13: Live-cell immunofluorescence images of CD44 on the surface of a KG1a cell 
treated by methyl-β-cyclodextrin (MβCD). The CD44 molecules were immunolabeled using an 
AF488-conjugated antibodies. Fluorescence images were recorded at the frame rate of 33 Hz. 
The surface density of the homodimeric rhE-selectin was 19.0 molecules μm-2 in average. The 
wall shear stress was set to 2 dyne cm-2. Tethers and slings formed during the cell rolling are 
highlighted in yellow and white arrowheads, respectively. 
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4.4 Discussion 

Our microfluidics-based live-cell single-molecule fluorescence imaging on PSGL-1 

provided important implications about the selectin-ligand interactions occurring during 

the initial step of the HSPC homing. It was suggested that elastic properties of the tethers 

and slings influence significantly the spatiotemporal dynamics of the selectin ligands, 

which contributes to the efficient interaction of selectin ligands to the surface E-selectin 

(Chapter 3 section 3.4). In this chapter, by focusing on another selectin ligand, CD44, we 

further investigated the elastic properties of the tethers and slings, spatiotemporal 

dynamics of selectin ligands, and their contribution to the initial step of the HSPC homing. 

 

 

Figure 4.14: Mean lengths of tethers and slings formed during the MβCD-treated (blue) and 
control (red) KG-1a cells rolling over E-selectin at the shear stress of 2 dyne cm-2. The surface 
density of the homodimeric rhE-selectin was 19.0 molecules μm-2 in average. 
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4.4.1 Elastic property of the tethers and slings and its contribution to the cell rolling 

The very bright and contiguous fluorescence of CD44 from the tethers and slings (Figure 

4.4) allows detailed discussion about the dynamic behavior of the tethers and slings. Our 

live-cell fluorescence imaging experiment clearly captured the flipping of the broken 

tethers from the rear side of the KG-1a cell rolled on E-selectin to the front side of the cell 

(Figure 4.5). The images demonstrated that the flipping of the tethers occur in the time 

scale of approximately 300 ms. This time scale is longer than that reported for neutrophils 

rolled on P-selectin (less than 100 ms, (Alex Marki et al. 2016) although similar tethers 

and slings were observed in both cell types. Given much larger shear stress (10 dyne cm-

2) used in the experiment on neutrophils compared with our experiment (2 dyne cm-2), 

the observed difference is likely to be due to the different flow velocities in these 

experiments rather than different elastic properties of the tethers formed in these 

experiments. These results indicate that the elastic properties of the tethers and slings 

that make these structure very flexible are similar in different cell types, implying the 

existence of common mechanism of the formation of tethers and slings. 

To address this issue, we captured fluorescence images of actin during KG-1a cell rolled 

on E-selectin (Figure 4.11 and 4.12). The experiment revealed that actin is absent in most 

parts of the tethers and slings. We observed only small fragmented patches of actin on 

the tethers and slings. Although previous force spectroscopy studies indicated that cell 

membranes are decoupled from cortical actin cytoskeleton during the formation of the 

tethers (Shao J.-Y. et al. 1998, Evans E. et al. 2005, Heinrich V. et al. 2005), our result 
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unambiguously demonstrated that the detachment indeed occurs when tethers are 

formed. The spatiotemporal dynamics of the tethers and slings that we observed in this 

study (e.g. large extension of the tethers (Figure 4.6), merger of the tethers (Figure 3.13), 

tether to sling conversion (Figure 4.5), and retraction of unbound slings (Figure 3.14)) can 

be largely interpreted in a straightforward way by the absence of the actin cytoskeleton 

inside the tethers and slings given the large mechanical flexibility of unsupported cell 

membrane by cortical cytoskeleton and the fusing characteristics of phospholipids.  

The detachment of the cell membrane from the cortical actin cytoskeleton has significant 

influences on the spatiotemporal dynamics of selectin ligands on the tethers and slings. 

The single-molecule fluorescence imaging and tracking of PSGL-1 on the tethers and slings 

(Figure 3.12) demonstrated the very fast diffusive motion of PSGL-1 molecules on the 

tethers and slings (D = 2.5 – 2.9 μm s-1), which is three orders of magnitude faster than 

the diffusion coefficient of PSGL-1 on a cell body reported previously (Gaborski T.R. et al. 

Biophys. J. 2008) (Chapter 3 section 3.4.3 for details). Previous studies also suggested that 

PSGL-1 molecules are associated indirectly with actin cytoskeleton through actin binding 

proteins (ezrin/radixin/moesin (ERM) proteins) (Snapp K.R. et al. Blood 2002, Miner J.J. et 

al. Blood 2008). Thus, the results we obtained from the fluorescence imaging of actin 

strongly suggest that the fast diffusive motion of PSGL-1 is a result of decoupling of PSGL-

1 from the actin cytoskeleton. Although we were not able to capture the motion of 

individual CD44 molecule on the tethers and slings due to the high density of CD44 (Figure 

4.4, 4.6, and 4.7), it is likely that CD44 also shows fast diffusive motion on the tethers and 

slings given the association of CD44 to actin through ERM proteins and ankyrin (Wang et 
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al. J. Biol. Chem. 2014). Cortical actin cytoskeleton serves as a platform to spatially 

organize proteins on a cell membrane. The absence of the actin in the tethers and slings 

may, therefore, have similar effect on the diffusive motion of other membrane proteins 

located on the tethers and slings, including selectin ligands, which promotes efficient 

interactions between the surface selectins and their ligands on the cell surface through 

rapid scanning of large surface area by the selectin ligands on the tethers and slings. 

Using super-resolution (SR) fluorescence imaging technique, we previously found 

nanoscopic spatial reorganization of CD44 on KG-1a cells occurring during the cells rolled 

on E-selectin (Figure 1.11) (AbuZineh et al. 2018). However, we did not observe the 

formation of slings. Instead, we observed the formation of elongated CD44 clusters that 

show perfect colocalization of actin cytoskeleton (Figure 1.12). Since slings formed during 

the cell rolling are wrapped around the rolling cells (Sundd P. et al. 2012), we should 

observe thin CD44 clusters that do not colocalize with actin. At the moment, we don’t 

have a reasonable explanation for this discrepancy. A fixation of the cells in the SR imaging 

experiment may disrupt the tethers and slings (Ley K. personal communication). 

 

4.4.2 Spatial confinement of selectin ligands and its contribution to the cell rolling 

Using SR fluorescence imaging technique, we previously demonstrated that the CD44 

molecules are localized in microvilli and cover the entire microvilli protruding from the 

cell body, which resulted in patchy clusters of CD44 (approximately 200 nm length) on the 

cell surface (Figure 1.11A) (AbuZineh et al. 2018). As mentioned in Chapter 3, PSGL-1 
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molecules are believed to localize to a tip of microvilli (Moore K.L. et al. 1995, Abbal C. et 

al. 2006, Miner J.J. et al. 2008]. Since the tethers are supposed to be generated by an 

elongation of microvilli, this (partial) colocalization of CD44 and PSGL-1 in microvilli should 

result in colocalization of these two ligands on the tethers and slings. As expected, our 

two-color single-molecule live-cell fluorescence imaging experiment clearly showed the 

perfect spatial overlap of CD44 and PSGL-1 on the tethers and slings (Figure 4.8), 

confirming this mechanism of the tether formation.  

Importantly, we found that the entire tethers and slings are covered by the CD44 

molecules with contiguous distribution at the densities of 20 – 120 molecules μm-1 (Figure 

4.4, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.10). Since the CD44 molecules are localized in microvilli (i.e. not 

distributing on the cell body), the contiguous distribution of CD44 along the tethers 

strongly suggests that they are formed from single microvilli. If tethers are formed from 

multiple microvilli, we expect to observe patches of CD44 clusters along the tethers. This 

result is consistent with our finding that the density of CD44 decreases as the length of 

tethers and slings increases (Figure 4.10). This result is also consistent with our 

observation on PSGL-1 that the number of PSGL-1 molecules in each tether and sling is 

independent of the applied shear stress (Figure 3.11) whereas the length of the tethers 

and slings depend significantly on the shear stress (Figure 3.6).  

This conclusion provides important implication about the selectin-ligands interactions 

occurring during the cell rolling. Previous studies suggested that the localization of 

selectin ligands to microvilli enables them to efficiently interact with selectins during the 
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initial step of the homing (Moore K.L. et al. 1995, Abbal C. et al. 2006, Miner J.J. et al. 

2008). Our findings extend this discussion to the tethers and slings. During the cell rolling, 

the selectin ligands, PSGL-1 and CD44, localized in microvilli are redistributed along the 

tethers and slings. Since the tethers are formed from single microvilli, the entire tethers 

and thus slings are covered by these ligands. This spatial rearrangement of CD44 and 

PSGL-1 significantly increases the exposure of these ligands to the surface E-selectin, in 

particular the molecules on the slings, which would enhance the possibility that these 

ligands bind to E-selectin. The faster diffusive motion of the selectin ligands on the tethers 

and slings further enhances the binding efficiency (see Chapter 3 section 3.4.3 for details). 

Together, our results suggest that the rolled cells utilize the limited number of selectin 

ligands for their binding to E-selectin in very efficient way by spatially confining these 

ligands in the tethers and slings. 

We sometimes observed bright fluorescence spots (i.e. clusters) of CD44 at the tethering 

points (Figure 4.6). Importantly, the clusters of CD44 were not observed for the lipid rafts-

disrupted KG-1a cells (Figure 4.13). We observed less efficient formation of tethers and 

slings (Figure 4.13), suggesting lower probability of selectin ligands binding to the surface 

E-selectin. We also observed the formation of shorter tethers and slings during the lipid 

rafts-disrupted KG-1a cells rolled on E-selectin (Figure 4.14), suggesting faster dissociation 

of the tethering points from the surface E-selectin. Our previous study demonstrated that 

the disruption of the lipid rafts caused partial disruption of CD44 clusters and faster and 

unstable rolling of KG-1a cells on E-selectin (Figure 1.13). All these results suggest that the 

spatial clustering of CD44 plays an important role in both the initial tether formation and 
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the elongation of the tethers against the tension exerted to the tethering point. As 

detailed in Chapter 3 section 3.4.2, it has been predicted that spatial clustering of ligands 

strengthens ligand-receptor interactions (Gopalakrishnan M. et al. 2005) and helps cells 

to roll stably on a selectin surface (Schmidt B.J. et al. 2009). Since similar clustering at the 

tethering points was also observed for PSGL-1 (Figure 3.8), the binding of CD44 and PSGL-

1 clusters to E-selectin may occur concertedly.  

 

We note that the cell rolling on E-selectin also causes large nanoscale spatial 

reorganization of CD44 on the cell body. Our previous study captured this reorganization 

using SR fluorescence imaging (Figure 1. 11). Interestingly, unlike the tethers and slings, 

this reorganization is accompanied by a structural reorganization of cortical actin 

cytoskeleton. We observed perfect colocalization of CD44 and actin that are distributed 

Figure 4.15: Super-resolution fluorescence images of (A) CD44 and (B) PSGL-1 on KG-1a 
cells. The cells were fixed and immunolabeled in suspension for CD44 or PSGL-1 using the 
anti-CD44 (clone 515) or anti-PSGL-1 (clone KPL) followed by AF647-conjugated secondary 
antibodies. A) CD44 patches of ~ 200 nm and this size agrees with the size of microvilli. B) 
PSGL-1 forming smaller clusters compared to CD44; mean size ~ 70 nm in diameter. 
(AbuZineh K. et al 2018, AbuZineh K. unpublished data) 
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on the cell body after the cell rolling (Figure 1.12). This structural reorganization is 

essential for the slow and stable rolling of the cells (AbuZineh et al. 2018). These results 

together with our findings in this study indicate that the initial step of the HSPC homing 

is governed by spatiotemporally-regulated interactions between selectins and their 

ligands, in which structural changes/reorganizations of cellular components play essential 

roles. 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

We found that CD44 molecules have continuous distribution on the entire length of the 

tethers and slings which is due to the high density (i.e. shorter distance between CD44 

molecules) of CD44 on the tethers and slings. The density of the CD44 molecules 

decreased significantly with the increase in the shear stress, which further indicates that 

single tether is formed from single microvillus. We demonstrated that these tethers and 

slings are free from actin cytoskeleton, which plays an important role in the CD44 

distribution. Our results strongly suggested that the microvilli that are attached on the 

cell surface by cytoskeleton are pulled out during the cell rolling due to the selectin-ligand 

interactions, resulting in the detachment from the underlying cytoskeleton. This breakage 

separates the ligands from the actin cytoskeleton and allows them to scan a larger area 

across the formed tether. Also, the patchy clusters of CD44 localized on the microvilli are 

dispersed along the tethers in smaller numbers to increase the chance of binding to the 

receptors. These results are consistent with each other and further extend our 
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understanding for the homing process. We also found that the disruption of lipid rafts 

leads to the failure of the rolling cells to form tethers and slings.  Our results together with 

the findings in our previous study based on super-resolution fluorescence imaging 

suggested that the disruption of lipid rafts lead to the disruption of clustering of CD44 on 

microvilli, which causes weak binding to selectins and therefore inefficient formation of 

tethers, resulting in the failure of the most cell to roll on the selectins.  
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion, summary and future directions 

5.1 Conclusion 

We have successfully developed an in vitro assay to characterize the ligand-receptor 

interactions at single molecule level in real time using live cells. In this work, at the 

beginning we were interested in characterizing this interaction during the rolling step of 

the HSPCs homing process after being transplanted into patients. The new findings could 

contribute to a better understanding for the homing process and could lead to efficient 

use of BMT in the future.  

To be able to characterize the ligand-receptor interactions at single molecule, we need 

only to visualize the moment of binding and characterize the subsequent events. To do 

this, we needed only to use the purified receptors as the cell surface bound receptors 

could decrease the chance of signals recovery through the cells body. So, to mimic the 

endothelial surface expressing the receptors (E-/P-selectins) we used recombinant human 

E- and P-selectins deposited directly on a plastic surface. The deposited proteins adsorbed 

to the plastic surface by physical interactions; physisorption. Although this deposition 

produces random orientation, we have carefully evaluated this deposition in terms of the 

number of molecules per square micrometer area sand the ability of these deposited 

molecules to support the efficient rolling similar to the reported velocities.  We used 

commercially available microfluidic chambers that have a plastic bottom surface or 
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coverslip. The plastic surface is compatible with the most fluorescence based microscopy 

and allow complete recovery of the signals from the proteins. The deposited recombinant 

proteins on the plastic coverslip are inside the microfluidic channels that could mimic the 

blood vessels. These channels are carefully fabricated to have specific dimensions. The 

cells were perfused inside these channels through silicone tubes of 0.8 mm in diameter 

that connected from one end to the microfluidic chamber and the other end immersed in 

the cells suspension. The cell suspension is supplemented with optimized calcium 

concentration that is important for ligand-receptor interactions and a pH similar to that 

of physiologic blood. These cells were perfused into the microfluidic channels at flow rates 

to produce shear stresses similar to the physiologic hydrodynamic shear stress acting on 

the cells inside the blood vessels. The flow rates were mechanically controlled by a syringe 

pump that can produce different shear stresses ranging from 1 – 100 dyne cm-2. 

To monitor and visualize the ligands distribution on the surface of the live cells after 

interactions, we specifically targeted these ligands using monoclonal antibodies 

conjugated to fluorophores. The conjugated fluorophores were excited using suitable 

laser lines and controlled power that resulted in optimum fluorescence signals not 

exceeding the saturation level of the camera. The emitted fluorescent signals from the 

fluorophores were captured by EM-CCD camera. The monitoring and recording of the 

data was through IQ3 software installed in the computer. All electrical components used 

in our experiments were controlled by the same software. The data were analyzed using 

image J software including the three-dimensional reconstruction of the images and single-

molecule estimatio.  In summary, we have successfully built a system combining 
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microfluidics and wide-field epifluorescence microscopy that enabled us to unravel the 

molecular mechanism of ligand-receptor interactions at single molecule level in real time 

in vitro. 

Using our approach, we were able to study and characterize many features and 

phenomena during the initial step of homing; tethering and rolling including spatial and 

temporal redistribution of the ligands. The ligands are distributed on the cell surface in an 

extended location that enable feasible contact with the selectins expressed on the surface 

of endothelial cells; at the tips of microvilli for instance. We visualized the formation of 

very long cell membrane protrusions that can extend to more than 170 µm long in front 

and at the back of the rolling cells at the tethering points. These protrusions have been 

reported earlier as tethers at the back and slings in front that produced by rolling 

neutrophils on P-selectins at higher shear stresses (> 6 dyne cm-2). Here, we confirmed 

that KG-1a cells - premature leukocytes - can form similar features during rolling on E-

selectins at lower shear stresses (as low as 1 dyne cm-2).  The length of tethers and slings 

have been reported to be less than 25 µm but our approach revealed that their length 

can exceeds 170 µm.  

In principle, once ligand-receptor interaction takes place, the cell is captured from the 

flow. The binding point is known as “tethering point”. As the hydrodynamic shear stress 

continue to exert on the captured cell, it will move forward in the same direction of the 

flow. The force is acting on the apical surface of the cell while its base is bound to the 

surface. This will put a pressure on the free apical surface and as a result the cell will move 
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in a rolling motion. With the shear stress still acting on the bound rolling cell, the cell 

surface is pulled towards the tethering point forming an elongated cell membrane that is 

known as tether. Multiple tethering points can occur at the same time forming multiple 

tethers. These tethers enable the rolling cell to resist the prevailing shear stress. The bear 

loading tethering point can resist the power to a certain level; < 90 pN. Once the power 

exceeded, the tethering point will break and the formed tether will flip over the rolling 

cell to come in the front in the same direction of the flow. This tether most of the times 

bind to receptors in front and known as slings. Sometimes these slings are not bound and 

retracted towards the cell body and then extended again in the same direction of the flow 

seeking for receptors to bind. Usually, the rolling cell have multiple tethers and slings at 

the same time which make the cell appear like crawling on the surface.  The flipping over 

of the tethers in front of the rolling cell is amazing; it appears like a climbing hero trying 

to through a hook towards the wall. According to our observations, almost all of the rolling 

cells can form tethers. As the shear stress acting on the rolling cells increases, the length 

of the tethers and slings increases significantly. Sometimes the tethers and slings can 

detach from the rolling cells. It is not clear whether this detachment depends on the 

number of ligands molecule at the tethering points or depends on individual cell 

membrane property.  

We also estimated the number of the ligands (PSGL-1 and CD44) along these formed 

tethers and slings. We found that both of these ligands covering the entire length of 

tethers and slings. We found that PSGL-1 molecules found as single molecules in most of 

the PSGL-1 spots. These spots are of variable sizes that is decreasing as the tethers and 
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slings elongate further. This is clearly a new finding since the previous reports indicate 

that PSGL-1 molecules are found as patches of almost similar size. These findings also 

confirm that a single tether is formed from a single microvillus which contradict the 

previous reports in which they claimed that a single tether is formed from merging of 

multiple microvilli. If their claiming is true, we should observe discrete patches of PSGL-1 

along the tethers and slings with separating distances similar to the distance between 

microvilli on the cell surface. But our system clearly visualized PSGL-1 molecules as 

clusters being mostly of one molecule per spot after estimation. The separating distances 

between PSGL-1 molecules is varying from 0.1 to 3 µm which further confirm our 

hypothesis. Moreover, CD44 molecules have been observed to cover the entire length of 

the tethers and slings in denser clusters. The distance between CD44 molecules cannot 

be resolved as a result of diffraction limited spots. The density of CD44 molecules is 

decreasing significantly with the increasing in the shear stress, which further indicate that 

single tether is formed from single microvillus. We confirmed that these tethers and slings 

are free from actin cytoskeleton which was confirmed to play a role in CD44 distribution. 

This is also another indication that single tether is formed from single microvillus. The 

microvilli are attached on the cell surface by cytoskeleton and after the ligand-receptor 

interactions the microvillus pulled out and the underlying cytoskeleton breaks. This 

breakage will separate the ligands from the actin cytoskeleton and allow them to scan a 

larger area across the formed tether. Also, the patchy clusters are disperse along the 

tethers in smaller numbers to increase the chance of binding to receptors. These results 

are consistent with each other and further extend our understanding for the homing 
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process. Another interesting finding is that the disruption of lipid rafts lead to the failure 

of the rolling cells to form tethers and slings. Which further confirm the crucial rule of 

lipid rafts to be localized to CD44 on the cell surface. We confirmed that the disruption of 

lipid rafts lead to the disruption of CD44 ligands and significantly lead to the failure of the 

most cell to roll on the selectins. The small portion of the bound cells regardless of 

absence of tethers and slings formation might be due to existence of other ligands.  

In the tethering points, our data clearly demonstrate the need for larger number of PSGL-

1 molecules to further extend the resistance for the shear stress. Multiple anchoring 

points within a tether have been resolved. The tethers that have multiple anchoring 

points usually resist the shear stress for longer periods of time and contribute also to the 

extension of the tethers with the time.  

An interesting behavior of PSGL-1 molecules that has not been reported yet, we have 

reported here. This phenomena is the two-dimensional movements of PSGL-1 molecules 

along tethers and slings in the same direction and in the opposite direction of the flow. It 

is not clear how these molecules are moving in these directions, still we are investigating.  

Another unreported phenomena is the merging of multiple tethers to form a single longer 

tether that further supports the resistance of the cell to the shear stress. Since the tethers 

are formed from the same phospholipid bilayer, it is easy to predict the principle of 

merging but what force directing this merging is still illusive.  
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5.2 Summary    

In summary we developed an in vitro approach that enabled us to unravel new 

unreported characteristics and features of ligand-receptor interactions of HSPCs rolling 

during homing process at single molecule level of live cells in real time. We have observed 

many new features and behaviors of the initial step in the homing process and the effect 

of the tethering and rolling on the spatial and temporal redistribution of these ligands on 

the cell surface. We also identified unreported contribution of these ligands in the homing 

process which is further expanding our understanding. Our findings will contribute greatly 

to the field of HSPCs engraftment and will promote further works to improve the BMT to 

enhance the homing process.  

 

5.3 Future Directions 

The developed approach can be used to monitor and visualize any surface protein 

interactions, not only to study the spatial distribution of the ligands. By selectively 

targeting any protein, we can study the effects and consequences of this protein binding 

to immobilized molecules. Moreover, using the same approach we can investigate similar 

processes to the homing such as cancer metastasis. Such an approach can lead to testing 

some of the potential inhibitors of cancer metastasis and enhancing the homing of HSPCs 

to the bone marrow. 
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APPENDICES 

 Bader Al Alwan, Karmen AbuZeneh, Maged F. Byeomi, Shuho Nozue, Aigerim 
Rakhmatulina Jasmeen S. Merzaban and Satoshi Habuchi; “Stable blood stem cell 
rolling is enabled by spatial confinement and temporal dynamics of selectin 
ligands”. In progress. I am the first author for this work which constitutes the work 
of this PhD and we are working on the manuscript and some additional 
experiments must be carried out before submission. 

 Karmen AbuZineh, Luay I. Joudeh, Bader Al Alwan, Samir M. Hamdan, Jasmeen S. 
Merzaban, Satoshi Habuchi (2018) " Microfluidics-based super-resolution 
microscopy enables nanoscopic characterization of blood stem cell rolling" Sci. 
Adv. 2018, 4:eaat5304. I have contributed to the optimization of protein A 
mediated deposition of rh E-selectins, rolling assay using KG-1a cells. 
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Appendix 

Some Physical Terms used in the thesis 

Shear stress 

Shear stress (τ) is an attractive force of a viscous fluid exerted on a solid body restricting 

its motion. Shear stress increases with the increase in fluid viscosity and velocity.  

 

 

 

 

Torque: 

It can be defined as the force that cause a rotational movement of an object. The point 

where the object is rotating is called “axis of rotation”. 

T = F × r × sin(theta) 

T = Torque ; F = Linear force ; r = distance measured from the axis of rotation to where 

the linear force applied; theta = the angle between F and r.  

 

 

shear stress                τ = µQ/a2b 

 
Solid 

body 
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Hydrodynamic drag: 

Defined as the force of a fluid acting on an object that resists its motion. This means the 

pressure acting on the object caused by the movement of the prevailing liquid. Certain 

factors are involved in affecting the drag force, it increases as the fluid density increases, 

and the area of the object. 

Newtonian fluid: 

Also known as “Normal liquids”; Newtonian fluids which have a changing viscosity in 

response to change in pressure and temperature. This means they have a constant 

viscosity at certain pressure and temperature. For example; water freezes at 0o C and 

changes into gas at 100o C. Other Newtonian fluids include but not limited to glycerin, 

glucose solutions, and silicone oil.  

Non-Newtonian fluid:  

Depending on the definition of Newtonian fluids; non-Newtonian fluids that have variable 

viscosity at certain pressure and temperature. Also they are called “strange liquids”. Some 

liquids such as milk, corn starch and honey are considered as Non-Newtonian fluids. 
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